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Introduction
Mass digitization is first and foremost a professional concept. While it has
become a disciplinary buzzword used to describe large-scale digitization
projects of varying scope, it enjoys little circulation beyond the confines
of information science and such projects themselves. Yet, as this book
argues, it has also become a defining concept of our time. Indeed, it has
even attained the status of a cultural and moral imperative and obligation.1
Today, anyone with an Internet connection can access hundreds of millions of digitized cultural artifacts from the comfort of their desk—or many
other locations—and cultural institutions and private bodies add thousands of new cultural works to the digital sphere every day. The practice of
mass digitization is forming new nexuses of knowledge, and new ways of
engaging with that knowledge. What at first glance appears to be a simple
act of digitization (the transformation of singular books from boundary
objects to open sets of data), reveals, on closer examination, a complex
process teeming with diverse political, legal, and cultural investments and
controversies.
This volume asks why mass digitization has become such a “matter of
concern,”2 and explores its implications for the politics of cultural memory.
In practical terms, mass digitization is digitization on an industrial scale.
But in cultural terms, mass digitization is much more than this. It is the
promise of heightened access to—and better preservation of—the past, and
of more original scholarship and better funding opportunities. It also promises entirely new ways of reading, viewing, and structuring archives, new
forms of value and their extraction, and new infrastructures of control. This
volume argues that the shape-shifting quality of mass digitization, and its
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social dynamics, alters the politics of cultural memory institutions. Two
movements simultaneously drive mass digitization programs: the relatively new phenomenon of big data gold rushes, and the historically more
familiar archival accumulative imperative. Yet despite these prospects, mass
digitization projects are also uphill battles. They are costly and speculative processes, with no guaranteed rate of return, and they are constantly
faced by numerous limitations and contestations on legal, social, and cultural levels. Nevertheless, both public and private institutions adamantly
emphasize the need to digitize on a massive scale, motivating initiatives
around the globe—from China to Russia, Africa to Europe, South America
to North America. Some of these initiatives are bottom-up projects driven
by highly motivated individuals, while others are top-down and governed
by complex bureaucratic apparatuses. Some are backed by private money,
others publically funded. Some exist as actual archives, while others figure
only as projections in policy papers. As the ideal of mass digitization filters
into different global empirical situations, the concept of mass digitization
attains nuanced political hues. While all projects formally seek to serve the
public interest, they are in fact infused with much more diverse, and often
conflicting, political and commercial motives and dynamics. The same
mass digitization project can even be imbued with different and/or contradictory investments, and can change purpose and function over time,
sometimes rapidly.
Mass digitization projects are, then, highly political. But they are not
political in the sense that they transfer the politics of analog cultural
memory institutions into the digital sphere 1:1, or even liberate cultural
memory artifacts from the cultural politics of analog cultural memory institutions. Rather, mass digitization presents a new political cultural memory
paradigm, one in which we see strands of technical and ideological continuities combine with new ideals and opportunities; a political cultural
memory paradigm that is arguably even more complex—or at least appears
more messy to us now—than that of analog institutions, whose politics
we have had time to get used to. In order to grasp the political stakes of
mass digitization, therefore, we need to approach mass digitization projects not as a continuation of the existing politics of cultural memory, or
as purely technical endeavors, but rather as emerging sociopolitical and
sociotechnical phenomena that introduce new forms of cultural memory
politics.
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Framing, Mapping, and Diagnosing Mass Digitization
Interrogating the phenomenon of mass digitization, this book asks the
question of how mass digitization affects the politics of cultural memory
institutions. As a matter of practice, something is clearly changing in the
conversion of bounded—and scarce—historical material into ubiquitous
ephemeral data. In addition to the technical aspects of digitization, mass
digitization is also changing the political territory of cultural memory
objects. Global commercial platforms are increasingly administering and
operating their scanning activities in favor of the digital content they
reap from the national “data tombs” of museums and libraries and the
feedback loops these generate. This integration of commercial platforms
into the otherwise primarily public institutional set-up of cultural memory has produced a reconfiguration of the political landscape of cultural
memory from the traditional symbolic politics of scarcity, sovereignty, and
cultural capital to the late-sovereign infrapolitics of standardization and
subversion.
The empirical outlook of the present book is predominantly Western.
Yet, the overarching dynamics that have been pursued are far from limited to any one region or continent, nor limited solely to the field of cultural memory. Digitization is a global phenomenon and its reliance on
late-sovereign politics and subpolitical governance forms are shared across
the globe.
The central argument of this book is that mass digitization heralds a
new kind of politics in the regime of cultural memory. Mass digitization
of cultural memory is neither a neutral technical process nor a transposition of the politics of analog cultural heritage to the digital realm on a
1:1 scale. The limitations of using conventional cultural-political frameworks for understanding mass digitization projects become clear when
working through the concepts and regimes of mass digitization. Mass
digitization brings together so many disparate interests and elements that
any mono-theoretical lens would fail to account for the numerous political issues arising within the framework of mass digitization. Rather, mass
digitization should be approached as an infrapolitical process that brings
together a multiplicity of interests hitherto foreign to the realm of cultural
memory.
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The first part of the book, “framing,” outlines the theoretical arguments in the book—that the political dynamics of mass digitization organize themselves around the development of the technical infrastructures
of mass digitization in late-sovereign frameworks. Fusing infrastructure
theory and theories on the political dynamics of late sovereignty allows
us to understand mass digitization projects as cultural phenomena that are
highly dependent on standardization and globalization processes, while
also recognizing that their resultant infrapolitics can operate as forms of
both control and subversion.
The second part of the book, “mapping,” offers an analysis of three
different mass digitization phenomena and how they relate to the latesovereign politics that gave rise to them. The part thus examines the historical foundation, technical infrastructures, and (il)licit status and ideological
underpinnings of three variations of mass digitization projects: primarily
corporate, primarily public, and primarily private. While these variations
may come across as reproductions of more conventional societal structures, the chapters in part two nevertheless also present us with a paradox:
while the different mass digitization projects that appear in this book—
from Google’s privatized endeavor to Europeana’s supranational politics
to the unofficial initiatives of shadow libraries—have different historical
and cultural-political trajectories and conventional regimes of governance,
they also undermine these conventional categories as they morph and
merge into new infrastructures and produce a new form of infrapolitics.
The case studies featured in this book are not to be taken as exhaustive
examples, but rather as distinct, yet nevertheless entangled, examples
of how analog cultural memory is taken online on a digital scale. They
have been chosen with the aim of showing the diversity of mass digitization, but also how it, as a phenomenon, ultimately places the user in
the dilemma of digital capitalism with its ethos of access, speed, and participation (in varying degrees). The choices also have their limitations,
however. In their Western bias, which is partly rooted in this author’s lack
of language skills (specifically in Russian and Chinese), for instance, they
fail to capture the breadth and particularities of the infrapolitics of mass
digitization in other parts of the world. Much more research is needed in
this area.
The final part of the book, “diagnosing,” zooms in on the pathologies of
mass digitization in relation to affective questions of desire and uncertainty.
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This part argues that instead of approaching mass digitization projects as
rationalized and instrumental projects, we should rather acknowledge them
as ambivalent spatio-temporal projects of desire and uncertainty. Indeed, as
the third part concludes, it is exactly uncertainty and desire that organizes
the new spatio-temporal infrastructures of cultural memory institutions,
where notions such as serendipity and the infrapolitics of platforms have
taken precedence over accuracy and sovereign institutional politics. The
third part thus calls into question arguments that imagine mass digitization
as instrumentalized projects that either undermine or produce values of
serendipity, as well as overarching narratives of how mass digitization produces uncomplicated forms of individualized empowerment and freedom.
Instead, the chapter draws attention to the new cultural logics of platforms
that affect the cultural politics of mass digitization projects.
Crucially, then, this book seeks neither to condemn nor celebrate mass
digitization, but rather to unpack the phenomenon and anchor it in its
contemporary political reality. It offers a story of the ways in which mass
digitization produces new cultural memory institutions online that may be
entwined in the cultural politics of their analog origins, but also raises new
political questions to the collections.
Setting the Stage: Assembling the Motley Crew of Mass Digitization
The dream and practice of mass digitizing cultural works has been around
for decades and, as this section attests, the projects vary significantly in
shape, size, and form. While rudimentary and nonexhaustive, this section
gathers a motley collection of mass digitization initiatives, from some of
the earliest digitization programs to later initiatives. The goal of this section is thus not so much to meticulously map mass digitization programs,
but rather to provide examples of projects that might illuminate the purpose of this book and its efforts to highlight the infrastructural politics of
mass digitization. As the section attests, mass digitization is anything but a
streamlined process. Rather, it is a painstakingly complex process mired in
legal, technical, personal, and political challenges and problems, and it is a
vision whose grand rhetoric often works to conceal its messy reality.
It is pertinent to note that mass digitization suffers from the combined
gendered and racialized reality of cultural institutions, tech corporations,
and infrastructural projects: save a few exceptions, there is precious little
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diversity in the official map of mass digitization, even in those projects that
emerge bottom-up. This does not mean that women and minorities have
not formed a crucial part of mass digitization, selecting cultural objects,
prepping them (for instance ironing newspapers to ensure that they are
flat), scanning them, and constructing their digital infrastructures. However, more often than not, their contributions fade into the background as
tenders of the infrastructures of mass digitization rather than as the (predominantly white, male) “face” of mass digitization. As such, an important
dimension of the politics of these infrastructural projects is their reproduction of established gendered and racialized infrastructures already present
in both cultural institutions and the tech industry.3 This book hints at these
crucial dimensions of mass digitization, but much more work is needed to
change the familiar cast of cultural memory institutions, both in the analog
and digital realms.
With these introductory remarks in place, let us now turn to the long
and winding road to mass digitization as we know it today. Locating the
exact origins of this road is a subjective task that often ends up trapping
the explorer in the mirror halls of technology. But it is worth noting that of
course there existed, before the Internet, numerous attempts at capturing
and remediating books in scalable forms, for the purposes both of preservation and of extending the reach of library collections. One of the most revolutionary of such technologies before the digital computer or the Internet
was microfilm, which was first held forth as a promising technology of
preservation and remediation in the middle of the 1800s.4 At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Belgian author, entrepreneur, visionary,
lawyer, peace activist, and one of the founders of information science, Paul
Otlet, brought the possibilities of microfilm to bear directly on the world
of libraries. Otlet authored two influential think pieces that outlined the
benefits of microfilm as a stable and long-term remediation format that
could, ultimately, also be used to extend the reach of literature, just as
he and his collaborator, inventor and engineer Robert Goldschmidt, coauthored a work on the new form of the book through microphotography,
Sur une forme nouvelle du livre: le livre microphotographique.5 In his analyses,
Otlet suggested that the most important transformations would not take
place in the book itself, but in substitutes for it. Some years later, beginning
in 1927 with the Library of Congress microfilming more than three million pages of books and manuscripts in the British Library, the remediation
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of cultural works in microformat became a widespread practice across the
world, and microfilm is still in use to this day.6 Otlet did not confine himself to thinking only about microphotography, however, but also pursued a
more speculative vein, inspired by contemporary experiments with electromagnetic waves, arguing that the most radical change of the book would
be wireless technology. Moreover, he also envisioned and partly realized
a physical space, Mundaneum, for his dreams of a universal archive. Paul
Otlet and Nobel Peace Prize Winner Henri La Fontaine conceived of Mundaneum in 1895 as part of their work on documentation science. Otlet
called the Mundaneum “… an Idea, an Institution, a Method, a Body of
work materials and collections, a Building, a Network.” In more concrete,
but no less ambitious terms, the Mundaneum was to gather together all
the world’s knowledge and classify it according to a universal system they
developed called the “Universal Decimal Classification.” In 1910, Otlet
and Fontaine found a place for their work in the Palais du Cinquantenaire,
a government building in Brussels. Later, Otlet commissioned Le Corbusier to design a building for the Mundaneum in Geneva. The cooperation
ended unsuccesfully, however, and it later led a nomadic life, moving from
The Hague to Brussels and then in 1993 to the city of Mons in Belgium,
where it now exists as a museum called the Mundaneum Archive Center.
Fatefully, Mons, a former mining district, also houses Google’s largest data
center in Europe and it did not take Google long to recognize the cultural value in entering a partnership with the Mundaneum, the two parties
signing a contract in 2013. The contract entailed among other things that
Google would sponsor a traveling exhibit on the Mundaneum, as well as
a series of talks on Internet issues at the museum and the university, and
that the Mundaneum would use Google’s social networking service, Google
Plus, as a promotional tool. An article in the New York Times described the
partnership as “part of a broader campaign by Google to demonstrate that
it is a friend of European culture, at a time when its services are being
investigated by regulators on a variety of fronts.”7 The collaboration not
only spurred international interest, but also inspired a group of influential tech activists and artists closely associated with the creative work of
shadow libraries to create the critical archival project Mondotheque.be, a
platform for “discussing and exploring the way knowledge is managed and
distributed today in a way that allows us to invent other futures and different narrations of the past,”8 and a resulting digital publication project, The
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Radiated Book, authored by an assembly of activists, artists, and scholars
such as Femke Snelting, Tomislav Medak, Dušan Barok, Geraldine Juárez,
Shin Joung Yeo, and Matthew Fuller.9
Another early precursor of mass digitization emerged with Project
Gutenberg, often referred to as the world’s oldest digital library. Project
Gutenberg was the brainchild of author Michael S. Hart, who in 1971,
using technologies such as ARPANET, Bulletin Board Systems (BSS), and
Gopher protocols, experimented with publishing and distributing books
in digital form. As Hart reminisced in his later text, “The History and Philosophy of Project Gutenberg,”10 Project Gutenberg emerged out of a donation he received as an undergraduate in 1971, which consisted of $100
million worth of computing time on the Xerox Sigma V mainframe at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Wanting to make good
use of the donation, Hart, in his own words, “announced that the greatest value created by computers would not be computing, but would be
the storage, retrieval, and searching of what was stored in our libraries.”11
He therefore committed himself to converting analog cultural works into
digital text in a format not only available to, but also accessible/readable
to, almost all computer systems: “Plain Vanilla ASCII” (ASCII for “American Standard Code for Information Interchange”). While Project Gutenberg only converted about 50 works into digital text in the 1970s and the
1980s (the first was the Declaration of Independence), it today hosts up to
56,000 texts in its distinctly lo-fi manner.12 Interestingly, Michael S. Hart
noted very early on that the intention of the project was never to reproduce authoritative editions of works for readers—“who cares whether a
certain phrase in Shakespeare has a ‘:’ or a ‘;’ between its clauses”—but
rather to “release etexts that are 99.9% accurate in the eyes of the general reader.”13 As the present book attests, this early statement captures
one of the central points of contestation in mass digitization: the trade-off
between accuracy and accessibility, raising questions both of the limits of
commercialized accelerated digitization processes (see chapter 2 on Google
Books) and of class-based and postcolonial implications (see chapter 4 on
shadow libraries).
If Project Gutenberg spearheaded the efforts of bringing cultural works
into the digital sphere through manual conversion of analog text into lo-fi
digital text, a French mass digitization project affiliated with the construction of the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) initiated in 1989 could
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be considered one of the earliest examples of actually digitizing cultural
works on an industrial scale.14 The French were thus working on blueprints
of mass digitization programs before mass digitization became a widespread
practice as part of the construction of a new national library, under the
guidance of Alain Giffard and initiated by François Mitterand. In a letter
sent in 1990 to Prime Minister Michel Rocard, President Mitterand outlined
his vision of a digital library, noting that “the novelty will be in the possibility of using the most modern computer techniques for access to catalogs and documents of the Bibliothèque nationale de France.”15 The project
managed to digitize a body of 70,000–80,000 titles, a sizeable amount of
works for its time. As Alain Giffard noted in hindsight, “the main difficulty
for a digitization program is to choose the books, and to choose the people
to choose the books.”16 Explaining in a conversation with me how he went
about this task, Giffard emphasized that he chose “not librarians but critics,
researchers, etc.” This choice, he underlined, could be made only because
the digitization program was “the last project of the president and a special
mission” and thus not formally a civil service program.17 The work process
was thus as follows:
I asked them to prepare a list. I told them, “Don’t think about what exists. I ask of
you a list of books that would be logical in this concept of a library of France.” I had
the first list and we showed it to the national library, which was always fighting internally. So I told them, “I want this book to be digitized.” But they would never give
it to us because of territory. Their ship was not my ship. So I said to them, “If you
don’t give me the books I shall buy the books.” They said I could never buy them,
but then I started buying the books from antiques suppliers because I earned a lot of
money at that time. So in the end I had a lot of books. And I said to them, “If you
want the books digitized you must give me the books.” But of the 80,000 books that
were digitized, half were not in the collection. I used the staff’s garages for the books,
80,000 books. It is an incredible story.18

Incredible indeed. And a wonderful anecdote that makes clear that mass
digitization, rather than being just a technical challenge, is also a politically
contingent process that raises fundamental questions of territory (institutional as well as national), materiality, and culture. The integration of the
digital très grande bibliothèque into the French national mass digitization
project Gallica, later in 1997, also foregrounds the infrastructural trajectory
of early national digitization programs into later glocal initiatives.19
The question of pan-national digitization programs was precisely at the
forefront of another early prominent mass digitization project, namely the
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Universal Digital Library (UDL), which was launched in 1995 by Carnegie
Mellon computer scientist Raj Reddy and developed by linguist Jaime Carbonell, physicist Michael Shamos, and Carnegie Mellon Foundation dean
of libraries Gloriana St. Clair. In 1998, the project launched the Thousand
Book Project. Later, the UDL scaled its initial efforts up to the Million Book
Project, which they successfully completed in 2007.20 Organizationally,
the UDL stood out from many of the other digitization projects by including initial participation from three non-Western entities in addition to
the Carnegie Mellon Foundation—the governments of India, China, and
Egypt.21 Indeed, India and China invested about $10 million in the initial phase, employing several hundred people to find books, bring them
in, and take them back. While the project ambitiously aimed to provide
access “to all human knowledge, anytime, anywhere,” it ended its scanning
activities 2008. As such, the Universal Digital Library points to another
central infrastructural dimension of mass digitization: its highly contingent spatio-temporal configurations that are often posed in direct contradistinction to the universalizing discourse of mass digitization. Across
the board, mass digitization projects, while confining themselves in practice to a limited target of how many books they will digitize, employ a
discourse of universality, perhaps alluding vaguely to how long such an
endeavor will take but in highly uncertain terms (see chapters 3 and 5
in particular).
No exception from the universalizing discourse, another highly significant mass digitization project, the Internet Archive, emerged around
the same time as the Universal Digital Library. The Internet Archive was
founded by open access activist and computer engineer Brewster Kahle in
1996, and although it was primarily oriented toward preserving born-digital
material, in particular the Internet (Wired calls Brewster Kahle “the Internet’s de facto librarian”22), the Archive also began digitizing books in 2005,
supported by a grant from the Alfred Sloan Foundation. Later that year,
the Internet Archive created the infrastructural initiative, Open Content
Alliance (OCA), and was now embedded in an infrastructure that included
over 30 major US libraries, as well as major search engines (by Yahoo! and
Microsoft), technology companies (Adobe and Xerox), a commercial publisher (O’Reilly Media, Inc.), and a not-for-profit membership organization
of more than 150 institutions, including universities, research libraries,
archives, museums, and historical societies.23 The Internet Archive’s mass
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digitization infrastructure was thus from the beginning a mesh of public
and private cooperation, where libraries made their collections available to
the Alliance for scanning, and corporate sponsors or the Internet Archive
conversely funded the digitization processes. As such, the infrastructures
of the Internet Archive and Google Books were rather similar in their setups.24 Nevertheless, the initiative of the Internet Archive’s mass digitization
project and its attendant infrastructural alliance, OCA, should be read as
both a technical infrastructure responding to the question of how to mass
digitize in technical terms, and as an infrapolitical reaction in response to
the forces of the commercial world that were beginning to gather around
mass digitization, such as Amazon25 and Google. The Internet Archive thus
positioned itself as a transparent open source alternative to the closed doors
of corporate and commercial initiatives. Yet, as Kalev Leetaru notes, the
case was more complex than that. Indeed, while the OCA was often foregrounded as more transparent than Google, their technical infrastructural
components and practices were in fact often just as shrouded in secrecy.26
As such, the Internet Archive and the OCA draw attention to the important
infrapolitical question in mass digitization, namely how, why, and when to
manage visibilities in mass digitization projects.
Although the media sometimes picked up stories on mass digitization
projects already outlined, it wasn’t until Google entered the scene that mass
digitization became a headline-grabbing enterprise. In 2004, Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin traveled to Frankfurt to make a rare appearance at the Frankfurt Book Fair. Google was at that time still considered
a “scrappy” Internet company in some quarters, as compared with tech
giants such as Microsoft.27 Yet Page and Brin went to Frankfurt to deliver
a monumental announcement: Google would launch a ten-year plan to
make available approximately 15 million digitized books, both in- and outof-copyright works.28 They baptized the program “Google Print,” a project
that consisted of a series of partnerships between Google and five Englishlanguage libraries: the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Stanford,
Harvard, Oxford (Bodleian Library), and the New York City Public Library.
While Page’s and Brin’s announcement was surprising to some, many had
anticipated it; as already noted, advances toward mass digitization proper
had already been made, and some of the partnership institutions had been
negotiating with Google since 2002.29 As with many of the previous mass
digitization projects, Google found inspiration for their digitization project
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in the long-lived utopian ideal of the universal library, and in particular the
mythic library of Alexandria.30 As with other Google endeavors, it seemed
that Page was intent on realizing a utopian ideal that scholars (and others) had long dreamed of: a library containing everything ever written. It
would be realized, however, not with traditional human-centered means
drawn from the world of libraries, but rather with an AI approach. Google
Books would exceed human constraints, taking the seemingly impossible
vision of digitizing all the books in the world as a starting point for constructing an omniscient Artificial Intelligence that would know the entire
human symbol system and allow flexible and intuitive recollection. These
constraints were physical (how to digitize and organize all this knowledge
in physical form); legal (how to do it in a way that suspends existing regulation); and political (how to transgress territorial systems). The invocation
of the notion of the universal library was not a neutral action. Rather, the
image of Google Books as a library worked as a symbolic form in a cultural
scheme that situated Google as a utopian, and even ethical, idealist project. Google Books seemingly existed by virtue of Goethe’s famous maxim
that “To live in the ideal world is to treat the impossible as if it were possible.”31 At the time, the industry magazine Bookseller wrote in response to
Google’s digitization plans: “The prospect is both thrilling and frightening
for the book industry, raising a host of technical and theoretical issues.”32
And indeed, while some reacted with enthusiasm and relief to the prospect of an organization being willing to suffer the cost of mass digitization, others expressed economic and ethical concerns. The Authors Guild,
a New York–based association, promptly filed a copyright infringement suit
against Google. And librarians were forced to revisit core ethical principles
such as privacy and public access.
The controversies of Google Books initially played out only in US territory. However, another set of concerns of a more territorial and political nature soon came to light. The French President at the time, Jacques
Chirac, called France to cultural-political arms, urging his culture minister, Renaud Donnedieu de Vabres, and Jean-Noël Jeanneney, then-head of
France’s Bibliothèque nationale, to do the same with French texts as Google
planned to do with their partner libraries, but by means of a French search
engine.33 Jeanneney initially framed this French cultural-political endeavor
as a European “contre-attaque” against Google Books, which, according to
Jeanneney, could pose “une domination écrasante de l'Amérique dans la
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définition de l'idée que les prochaines générations se feront du monde.”
(“a crushing American domination of the formation of future generations’
ideas about the world”)34 Other French officials insisted that the French
digitization project should be seen not primarily as a cultural-political
reaction against Google, but rather as a cultural-political incentive within
France and Europe to make European information available online. “I really
stress that it's not anti-American,” an official at France’s Ministry of Culture
and Communication, speaking on the condition of anonymity, noted in
an interview. “It is not a reaction. The objective is to make more material
relevant to European heritage available. … Everybody is working on digitization projects.” Furthermore, the official did not rule out potential cooperation between Google and the European project.35 There was no doubt,
however, that the move to mass digitization “was a political drive by the
French,” as Stephen Bury, head of European and American collections at
the British Library, emphasized.36
Despite its mixed messages, the French reaction nevertheless underscored the controversial nature of mass digitization as a symbolic, as well
as technical, aspiration: mass digitization was a process that not only neutrally scanned and represented books but could also produce a new mode
of world-making, actively structuring archives as well as their users.37 Now
questions began to surface about where, or with whom, to place governance over this new archive: who would be the custodian of the keys to
this new library? And who would be the librarians? A series of related questions could also be asked: who would determine the archival limits, the
relations between the secret and the non-secret or the private and the public, and whether these might involve property or access rights, publication
or reproduction rights, classification, and putting into order? France soon
managed to rally other EU countries (Spain, Poland, Hungary, Italy, and
Germany) to back its recommendation to the European Commission (EC)
to construct a European alternative to Google’s search engine and archive
and to set this out in writing. Occasioned by the French recommendation,
the EC promptly adopted the idea of Europeana—the name of the proposed
alternative—as a “flagship project” for the budding EU cultural policy.38
Soon after, in 2008, the EC launched Europeana, giving access to some 4.5
million digital objects from more than 1,000 institutions.
Europeana’s Europeanizing discourse presents a territorializing approach
to mass digitization that stands in contrast to the more universalizing
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tone of Mundaneum, Gutenberg, Google Books, and the Universal Digital
Library. As such, it ties in with our final examples, namely the sovereign
mass digitization projects that have in fact always been one of the primary
drivers in mass digitization efforts. To this day, the map of mass digitization is populated with sovereign mass digitization efforts from Holland and
Norway to France and the United States. One of the most impressive projects is the Norwegian mass digitization project at the National Library of
Norway, which since 2004 has worked systematically to develop a digital
National Library that encompasses text, audio, video, image, and websites.
Impressively, the National Library of Norway offers digital library services
that provide online access (to all with a Norwegian IP address) to full-text
versions of all books published in Norway up until the year 2001, access to
digital newspaper collections from the major national and regional newspapers in all libraries in the country, and opportunities for everyone with
Internet access to search and listen to more than 40,000 radio programs
recorded between 1933 and the present day.39 Another ambitious national
mass digitization project is the Dutch National Library’s effort to digitize
all printed publications since 1470 and to create a National Platform for
Digital Publications, which is to act both as a content delivery platform for
its mass digitization output and as a national aggregator for publications.
To this end, the Dutch National Library made deals with Google Books and
Proquest to digitize 42 million pages just as it entered into partnerships
with cross-domain aggregators such as Europeana.40 Finally, it is imperative
to mention the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), a national digital
library conceived of in 2010 and launched in 2013, which aggregates digital
collections of metadata from around the United States, pulling in content
from large institutions like the National Archives and Records Administration and HathiTrust, as well as from smaller archives. The DPLA is in great
part the fruit of the intellectual work of Harvard University’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society and the work of its Steering Committee, which
consisted of influential names from the digital, legal, and library worlds,
such as Robert Darnton, Maura Marx, and John Palfrey from Harvard University; Paul Courant of the University of Michigan; Carla Hayden, then
of Baltimore’s Enoch Pratt Free Library and subsequently the Librarian of
Congress; Brewster Kahle; Jerome McGann; Amy Ryan of the Boston Public Library; and Doron Weber of the Sloan Foundation. Key figures in the
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DPLA have often to great rhetorical effect positioned DPLA vis-à-vis Google
Books, partly as a question of public versus private infrastructures.41 Yet, as
the then-Chairman of DPLA John Palfrey conceded, the question of what
constitutes “public” in a mass digitization context remains a critical issue:
“The Digital Public Library of America has its critics. One counterargument
is that investments in digital infrastructures at scale will undermine support
for the traditional and the local. As the chairman of the DPLA, I hear this
critique in the question-and-answer period of nearly every presentation
I give. … The concern is that support for the DPLA will undercut already
eroding support for small, local public libraries.”42 While Palfrey offers good
arguments for why the DPLA could easily work in unison with, rather than
jeopardize, smaller public libraries, and while the DPLA is building infrastructures to support this claim,43 the discussion nevertheless highlights
the difficulties with determining when something is “public,” and even
national.
While the highly publicized and institutionalized projects I have just
recounted have taken center stage in the early and later years of mass digitization, they neither constitute the full cast, nor the whole machinery, of
mass digitization assemblages. Indeed, as chapter 4 in this book charts, at
the margins of mass digitization another set of actors have been at work
building new digital cultural memory assemblages, including projects such
as Monoskop and Lib.ru. These actors, referred to in this book as shadow
library projects (see chapter 4), at once both challenge and confirm the
broader infrapolitical dimensions of mass digitization, including its logics
of digital capitalism, network power, and territorial reconfigurations of cultural memory between universalizing and glocalizing discourses. Within
this new “ecosystem of access,” unauthorized archives as Libgen, Gigapedia, and Sci-Hub have successfully built “shadow libraries” with global
reach, containing massive aggregations of downloadable text material of
both scholarly and fictional character.44 As chapter 4 shows, these initiatives further challenge our notions of public good, licit and illicit mass
digitization, and the territorial borders of mass digitization, just as they
add another layer of complexity to the question of the politics of mass
digitization.
Today, then, the landscape of mass digitization has evolved considerably, and we can now begin to make out the political contours that have
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shaped, and continue to shape, the emergent contemporary knowledge
infrastructures of mass digitization, ripe as they are with contestation,
cooperation, and competition. From this perspective, mass digitization
appears as a preeminent example of how knowledge politics are configured
in today’s world of “assemblages” as “multisited, transboundary networks”
that connect subnational, national, supranational, and global infrastructures and actors, without, however, necessarily doing so through formal
interstate systems.45 We can also see that mass digitization projects did
not arise as a result of a sovereign decision, but rather emerged through a
series of contingencies shaped by late-capitalist and late-sovereign forces.
Furthermore, mass digitization presents us with an entirely new cultural
memory paradigm—a paradigm that requires a shift in thinking about cultural works, collections, and contexts, from cultural records to be preserved
and read by humans, to ephemeral machine-readable entities. This change
requires a shift in thinking about the economy of cultural works, collections, and contexts, from scarce institutional objects to ubiquitous flexible
information. Finally, it requires a shift in thinking about these same issues
as belonging to national-global domains to conceiving them in terms of a
set of political processes that may well be placed in national settings, but
are oriented toward global agendas and systems.
Interrogating Mass Digitization
Mass digitization is often elastic in definition and elusive in practice. Concrete attempts have been made to delimit what mass digitization is, but
these rarely go into specifics. The two characteristics most commonly associated with mass digitization are the relative lack of selectivity of materials,
as compared to smaller-scale digitization projects, and the high speed and
high volume of the process in terms of both digital conversion and metadata creation, which are made possible through a high level of automation.46 Mass digitization is thus concerned not only with preservation, but
also with what kind of knowledge practices and values technology allows
for and encourages, for example, in relation to de- and recontextualization,
automation, and scale.47
Studies of mass digitization are commonly oriented toward technology or information policy issues close to libraries, such as copyright, the
quality of digital imagery, long-term preservation responsibility, standards
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and interoperability, and economic models for libraries, publishers, and
booksellers, rather than, as here, the exploration of theory.48 This is not
to say that existing work on mass digitization is not informed by theoretical considerations, but rather that the majority of research emphasizes
policy and technical implementation at the expense of a more fundamental
understanding of the cultural implications of mass digitization. In part, the
reason for this is the relative novelty of mass digitization as an identifiable
field of practice and policy, and its significant ramifications in the fields of
law and information science.49 In addition to scholarly elucidations, mass
digitization has also given rise to more ideologically fuelled critical books
and articles on the topic.50
Despite its disciplinary branching, work on mass digitization has mainly
taken place in the fields of information science, law, and computer science,
and has primarily problematized the “hows” of mass digitization and not
the “whys.”51 As with technical work on mass digitization, most nontechnical studies of mass digitization are “problem-solving” rather than “critical,”
and this applies in particular to work originating from within the policy
analysis community. This body seeks to solve problems within the existing social order—for example, copyright or metadata—rather than to interrogate the assumptions that underlie mass digitization programs, which
would include asking what kinds of knowledge production mass digitization gives rise to. How does mass digitization change the ideological infrastructures of cultural heritage institutions? And from what political context
does the urge to digitize on an industrial scale emerge? While the technical and problem-solving corpus on mass digitization is highly valuable in
terms of outlining the most important stakeholders and technical issues
of the field, it does not provide insight into the deeper structures, social
mechanisms, and political implications of mass digitization. Moreover, it
often fails to account for digitization as a force that is deeply entwined with
other dynamics that shape its development and uses. It is this lack that the
present volume seeks to mitigate.
Assembling Mass Digitization
Mass digitization is a composite and fluctuating infrastructure of disciplines, interests, and forces rooted in public-private assemblages, driven by
ideas of value extraction and distribution, and supported by new forms of
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social organization. Google Books, for instance, is both a commercial project covered by nondisclosure agreements and an academic scholarly project
open for all to see. Similarly, Europeana is both a public digitization project
directed at “citizens” and a public-private partnership enterprise ripe with
profit motives. Nevertheless, while it is tempting to speak about specific
mass digitization projects such as Google Books and Europeana in monolithic and contrastive terms, mass digitization projects are anything but
tightly organized, institutionally delineated, coherent wholes that produce
one dominant reading. We do not find one “essence” in mass digitized
archives. They are not “enlightenment projects,” “library services,” “software applications,” “interfaces,” or “corporations.” Nor are they rooted
in one central location or single ideology. Rather, mass digitization is a
complex material and social infrastructure performed by a diverse constellation of cultural memory professionals, computer scientists, information
specialists, policy personnel, politicians, scanners, and scholars. Hence,
this volume approaches mass digitization projects as “assemblages,” that
is, as contingent arrangements consisting of humans, machines, objects,
subjects, spaces and places, habits, norms, laws, politics, and so on. These
arrangements cross national-global and public-private lines, producing
what this volume calls “late-sovereign,” “posthuman,” and “late-capitalist”
assemblages.
To give an example, we can look at how the national and global aspects
of cultural memory institutions change with mass digitization. The national
museums and libraries we frequent today were largely erected during eras
of high nationalism, as supreme acts of cultural and national territoriality. “The early establishment of a national collection,” as Belinda Tiffen
notes, “was an important step in the birth of the new nation,” since it signified “the legitimacy of the nation as a political and cultural entity with
its own heritage and culture worthy of being recorded and preserved.”52
Today, as the initial French incentive to build Europeana shows, we find
similar nationalization processes in mass digitization projects. However,
nationalizing a digital collection often remains a performative gesture than
a practical feat, partly because the information environment in the digital
sphere differs significantly from that of the analog world in terms of territory and materiality, and partly because the dichotomy between national
and global, an agreed-upon construction for centuries, is becoming more
and more difficult to uphold in theory and practice.53 Thus, both Google
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Books and Europeana link to sovereign frameworks such as citizens and
national representation, while also undermining them with late-capitalist
transnational economic agreements.
A related example is the posthuman aspect of cultural memory politics. Cultural memory artifacts have always been thought of as profoundly
human collections, in the sense that they were created by and for human
minds and human meaning-making. Previously, humans also organized
collections. But with the invention of computers, most cultural memory
institutions also introduced a machine element to the management of
accelerating amounts of information, such as computerized catalog systems
and recollection systems. With the advent of mass digitization, machines
have gained a whole new role in the cultural memory ecosystem, not only
as managers, but also as interpreters. Thus, collections are increasingly digitized to be read by machines instead of humans, just as metadata is now
becoming a question of machine analysis rather than of human contextualization. Machines are taking on more and more tasks in the realm of cultural memory that require a substantial amount of cognitive insight (just as
mass digitization has created the need for new robot-like, and often poorly
paid, human tasks, such as the monotonous work of book scanning). Mass
digitization has thereby given rise to an entirely new cultural-legal category
titled “non-consumptive research,” a term used to describe the large-scale
analysis of texts, and which has been formalized by the Google Books Settlement, for instance, in the following way: “research in which computational analysis is performed on one or more books, but not research in
which a researcher reads or displays.”54
Lastly, mass digitization connects the politics of cultural memory to
transnational late capitalism, and to one of its expressions in particular:
digital capitalism.55 Of course, cultural memory collections have a long history with capitalism. The nineteenth century held very fuzzy boundaries
between the cultural functions of libraries and the commercial interests
that surrounded them, and, as historian of libraries Francis Miksa notes,
Melvin Dewey, inventor of the Dewey Decimal System, was a great admirer
of the corporate ideal, and was eager to apply it to the library system.56
Indeed, library development in the United States was greatly advanced by
the philanthropy of capitalism, most notably by Andrew Carnegie.57 The
question, then, is not so much whether mass digitization has brought cultural memory institutions, and their collections and users, into a capitalist
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system, but what kind of capitalist system mass digitization has introduced
cultural memory to: digital capitalism.
Today, elements of the politics of cultural memory are being reassembled
into novel knowledge configurations. As a consequence, their connections
and conjugations are being transformed, as are their institutional embeddings. Indeed, mass digitization assemblages are a product of our time.
They are new forms of knowledge institutions arising from a sociopolitical environment where vertical territorial hierarchies and horizontal networks entwine in a new political mesh: where solid things melt into air, and
clouds materialize as material infrastructures, where boundaries between
experts and laypeople disintegrate, and where machine cognition operates on a par with human cognition on an increasingly large scale. These
assemblages enable new types of political actors—networked assemblages—
which hold particular forms of power despite their informality vis-à-vis the
formal political system; and in turn, through their practices, these actors
partly build and shape those assemblages.
Since concepts always respond to “a specific social and historical situation of which an intellectual occasion is part,”58 it is instructive to revisit
the 1980s, when the theoretical notion of assemblage emerged and slowly
gained cross-disciplinary purchase.59 Around this time, the stable structures
of modernist institutions began to give ground to postmodern forces: sovereign systems entered into supra-, trans-, and international structures, “globalization” became a buzzword, and privatizing initiatives drove wedges
into the foundations of state structures. The centralized power exercised
by disciplinary institutions was increasingly distributed along more and
more lines, weakening the walls of circumscribed centralized authority.60
This disciplinary decomposition took place on all levels and across all
fields of society, including institutional cultural memory containers such
as libraries and museums. The forces of privatization, globalization, and
digitization put pressures not only on the authority of these institutions
but also on a host of related authoritative cultural memory elements, such
as “librarians,” “cultural works,” and “taxonomies,” and cultural memory
practices such as “curating,” “reading,” and “ownership.” Librarians were
“disintermediated” by technology, cultural works fragmented into flexible
data, and curatorial principles were revised and restructured just as reading
was now beginning to take place in front of screens, meaning-making to
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be performed by machines, and ownership of works to be substituted by
contractual renewals.
Thinking about mass digitization as an “assemblage” allows us to abandon the image of a circumscribed entity in favor of approaching it as an
aggregate of many highly varied components and their contingent connections: scanners, servers, reading devices, cables, algorithms; national,
EU, and US policymakers; corporate CEOs and employees; cultural heritage
professionals and laypeople; software developers, engineers, lobby organizations, and unsalaried labor; legal settlements, academic conferences,
position papers, and so on. It gives us pause—every time we say “Google”
or “Europeana,” we might reflect on what we actually mean. Does the
researcher employed by a university library and working with Google Books
also belong to Google Books? Do the underpaid scanners? Do the users of
Google? Or, when we refer to Google Books, do we rather only mean to
include the founders and CEOs of Google? Or has Google in fact become
a metaphor that expresses certain characteristics of our time? The present
volume suggests that all these components enter into the new phenomenon of mass digitization and produce a new field of potentiality, while
at the same time they retain their original qualities and value systems,
at least to some extent. No assemblage is whole and imperturbable, nor
entirely reducible to its parts, but is simultaneously an accumulation of
smaller assemblages and a member of larger ones.61 Thus Google Books, for
example, is both an aggregation of smaller assemblages such as university
libraries, scanners (both humans and machines), and books, and a member
of larger assemblages such as Google, Silicon Valley, neoliberal lobbies, and
the Internet, to name but a few.
While representations of assemblages such as the analyses performed
in this volume are always doomed to misrepresent empirical reality on
some level, this approach nevertheless provides a tool for grasping at least
some of mass digitization’s internal heterogeneity, and the mechanisms
and processes that enable each project’s continued assembled existence.
The concept of the assemblage allows us to grasp mass digitization as comprised of ephemeral projects that are uncertain by nature, and sometimes
even made up of contradictory components.62 It also allows us to recognize
that they are more than mere networks: while ephemeral and networked,
something enables them to cohere. Bruno Latour writes, “Groups are not
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silent things, but rather the provisional product of a constant uproar made
by the millions of contradictory voices about what is a group and who pertains to what.”63 It is the “taming and constraining of this multivocality,”
in particular by communities of knowledge and everyday practices, that
enables something like mass digitization to cohere as an assemblage.64 This
book is, among other things, about those communities and practices, and
the politics they produce and are produced by. In particular, it addresses
the politics of mass digitization as an infrapolitical activity that retreats
into, and emanates from, digital infrastructures and the network effects
they produce.
Politics in Mass Digitization: Infrastructure and Infrapolitics
If the concept of “assemblage” allows us to see the relational set-up of mass
digitization, it also allows us to inquire into its political infrastructures.
In political terms, assemblage thinking is partly driven by dissatisfaction
with state-centric dominant ontologies, including reified units such as
state, society, or capitalism, and the unilinear focus on state-centric politics over other forms of politics.65 The assemblage perspective is therefore
especially useful for understanding the politics of late-sovereign and latecapitalist data projects such as mass digitization. As we will see in part 2,
the epistemic frame of sovereignty continues to offer an organizing frame
for the constitution and regulation of mass digitization and the virtues
associated with it (such as national representation and citizen engagement). However, at the same time, mass digitization projects are in direct
correspondence with neoliberal values such as privatization, consumerism,
globalization, and acceleration, and its technological features allow for a
complete restructuring of the disciplinary spaces of libraries to form vaster
and even global scales of integration and economic organization on a
multinational stage.
Mass digitization is a concrete example of what cultural memory projects
look like in a “late-sovereign” age, where globalization tests the political
and symbolic authority of sovereign cultural memory politics to its limits,
while sovereignty as an epistemic organizing principle for the politics of
cultural memory nonetheless persists.66 The politics of cultural memory,
in particular those practiced by cultural heritage institutions, often still
cling to fixed sovereign taxonomies and epistemic frameworks. This focus
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is partly determined by their institutional anchoring in the framework of
national cultural policies. In mass digitization, however, the formal political apparatus of cultural heritage institutions is adjoined by a politics that
plays out in the margins: in lobbies, software industries, universities, social
media, etc. Those evaluating mass digitization assemblages in macropolitical terms, that is, those who are concerned with political categories, will
glean little of the real politics of mass digitization, since such politics at
the margins would escape this analytic matrix.67 Assemblage thinking, by
contrast, allows us to acknowledge the political mechanisms of mass digitization beyond disciplinary regulatory models, in societies where “where
forces … not categories, clash.”68
As Ian Hacking and many others have noted, the capacious usage of the
notion of “politics” threatens to strip the word of meaning.69 But talk of a
politics of mass digitization is no conceptual gimmick, since what is taking place in the construction and practice of mass digitization assemblages
plainly is political. The question, then, is how best to describe the politics at
work in mass digitization assemblages. The answer advanced by the present
volume is to think of the politics of mass digitization as “infrapolitics.”
The notion of infrapolitics has until now primarily and profoundly been
advanced as a concept of hidden dissent or contestation (Scott, 1990).70 This
volume suggests shifting the lens to focus on a different kind of infrapolitics, however, one that not only takes the shape of resistance but also of
maintenance and conformity, since the story of mass digitization is both
the story of contestation and the politics of mundane and standard-seeking
practices.71 The infrapolitics of mass digitization is, then, a kind of politics
“premised not on a subject, but on the infra,” that is, the “underlying rules
of the world,” organized around glocal infrastructures.72 The infrapolitics of
mass digitization is the building and living of infrastructures, both as spaces
of contestation and processes of naturalization.
Geoffrey Bowker and Susan Leigh Star have argued that the establishment of standards, categories, and infrastructures “should be recognized as
the significant site of political and ethical work that they are.”73 This applies
not least in the construction and development of knowledge infrastructures such as mass digitization assemblages, structures that are upheld by
increasingly complex sets of protocols and standards. Attaching “politics”
to “infrastructure” endows the term—and hence mass digitization under
this rubric—with a distinct organizational form that connects various stages
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and levels of politics, as well as a distinct temporality that relates mass digitization to the forces and ideas of industrialization and globalization.
The notion of infrastructure has a surprisingly brief etymology. It first
entered the French language in 1875 in relation to the excavation of railways.74 Over the following decades, it primarily designated fixed installations designed to facilitate and foster mobility. It did not enter English
vocabulary until 1927, and as late as 1951, the word was still described by
English sources as “new” (OED).75 When NATO adopted the term in the
1950s, it gained a military tinge. Since then, “infrastructure” has proliferated into ever more contexts and disciplines, becoming a “plastic word”76
often used to signify any vital and widely shared human-constructed
resource.77
What makes infrastructures central for understanding the politics of mass
digitization? Primarily, they are crucial to understanding how industrialism
has affected the ways in which we organize and engage with knowledge,
but the politics of infrastructures are also becoming increasingly significant
in the late-sovereign, late-capitalist landscape.
The infrastructures of mass digitization mediate, combine, connect,
and converge upon different institutions, social networks, and devices,
augmenting the actors that take part in them with new agential possibilities by expanding the radius of their action, strengthening and prolonging
the reach of their performance, and setting them free for other activities
through their accelerating effects, time often reinvested in other infrastructures, such as, for instance, social media activities. The infrastructures of
mass digitization also increase the demand for globalization and mobility,
since they expand the radius of using/reading/working.
The infrastructures of mass digitization are thus media of polities and
politics, at times visible and at others barely legible or felt, and home both
to dissent as well as to standardizing measures. These include legal infrastructures such as copyright, privacy, and trade law; material infrastructures
such as books, wires, scanners, screens, server parks, and shelving systems;
disciplinary infrastructures such as metadata, knowledge organization, and
standards; cultural infrastructures such as algorithms, searching, reading,
and downloading; societal infrastructures such as the realms of the public and private, national and global. These infrastructures are, depending,
both the prerequisites for and the results of interactions between the spatial, temporal, and social classes that take part in the construction of mass
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digitization. The infrapolitics of mass digitization is thus geared toward
both interoperability and standardization, as well as toward variation.78
Often when thinking of infrastructures, we conceive of them in terms
of durability and stability. Yet, while some infrastructures, such as railways
and Internet cables, are fairly solid and rigid constructions, others—such
as semantic links, time-limited contracts, and research projects—are more
contingent entities which operate not as “fully coherent, deliberately engineered, end-to-end processes,” but rather as morphous contingent assemblages, as “ecologies or complex adaptive systems” consisting of “numerous
systems, each with unique origins and goals, which are made to interoperate by means of standards, socket layers, social practices, norms, and individual behaviors that smooth out the connections among them.”79 This
contingency has direct implications for infrapolitics, which become equally
flexible and adaptive. These characteristics endow mass digitization infrastructures with vulnerabilities but also with tremendous cultural power,
allowing them to distribute agency, and to create and facilitate new forms
of sociality and culture.
Building mass digitization infrastructures is a costly endeavor, and hence
mass digitization infrastructures are often backed by public-private partnerships. Indeed infrastructures—and mass digitization infrastructures are
no exceptions—are often so costly that a certain mixture of political or
individual megalomania, state reach, and private capital is present in their
construction.80 This mixed foundation means that a lot of the political decisions regarding mass digitization literally take place beneath the radar of
“the representative institutions of the political system of nation-states,”
while also more or less aggressively filling out “gaps” in nation-state systems, and even creating transnational zones with their own policies.81
Hence the notion of “infra”: the infrapolitics of mass digitization hover at
a frequency that lies below and beyond formal sovereign state apparatus,
organized, as they are, around glocal—and often private or privatized—
material and social infrastructures.
While distinct from the formalized sovereign political system, infrapolitical assemblages nevertheless often perform as late-sovereign actors
by engaging in various forms of “sovereignty games.”82 Take Google, for
instance, a private corporation that often defines itself as at odds with state
practice, yet also often more or less informally meets with state leaders,
engages in diplomatic discussions, and enters into agreements with state
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agencies and local political councils. The infrapolitical forces of Google in
these sovereignty games can on the one hand exert political pressure on
states—for instance in the name of civic freedom—but in Google’s embrace
of politics, its infrapolitical forces can on the other hand also squeeze the
life out of existing parliamentary ways, promoting instead various forms
of apolitical or libertarian modes of life. The infrapolitical apparatus thus
stands apart from more formalized politics, not only in terms of political
arena, but also the constraints that are placed upon them in the form, for
instance, of public accountability.83 What is described here can in general
terms be called the infrapolitics of neoliberalism, whose scenery consists of
lobby rooms, policy-making headquarters, financial zones, public-private
spheres, and is populated by lobbyists, bureaucrats, lawyers, and CEOs.
But the infrapolitical dynamics of mass digitization also operate in
more mundane and less obvious settings, such as software design offices
and standardization agencies, and are enacted by engineers, statisticians,
designers, and even users. Infrastructures are—increasingly—essential parts
of our everyday lives, not only in mass digitization contexts, but in all walks
of life, from file formats and software programs to converging transportation systems, payment systems, and knowledge infrastructures. Yet, what
is most significant about the majority of infrapolitical institutions is that
they are so mundane; if we notice them at all, they appear to us as boring
“lists of numbers and technical specifications.”84 And their maintenance
and construction often occurs “behind the scenes.”85 There is a politics to
these naturalizing processes, since they influence and frame our moral, scientific, and aesthetic choices. This is to say that these kinds of infrapolitical activities often retire or withdraw into a kind of self-evidence in which
the values, choices, and influences of infrastructures are taken for granted
and accorded a kind of obviousness, which is universally accepted. It is
therefore all the more “politically and ethically crucial”86 to recognize the
infrapolitics of mass digitization, not only as contestation and privatized
power games, but also as a mode of existence that values professionalized
standardization measures and mundane routines, not least because these
infrapolitical modes of existence often outlast their material circumstances
(“software outlasts hardware” as John Durham Peters notes).87 In sum,
infrastructures and the infrapolitics they produce yield subtle but significant world-making powers.
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Power in Mass Digitization
If mass digitization is a product of a particular social configuration and
political infrastructure, it is also, ultimately, a site and an instrument of
power. In a sense, mass digitization is an event that stages a fundamental
confrontation between state and corporate power, while pointing to the
reconfigurations of both as they become increasingly embedded in digital
infrastructures. For instance, such confrontation takes place at the negotiating table, where cultural heritage directors face the seductive and aweinspiring riches of Silicon Valley, as well as its overwhelmingly intricate
contractual layouts and its intimidating entourage of lawyers. Confrontation also takes place at the level of infrastructural ideology, in the meeting
between twentieth-century standardization ideals and the playful and flexible network dynamics of the twenty-first century, as seen for instance in the
conjunction of institutionally fixed taxonomies and algorithmic retrieval
systems that include feedback mechanisms. And it takes place at the level
of users, as they experience a gain in some powers and the loss of others in
their identity transition from national patrons of cultural memory institutions to globalized users of mass digitization assemblages.
These transformations are partly the results of society’s increasing reliance on network power and its effects. Political theorists Michael Hardt
and Antonio Negri suggested almost two decades ago that among other
things, global digital systems enabled a shift in power infrastructures
from robust national economies and core industrial sectors to interactive
networks and flexible accumulation, creating a “form of network power,
which requires the wide collaboration of dominant nation-states, major
corporations, supra-national economic and political institutions, various
NGOs, media conglomerates and a series of other powers.”88 From this
landscape, according to their argument, emerged a new system of power in
which morphing networks took precedence over reliable blocs. Hardt and
Negri’s diagnosis was one of several similar arguments across the political spectrum that were formed within such a short interval that “the network” arguably became the “defining concept of our epoch.”89 Within this
new epoch, the old centralized blocs of power crumbled to make room
for new forms of decentralized “bastard” power phenomena, such as the
extensive corporate/state mass surveillance systems revealed by Edward
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Snowden and others, and new forms of human rights such as “the right to
be forgotten,” a right for which a more appropriate name would be “the
right to not be found by Google.”90 Network power and network effects
are therefore central to understanding how mass digitization assemblages
operate, and why some mass digitization assemblages are more powerful
than others.
The power dynamics we find in Google Books, for instance, are directly
related to the ways in which digital technologies harness network effects:
the power of Google Books grows exponentially as its network expands.91
Indeed, as Siva Vaidhyanathan noted in his critical work on Google’s role in
society, what he referred to as the “Googlization of books” was ultimately
deeply intertwined with the “Googlization of everything.”92 The networks
of Google thus weren’t external to both the success and the challenges
of Google, but deeply endemic to it, from portals and ranking systems to
anchoring (elite) institutions, and so on. The better Google Books becomes
at harnessing network effects, the more fundamental its influence is in the
digital sphere. And Google Books is very good at harnessing digital network
power. Indeed, Google Books reached its “tipping point” almost before it
launched: it had by then already attracted so many stakeholders that its
mere existence decreased the power of any competing entities—and the
fact that its heavy user traffic is embedded in Google only strengthened its
network effects. Google Books’s tipping point tells us little about its quality
in an abstract sense: “tipping points” are more often attained by proprietary measures, lobbying, expansion, and most typically by a mixture of
all of the above, than by sheer quality.93 This explains not only the success
of Google Books, but also its traction with even its critics: although Google
Books was initially criticized heavily for its poor imagery and faulty metadata,94 its possible harmful impact on the public sphere,95 and later, over
privacy concerns,96 it had already created a power hub to which, although
they could have navigated around it, masses of people were nevertheless
increasingly drawn.
Network power is endemic not only to concrete digital networks, but
also to globalization at large as a process that simultaneously gives rise to
feelings of freedom of choice and loss of choice.97 Mass digitization assemblages, and their globalization of knowledge infrastructures, thus crystalize
the more general tendencies of globalization as a process in which people
participate by choice, but not necessarily voluntarily; one in which we are
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increasingly pushed into a game of social coordination, where common
standards allow more effective coordination yet also entrap us in their pull
for convergence. Standardization is therefore a key technique of network
power: on the one hand, standardization is linked with globalization (and
various neoliberal regimes) and the attendant widespread contraction of
the state, while on the other hand, standardization implies a reconfiguration of everyday life.98 Standards allow for both minute data analytics and
overarching political systems that “govern at a distance.”99 Standardization
understood in this way is thus a mode of capturing, conceptualizing, and
configuring reality, rather than simply an economic instrument or lubricant. In a sense, standardization could even be said to be habit forming:
through standardization, “inventions become commonplace, novelties
become mundane, and the local becomes universal.”100
To be sure, standardization has long been a crucial tool of world-making
power, spanning both the early and late-capitalist eras.101 “Standard time,”
as John Durham Peters notes, “is a sine qua non for international capitalism.”102 Without the standardized infrastructure of time there would be no
global transportation networks, no global trade channels, and no global
communication networks. Indeed, globalization is premised on standardization processes.
What kind of standardization processes do we find, then, in mass digitization assemblages? Internet use alone involves direct engagement with
hundreds of global standards, from Bluetooth to Wi-Fi standards, from
protocol standards to file standards such as Word and MP4 and HTTP.103
Moreover, mass digitization assemblages confront users with a series of additional standards, from cultural standards of tagging to technical standards
of interoperability, such as the European Data Model (EDM) and Google’s
schema.org, or legal standards such as copyright and privacy regulations.
Yet, while these standards share affinities with the standardization processes of industrialization, in many respects they also deviate from them.
Instead, we experience in mass digitization “a new form of standardization,”104 in which differentiation and flexibility gain increasing influence
without, however, dispensing with standardization processes.
Today’s standardization is increasingly coupled with demands for flexibility and interoperability. Flexibility, as Joyce Kolko has shown, is a term
that gained traction in the 1970s, when it was employed to describe putative solutions to the problems of Fordism.105 It was seen as an antidote to
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Fordist “rigidity”—a serious offense in the neoliberal regime. Thus, while
the digital networks underlying mass digitization are geared toward standardization and expansion, since “information technology rewards scale,
but only to the extent that practices are standardized,”106 they are also
becoming increasingly flexible, since too-rigid standards hinder network
effects, that is, the growth of additional networks. This is one reason why
mass digitization assemblages increasingly and intentionally break down
the so-called “silo” thinking of cultural memory institutions, and implement standard flexibility and interoperability to increase their range.107
One area of such reconfiguration in mass digitization is the taxonomic
field, where stable institutional taxonomic structures are converted to new
flexible modes of knowledge organization like linked data.108 Linked data
can connect cultural memory artifacts as well as metadata in new ways,
and the move from a cultural memory web of interlinked documents to
a cultural memory web of interlinked data can potentially “amplify the
impact of the work of libraries and archives.”109 However, in order to work
effectively, linked data demands standards and shared protocols.
Flexibility allows the user a freer range of actions, and thus potentially
also the possibility of innovation. These affordances often translate into
user freedom or empowerment. Yet flexibility does not necessarily equal
fundamental user autonomy or control. On the contrary, flexibility is
often achieved through decomposition, modularization, and black-boxing,
allowing some components to remain stable while others are changed without implications for the rest of the system.110 These components are made
“fluid” in the sense that they are dispersed of clear boundaries and allowed
multiple identities, and in that they enable continuity and dissolution.
While these new flexible standard-setting mechanisms are often localized in national and subnational settings, they are also globalized systems
“oriented towards global agendas and systems.”111 Indeed, they are “glocal” configurations with digital networks at their cores. The increasing
significance of these glocal configurations has not only cultural but also
democratic consequences, since they often leave users powerless when it
comes to influencing their cores.112 This more fundamental problematic
also pertains to mass digitization, a phenomenon that operates in an environment that constructs and encourages less Habermasian public spheres
than “relations of sociability,” from which “aggregate outcomes emerge not
from an act of collective decision-making, but through the accumulation
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of decentralized, individual decisions that, taken together, nonetheless
conduce to a circumstance that affects the entire group.”113 For example,
despite the flexibility Google Books allows us in terms of search and correlation, we have very little sway over its construction, even though we
arguably influence its dynamics. The limitations of our influence on the
cores of mass digitization assemblages have implications not only for how
we conceive of institutional power, but also for our own power within
these matrixes.

II

Mapping Mass Digitization

2 The Trials, Tribulations, and Transformations of Google
Books
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Introduction
In a 2004 article in the cultural theory journal Critical Inquiry, book historian Roger Chartier argued that the electronic world had created a triple
rupture in the world of text: by providing new techniques for inscribing
and disseminating the written word, by inspiring new relationships with
texts, and by imposing new forms of organization onto them. Indeed,
Chartier foresaw that “the originality and the importance of the digital
revolution must therefore not be underestimated insofar as it forces the
contemporary reader to abandon—consciously or not—the various legacies that formed it.”1 Chartier’s premonition was inspired by the ripples
that digitization was already spreading across the sea of texts. People were
increasingly writing and distributing electronically, interacting with texts in
new ways, and operating and implementing new textual economies.2 These
textual transformations gave rise to a range of emotional reactions in readers and publishers, from catastrophizing attititudes and pessimism about
“the end of the book” to the triumphalist mythologizing of liquid virtual
books that were shedding their analog ties like butterflies shedding their
cocoons.
The most widely publicized mass digitization project to date, Google
Books, precipitated the entire emotional spectrum that could arise from
these textual transversals: from fears that control over culture was slipping
from authors and publishers into the hands of large tech companies, to
hopeful ideas about the democratizing potential of bringing knowledge
that was once locked up in dusty tomes at places like Harvard and Stanford, and to a utopian mythologizing of the transcendent potential of mass
digitization. Moreover, Google Books also affected legal and professional
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transformations of the infrastructural set-up of the book, creating new precedents and a new professional ethos. The cultural, legal, and political significance of Google Books, whether positive or negative, not only emphasizes
its fundamental role in shaping current knowledge landscapes, it also
allows us to see Google Books as a prism that reflects more general political tendencies toward globalization, privatization, and digitization, such as
modulations in institutional infrastructures, legal landscapes, and aesthetic
and political conventions. But how did the unlikely marriage between a
tech company and cultural memory institutions even come about? Who
drove it forward, and around and within which infrastructures? And what
kind of cultural memory politics did it produce? The following sections of
this chapter will address some of these problematics.
The New Librarians
It was in the midst of a turbulent restructuring of the world of text, in
October 2004 at the Frankfurt International Book Fair, that Larry Page and
Sergey Brin of Google announced the launch of Google Print, a cooperation between Google and leading Anglophone publishers. Google Print,
which later became Google Partner Program, would significantly alter
the landscape and experience of cultural memory, as well as its regulatory
infrastructures. A decade later, the traditional practices of reading, and the
guardianship of text and cultural works, had acquired entirely new meanings. In October 2004, however, the publishing world was still unaware of
Google’s pending influence on the institutional world of cultural memory.
Indeed, at that time, Amazon’s mounting dominance in the field of books,
which began a decade earlier in 1995, appeared to pose much more significant implications. The majority of publishers therefore greeted Google’s
plans in Frankfurt as a welcome alternative to Jeff Bezos’s growing online
behemoth.
Larry Page and Sergey Brin withheld a few details from their announcement at Frankfurt, however; Google’s digitization plans would involve not
only cooperation with publishers, but also with libraries. As such, what
would later become Google Books would in fact consist of two separate,
yet interrelated, programs: Google Print (which would later become Google
Partner Program) and Google Library Project. In all secrecy, Google had for
many months prior to the Frankfurt Book Fair worked with select libraries
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in the US and the UK to digitize their holdings. And in December 2004 the
true scope of Google’s mass digitization plans were revealed: what Page and
Brin were building was the foundation of a groundbreaking cultural memory archive, inspired by the myth of Alexandria.3 The invocation of Alexandria situated the nascent Google Books project in a cultural schema that
historicized the project as a utopian, even moral and idealist, project that
could finally, thanks to technology, exceed existing human constraints—
legal, political, and physical.4
Google’s utopian discourse was not foreign to mass digitization enthusiasts. Indeed, it was the langue du jour underpinning most large-scale digitization projects, a discourse nurtured and influenced by the seemingly
borderless infrastructure of the web itself (which was often referred to in
universalizing terms).5 Yet, while the universalizing discourse of mass digitization was familiar, it had until then seemed like aspirational talk at best,
and strategic policy talk in the face of limited public funding, complex
copyright landscapes, and lumbering infrastructures, at worst. Google,
however, faced the task with a fresh attitude of determination and a will to
disrupt, as well as a very different form of leverage in terms of infrastructural set-up. Google was already the world’s preferred search engine, having
mastered the tactical skill of navigating its users through increasingly complex information landscapes on the web, and harvesting their metadata in
the process to continuously improve Google’s feedback systems. Essentially
ever-larger amounts of information (understood here as “users”) were passing through Google’s crawling engines, and as the masses of information
in Google’s server parks grew, so did their computational power. Google
Books, then, as opposed to most existing digitization projects, which were
conceived mainly in terms of “access,” was embedded in the larger system
of Google that understood the power and value of “feedback,” collecting
information and entering it into feedback loops between users, machines,
and engineers. Google also understood that information power didn’t necessarily lie in owning all the information they gave access to, but rather in
controlling the informational processes themselves.
Yet, despite Google’s advances in information seeking behaviors, the idea
of Google Books appeared as an odd marriage. Why was a private company
in Silicon Valley, working in the futuristic and accelerating world of software
and fluid information streams, intent on partnering up with the slow-paced
world of cultural memory institutions, traditionally more concerned with
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the past? Despite the apparent clash of temporal and cultural regimes, however, Google was in fact returning home to its point of inception. Google
was born of a research project titled the Stanford Integrated Digital Library
Project, which was part of the NSF’s Digital Libraries Initiative (1994–1999).
Larry Page and Sergey Brin were students then, working on the Stanford
component of this project, intending to develop the base technologies
required to overcome the most critical barriers to effective digital libraries,
of which there were many.6 Page’s and Brin’s specific project, titled Google,
was presented as a technical solution to the increasing amount of information on the World Wide Web.7 At Stanford, Larry Page also tried to facilitate a serious discussion of mass digitization at Stanford, and of whether
or not it was feasible. But his ideas received little support, and he was
forced to leave the idea on the drawing board in favor of developing search
technologies.8
In September 1998, Sergey Brin and Larry Page left the library project to
found Google as a company and became immersed in search engine technologies. However, a few years later, Page resuscitated the idea of mass digitization as a part of their larger self-professed goal to change the world of
information by increasing access, scaling the amount of information available, and improving computational power. They convinced Eric Schmidt,
the new CEO of Google, that the mass digitization of cultural works made
sense not only from a information perspective, but also from a business
perspective, since the vast amounts of information Google could extract
from books would improve Google’s ability to deliver information that was
hitherto lacking, and this new content would eventually also result in an
increase in traffic and clicks on ads.9
The Scaling Techniques of Mass Digitization
A series of experiments followed on how to best approach the daunting
task. The emergence and decay of these experiments highlight the ways in
which mass digitization assemblages consist not only of thoughts, ideals,
and materials, but also a series of cultural techniques that entwine temporality, materiality, and even corporeality. This perspective on mass digitization emphasizes the mixed nature of mass digitization assemblages: what at
first glance appears as a relatively straightforward story about new technical
inventions, at a closer look emerges as complex entanglements of human
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and nonhuman actors, with implications not only for how we approach it
as a legal-technical entity but also an infrapolitical phenomenon. As the
following section shows, attending to the complex cultural techniques of
mass digitization (its “how”) enables us to see that its “minor” techniques
are not excluded from or irrelevant to, but rather are endemic to, larger
questions of the infrapolitics of digital capitalism. Thus, Google’s simple
technique of scaling scanning to make the digitization processes go faster
becomes entangled in the creation of new habits and techniques of acceleration and rationalization that tie in with the politics of digital culture and
digital devices. The industrial scaling of mass digitization becomes a crucial
part of the industrial apparatus of big data, which provide new modes of
inscription for both individuals and digital industries that in turn can be
capitalized on via data-mining, just as it raises questions of digital labor and
copyright.
Yet, what kinds of scaling techniques—and what kinds of investments—
Google would have to leverage to achieve its initial goals were still unclear
to Google in those early years. Larry Page and co-worker Marissa Mayer
therefore began to experiment with the best ways to proceed. First, they
created a makeshift scanning device, whereby Marissa Mayer would turn
the page and Larry Page would click the shutter of the camera, guided by
the pace of a metronome.10 These initial mass digitization experiments signaled the industrial nature of the mass digitization process, providing a
metronomic rhythm governed by the implacable regularity of the machine,
in addition to the temporal horizon of eternity in cultural memory institutions (or at least of material decay).11 After some experimentation with scale
and time, Google bought a consignment of books from a second-hand book
store in Arizona. They scanned them and subsequently experimented with
how to best index these works not only by using information from the
book, but also by pulling data about the books from various other sources
on the web. These extractions allowed them to calculate a work’s relevance
and importance, for instance by looking at the number of times it had been
referred to.12
In 2004 Google was also granted patent rights to a scanner that would be
able to scan the pages of works without destroying them, and which would
make them searchable thanks to sophisticated 3D scanning and complex
algorithms.13 Google’s new scanner used infrared camera technology that
detected the three-dimensional shape and angle of book pages when the
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Figure 2.1
François-Marie Lefevere and Marin Saric. “Detection of grooves in scanned images.”
U.S. Patent 7508978B1. Assigned to Google LLC.

book was placed in the scanner. The information from the book was then
transmitted to Optical Character Recognition (OCR), which adjusted image
focus and allowed the OCR software to read images of curved surfaces more
accurately.
These new scanning technologies allowed Google to unsettle the fixed
content of cultural works on an industrial scale and enter them into
new distribution systems. The untethering and circulation of text already
existed, of course, but now text would mutate on an industrial scale,
bringing into coexistence a multiplicity of archiving modes and textual
accumulation. Indeed, Google’s systematic scaling-up of already existing
technologies on an industrial and accelerated scale posed a new paradigm
in mass digitization, to a much larger extent than, for instance, inventions
of new technologies.14 Thus, while Google’s new book scanners did expand
the possibilities of capturing information, Google couldn’t solve the problem of automating the process of turning the pages of the books. For that
they had to hire human scanners who were asked to manually turn pages.
The work of these human scanners was largely invisible to the public, who
could only see the books magically appearing online as the digital archive
accumulated. The scanners nevertheless left ghostly traces, in the form of
scanning errors such as pink fingers and missing and crumbled pages—
visual traces that underlined the historically crucial role of human labor in
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industrializing and automating processes.15 Indeed, the question of how to
solve human errors in the book scanning process led to a series of inventive
systems, such as the patent granted to Google in 2009 (filed in 2003), which
describes a system that would minimize scanning errors with the help of
music.16 Later, Google open sourced plans for a book scanner named “Linear Book Scanner” that would turn the pages automatically with the help of
a vacuum cleaner and a cleverly designed sheet metal structure, after passing them over two image sensors taken from a desktop scanner.17
Eventually, after much experimentation, Google consolidated its mass
digitization efforts in collaboration with select libraries.18 While some institutions immediately and enthusiastically welcomed Google’s aspirations as
aligning with their own mission to improve access to information, others
were more hesitant, an institutional vacillation that hinted ominously at
controversy to come. Some libraries, such as the University of Michigan,
greeted the initiative with enthusiasm, whereas others, such as the Library
of Congress, saw a red flag pop up: copyright, one of the most fundamental elements in the rights of texts and authors.19 The Library of Congress
questioned whether it was legal to scan and index books without a rights
holder’s permission. Google, in response, argued that it was within the fair
use provisions of the law, but the argument was speculative in so far as
there was no precedent for what Google was going to do. While some universities agreed with Google’s views on copyright and shared its desire to
disrupt existing copyright practices, others allowed Google to make digital copies of their holdings (a precondition for creating an index of it).
Hence, some libraries gave full access, others allowed only the scanning
of books in the public domain (published before 1923), and still others
denied access altogether. While the reticence of libraries was scattered, it
was also a precursor of a much more zealous resistance to Google Books,
an opposition that was mounted by powerful voices in the cultural world,
namely publishers and authors, and other commercial infrastructures of
cultural memory.
While Google’s announcement of its cooperation with publishers at
the Frankfurt Book Fair was received without drama—even welcomed by
many—the announcement of its cooperation with libraries a few months
later caused a commercial uproar. The most publicized point of contestation was the fact that Google was now not only displaying books in cooperation with publishers, but also building a library of its own, without
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Figure 2.2
Joseph K. O’Sullivan, Alexander Proudfooot, and Christopher R. Uhlik. “Pacing
and error monitoring of manual page turning operator.” U.S. Patent 7619784B1.
Assigned to Google LLC, Google Technology Holdings LLC.
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remunerating publishers and authors. Why would readers buy books if they
could read them free online? Moreover, the Authors Guild worried that
Google’s digital library would increase the risk of piracy. At a deeper level,
the case also emphasized authors’ and publishers’ desire to retain control
over their copyrighted works in the face of the threat that the Library Project (unlike the Partner Program) was posing: Google was digitizing without the copyright holder’s permission. Thus, to them, the Library Project
fundamentally threatened their copyrights and, on a more fundamental
level, existing copyright systems. Both factors, they argued, would make
book buying a superfluous activity.20 The harsher criticisms framed Google
Books as a book thief rather than as a global philanthropist.21 Google, on
its behalf, launched a defense of their actions based on the notion of “fair
use,” which as the following section shows, eventually became the fundamental legal question.
Infrastructural Transformations
Google Books became the symbol of the painful confusion and territorial
battles that marred the publishing world as it underwent a transformation
from analog to digital. The mounting and diverse opposition to Google
Books was thus not an isolated affair, but rather a persistent symptom—
increasingly loud stress signals emitting from the infrastructural joints of
the analog realm of books as it buckled under the strain of digital logic.
As media theorist John Durham Peters (drawing on media theorist Harold
Innis) notes, the history of media is also an “occupational history” that
tells the tales of craftspeople mastering medium-specific skills tactically
battling for monopolies of knowledge and guarding their access.22 And in
the occupational history of Google Books, the craftspeople of the printed
book were being challenged by a new breed of artificers who were excelling not so much in how to print, which book sellers to negotiate with, or
how to sell books to people, but rather in the medium-specific tactical skills
of the digital, such as building software and devising search technologies,
skills they were leveraging to their own gain to create new “monopolies of
knowledge” in the process.
As previously mentioned, the concerns expressed by publishers and
authors in regards to remuneration was accompanied by a more abstract
sense of a loss of control over their works and how this loss of control
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would affect the copyrights. These concerns did not arise out of thin air, but
were part of a more general discourse on digital information as something
that cannot be secured and controlled in the same way as analog commodities can. Indeed, it seemed that authors and publishers were part of a world
entirely different from Google Books: while publishers and authors were
still living in and defending a “regime of scarcity,”23 Google Books, by contrast, was busy building a “realm of plenitude and infinite replenishment.”
As such, the clash between the traditional infrastructures of the analog
book and the new infrastructures of Google Books was symptomatic of the
underlying radical reorganization of information from a state of trade and
exchange to a state of constant transmission and contagion.24
Foregrounding the fair use defense25, Google argued that the public
benefits of scanning outweighed the negative consequences for authors.26
Influential legal scholars such as Lawrence Lessig, among others, supported
this argument, suggesting that inclusion in a search engine in a way that
does not erode the value of the book was of such societal importance
that it should be deemed legal.27 The copyright owners, however, insisted
that the burden should be on Google to request permission to scan each
work.28
Google and copyright owners reached a proposed settlement on October
28, 2008. The proposal would allow Google not only to continue its scanning activities and to show free snippets online, but would also give Google
exclusive rights to sell digital copies of out-of-print books. In return, Google
would provide all libraries in the United States with one free subscription
to the digital database, but Google could also sell additional subscriptions.
Moreover, Google was to pay $125 million, part of which would go to the
construction of a Book Rights Registry that identified rights holders and
handled payments to lawyers.29 Yet before the settlement was even formally
treated, a mounting opposition to it was launched in public.
The proposed settlement was received with harsh words, for instance by
Internet archivist Brewster Kahle and legal scholar Lawrence Lessig, who
opposed the settlement with words ranging from “insanity” to “cultural
asphyxiation” and “information monopoly.”30 Privacy proponents also
spoke out against Google Books, bringing attention to the implications of
Google being able to follow and track reading habits, among other things.31
The organization Privacy Authors, including writers such as Jonathan Lethem, Bruce Schneier, and Michael Chabon, and publishers, argued that
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although Google Books was an “extremely exciting” project, it failed in its
current form to protect the privacy of readers, thus creating a “real risk of
disclosure” of sensitive information to “prying governmental entities and
private litigants,” potentially giving rise to a “chilling effect,” hurting not
only readers but also authors and publishers, not least those writing about
sensitive or controversial topics.32 The Association of Libraries also raised
a set of concerns, such as the cost of library subscriptions and privacy.33
And most predictably, companies such as Amazon and Microsoft, who also
had a stake in mass digitization, opposed the settlement; Microsoft even
funded some nuanced research efforts into its implications.34 Finally, and
most damningly, the Department of Justice decided to get involved with an
antitrust argument.
By this point, opposition to the Google Books project, as it was outlined in the proposed settlement, wasn’t only motivated by commercial
concerns; it was now also motivated by a public that framed Google’s mass
digitization project as a parasitical threat to the public sphere itself. The
framing of Google as a potential menace was a jarring image that stood
in stark contrast to Larry Page’s and Sergey Brin’s philanthropic attitudes
and to Google’s famous “Don’t be evil” slogan. The public reaction thus
signaled a change in Google’s reputation as the company metamorphosed in the public eye from a small underdog company to a multinational corporation with a near-monopoly in the search industry. Google’s
initially inspiring approach to information as a realm of plenitude now
appeared in the public view more similar to the actions of megalomaniac
land-grabbers.
Google, however, while maintaining its universalizing mission regarding information, also countered the accusations of monopoly building,
arguing that potential competitors could just step up, since nothing in the
agreements entered into by the libraries and Google “precludes any other
company or organization from pursuing their own similar effort.”35 Nevertheless Judge Denny Chin denied the settlement in March 2011 with the
following statement: “The question presented is whether the ASA is fair,
adequate, and reasonable. I conclude that it is not.”36 Google left the proposed settlement behind, and appealed the decision of their initial case
with new amicus briefs focusing on their argument that book scanning
was fair use. They argued that they were not demanding exclusivity on
the information they scanned, that they didn’t prohibit other actors from
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digitizing the works they were digitizing, and that their main goal was to
enrich the public sphere with more information, not to build an information monopoly. In July 2013 Judge Denny Chin issued a new opinion
confirming that Google Books was indeed fair use.37 Chin’s opinion was
later consolidated in a major victory for Google in 2015 when Judge Pierre
Leval in the Second Circuit Court legalized Google Books with the words
“Google’s unauthorized digitizing of copyright-protected works, creation of
a search functionality, and display of snippets from those works are noninfringing fair uses.“38 Leval’s decision marked a new direction, not only for
Google Books, but also for mass digitization in general, as it signaled a shift
in cultural expectations about what it means to experience and disseminate
cultural artifacts.
Once again, the story of Google Books took a new turn. What was first
presented as a gift to cultural memory institutions and the public, and later
as theft from and threat to these same entities, on closer inspection revealed
itself as a much more complex circulatory system of expectations, promises,
risks, and blame. Google Books thus instigated a dynamic and forceful connection between Google and cultural memory institutions, where the roles
of giver and receiver, and the first giver and second giver/returner, were
difficult to decode. Indeed, the binding nature of the relationship between
Google Books and cultural memory institutions proved to be much more
complex than the simple physical exchange of books and digital files. As
the next section outlines, this complex system of cultural production was
held together by contractual arrangement—central joints, as it were, connecting data and works, public and private, local and global, in increasingly complex ways. For Google Books, these contractual relations appear
as the connective tissues that make these assemblages possible, and which
are therefore fundamental to their affective dimensions.
The Infrapolitics of Contract
In common parlance a contract is a legal tool that formalizes a “mutual
agreement between two or more parties that something shall be done or
forborne by one or both,” often enforceable by law.39 Contractual systems
emerged with the medieval merchant regime, and later evolved with classical liberalism into an ideological revolt against paternalist systems as nothing less than freedom, a legal construct that could destroy the sentimental
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bonds of personal dependence.40 As the classic liberal social scientist William Graham Sumner argued, “[c]ontract … is rational … realistic, cold, and
matter-of-fact.” The rational nature of contracts also affected their temporality, since a contract endures only “so long as the reason for it endures,”
and their spatiality, relegating any form of sentiment from the public
sphere to “the sphere of private and personal relations.”41
Sentiments prevailed, however, as the contracts tying together Google
and cultural memory institutions emerged. Indeed, public and professional
evaluations of the agreements often took an affective, even sexualized,
form. The economist Paul Courant situated libraries “in bed with Google”42;
library consultant and media experts Jeff Ubois and Peter B. Kaufman
recounted how they got in bed with Google—“[w]e were approached singly,
charmed in confidence, the stranger was beguiling, and we embraced”43;
communication scholar Evelyn Bottando announced that “libraries not
only got in bed with Google. They got married”44; and librarian Jessamyn
West finally pondered on the relationship ruins, “[s]till not sure, after all
that, how we got this all so wrong. Didn’t we both want the same thing?
Maybe it really wasn’t us, it was them. Most days it’s hard to remember
what we saw in Google. Why did we think we’d make good partners?”45
The evaluative discourse around Google Books dispels the idea of contracts as dispassionate transactions for services and labor, showing rather
that contracts are infrapolitical apparatuses that give rise to emotions and
affect; and that, moreover, they are systems of doctrines, relations, and
social artifacts that organize around specific ideologies, temporalities,
materialities, and techniques.46 First and foremost, contracts give rise to
new kinds of infrastructures in the field of cultural memory: they mediate, connect, and converge cultural memory institutions globally, giving
rise to new institutional networks, in some cases increasing globalization
and mobility for both users and objects, and in other cases restricting the
same. The Google Books contracts display both technical and symbolic
aspects: as technical artifacts they establish intricate frameworks of procedures, commitments, rights, and incentives for governing the transactions
of cultural memory artifacts and their digitized copies. As symbolic artifacts
they evoke normative principles, expressing different measures of good will
toward libraries, but also—as all contracts do—introduce the possibility of
distrust, conflict and betrayal.47
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Despite their centrality to mass digitization assemblages, and although
some of them have been made available to the public,48 the content of these
particular contracts still suffer from the epistemic gap incurred in practical and symbolic form by Google’s Agreements and Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA), a kind of agreement most libraries are required to sign when
entering the agreement. Like all contracts, the individual contracts signed
by the partnership libraries vary in nature and have different implications.
While many of Google’s agreements may be publically available, they have
often only been made public through requests and transparency mechanisms such as the Freedom of Information Act. As the Open Rights Alliance
notes in their publication of the agreement entered between the British
Library and Google, “We asked the British Library for a copy of the agreement with Google, which was not uploaded to their transparency website
with other similar contracts, as it didn’t involve monetary exchange. This
may be a loophole transparency activists want to look at. After some toing
and froing with the Freedom of Information Act we got a copy.”49
While the culture of contractual secrecy is native to the business world,
with its safeguarding of business processes, and is easily navigated by business partners, it is often opposed to the ethos of state-subsidized cultural
institutions who “draw their financial and moral support from a public
that expects transparency in their activities, ranging from their materials
acquisitions to their business deals.”50 For these reasons, library organizations have recommended that nondisclosure agreements should be avoided
if possible, and minimized if they are necessary.51 Google, in response,
noted on its website that: “[t]hough not all of the library contracts have
been made public, we can say that all of them are non-exclusive, meaning that all of our library partners are free to continue their own scanning
projects or work with others while they work with Google to digitize their
books.”52
Regardless of their contractual content and later publication, the contracts are a vital instrument in Google’s broader management of visibility.
As Mikkel Flyverbom, Clare Birchall, and others have argued, this practice
of visibility management—which they define as “the many ways in which
organizations seek to curate and control their presence, relations, and comprehension vis-à-vis their surroundings” through practices of transparency,
secrecy, opacity, surveillance, and disclosure—is in the digital age a complex issue closely tied to the question of governance and power. While each
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publication act may serve to create an uncomplicated picture of transparency, it nevertheless happens in a paradoxical global regulatory environment that on the one hand encourages “sunshine” laws that demand that
governments, corporations, and civil-sector organizations provide access to
information, yet on the other hand also harbors regulatory agencies that
seek mechanisms and rules by which to keep information hidden. Thus, as
Flyverbom et al. conclude, the “everyday practices of organizing invariably
implicate visibility management,” whose valences are “attached to transparency and opacity” that are not simple and straightforward, but rather
remain “dependent upon the actor, the context, and the purpose of organizations and individuals.”53
Steven Levy recounts how Google began its scanning operations in
“near-total stealth,” a “cloak-and-dagger” approach that stood in contrast
to Google’s public promotion of transparency as a new mode of existence.
As Levy argues, “[t]he secrecy was yet another expression of the paradox of
a company that sometimes embraced transparency and other times seemed
to model itself on the NSA.”54 Yet, while secrecy practices may have suited
some of Google’s operations, they sit much more uneasily with their book
scanning programs: “If Google had a more efficient way to scan books,
sharing the improved techniques could benefit the company in the long
run—inevitably, much of the output would find its way onto the web, bolstering Google’s indexes. But in this case, paranoia and a focus on shortterm gain kept the machines under wraps.”55 The nondisclosure agreements
show that while boundaries may be blurred between Google Books and
libraries, we may still identify different regulatory models and modes of
existence within their networks, including the explicit library ethos (in the
Weberian sense of the term) of public access, not only to the front end
but also to some areas of the back end, and the business world’s secrecy
practices.56
Entering into a mass digitization public-private partnership (PPP) with
a corporation such as Google is thus not only a logical and pragmatic next
step for cultural memory institutions, it is also a political step. As already
noted, Google Books, through its embedding in Google, injects cultural
memory objects into new economic and cultural infrastructures. These
infrastructures are governed less by the hierarchical world of curators, historians, and politicians, and more by feedback networks of tech companies, users, and algorithms. Moreover, they forge ever closer connections
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to data-driven market logics, where computational rather than representational power counts. Mass digitization PPPs such as Google Books are thus
also symptoms of a much more pervasive infrapolitical situation, in which
cultural memory institutions are increasingly forced to alter their identities from public caretakers of cultural heritage to economic actors in the
EU internal market, controlled by the framework of competition law, timelimited contracts, and rules on state aid.57 Moreover, mastering the rules of
these new infrastructures is not necessarily an easy feat for public institutions.58 Thus, while Google claims to hold a core commitment regarding
free digital access to information, and while its financial apparatus could be
construed as making Google an eligible partner in accordance with the EU’s
policy objectives toward furthering public-private partnerships in Europe,59
it is nevertheless, as legal scholar Maurizio Borghi notes, relevant to take
into account Google’s previous monopoly-building history.60
The Politics of Google Books
A final aspect of Google Books relates to the universal aspiration of Google
Books’s collection, its infrapolitics, and what it empirically produces in
territorial terms. As this chapter’s previous sections have outlined, it was
an aspiration of Google Books to transcend the cultural and political limitations of physical cultural memory collections by gathering the written
material of cultural memory institutions into one massive digitized collection. Yet, while the collection spans millions of works in hundreds of
languages from hundreds of countries,61 it is also clear that even large-scale
mass digitization processes still entail procedures of selection on multiple
levels from libraries to works. These decisions produce a political reality
that in some respects reproduces and accentuates the existing politics of
cultural memory institutions in terms of territorial and class-based representations, and in other respects give rise to new forms of cultural memory
politics that part ways with the political regimes of traditional curatorial
apparatuses.
One obvious area in which to examine the politics produced by the
Google Books assemblage is in the selection of libraries that Google chooses
to partner with.62 While the full list of Google Books partners is not disclosed on Google’s own webpage, it is clear from the available list that, up
to now, Google Books has mainly partnered with “great libraries,” such
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as elite university libraries and national libraries. The rationale for choosing these libraries has no doubt been to partner up with cultural memory
institutions that preside over as much material as possible, and which are
therefore able to provide more pieces of the puzzle than, say, a small-town
public library that only presides over a fraction of their collections. Yet,
while these libraries provide Google Books with an impressive and extensive collection of rare and valuable artifacts that give the impression of
a near-universal collection, they nevertheless also contain epistemological
and historical gaps. Historian and digital humanist Andrew Prescott notes,
for example, the limited collections of literature written by workers and
other lower-class people in the early eighteenth century in elite libraries.
This institutional lack creates a pre-filtered collection in Google Books,
favoring “[t]hose writers of working class origins who had a success story to
report, who had become distinguished statesmen, successful businessmen,
religious leaders and so on,” that is, the people who were “able to find commercial publishers who were interested in their story.”63 Google’s decision
to partner with elite libraries thus inadvertently reproduces the class-based
biases of analog cultural memory institutions.
In addition to the reproduction of analog class-based bias in its digital collection, the Google Books corpus also displays a genre bias, veering
heavily toward scientific publications. As mathematicians Eitan Pechenik
et al. show, the contents of the Google Books corpus in the period of the
1900s is “increasingly dominated by scientific publications rather than
popular works,” and “even the first data set specifically labeled as fiction
appears to be saturated with medical literature.”64 The fact that Google
Books is constellated in such a manner thus challenges a “vast majority
of existing claims drawn from the Google Books corpus,” just as it points
to the need “to fully characterize the dynamics of the corpus before using
these data sets to draw broad conclusions about cultural and linguistic
evolution.”65
Last but not least, Google Books’s collection still bespeaks its beginnings:
it still primarily covers Anglophone ground. There is hardly any literature
that reviews the geographic scope in Google Books, but existing work does
suggest that Google is still heavily oriented toward US-based libraries.66 This
orientation does not necessarily give rise to an Anglophone linguistic hegemony, as some have feared, since many of the Anglophone libraries hold
considerable collections of foreign language books. But it does invariably
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limit its collections to the works in foreign languages that the elite libraries
deemed worthy of preserving. The gaps and biases of Google Books reveal it
to be less of a universal and monolithic collection, and more of an impressive, but also specific and contingent, assemblage of works, texts, and relations that is determined by the relations Google Books has entered into in
terms of class, discipline, and geographical scope.
Google Books is not only the result of selection processes on the level of
partnering institutions, but also on the level of organizational infrastructure. While the infrastructures of Google Books in fact depart from those
of its parent company in many regards to avoid copyright infringement
charges, there is little doubt, however, that people working actively on
Google’s digitization activities (included here are both users and Google
employees) are also globally distributed in networked constellations. The
central organization for cultural digitization, the Google Cultural Institute,
is located in Paris, France. Yet the people affiliated with this hub are working across several countries. Moreover, people working on various aspects of
Google Books, from marketing to language technology, to software developments and manual scanning processes, are dispersed across the globe.
And it is perhaps in this way that we tend to think of Google in general—as
a networked global company—and for good reasons. Google has been operating internationally almost for as long as it has been around. It has offices
in countries all over the globe, and works in numerous languages. Today it
is one of the most important global information institutions, and as more
and more people turn to Google for its services, Google also increasingly
reflects them—indeed they enter into a complex cognitive feedback mechanism system. Google depends on the growing diversity of its “inhabitants”
and on its financial and cultural leverage on a global scale, and to this effect
it is continuously fine-tuning its glocalization strategies, blending the universal and the particular. This glocal strategy does not necessarily create a
universal company, however; it would be more correct to say that Google’s
glocality brings the globe to Google, redefining it as an “American” company.67 Hence, while there is little doubt that Google, and in effect Google
Books, increasingly tailors to specific consumers,68 and that this tailoring
allows for a more complex global representation generated by feedback systems, Google’s core nevertheless remains lodged on American soil. This is
underlined by the fact that Google Books still effectively belongs to US
jurisdiction.69 Google Books is thus on the one hand a globalized company
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in terms of both content and institutional framework; yet it also remains
an American multinational corporation, constrained by US regulation and
social standards, and ultimately reinforcing the capacities of the American
state. While Google Books operates as a networked glocal project with universal aspirations, then, it also remains fenced in by its legal and cultural
apparatuses.
In sum, just as a country’s regulatory and political apparatus affects the
politics of its cultural memory institutions in the analog world, so is the
politics of Google Books co-determined by the operations of Google. Thus,
curatorial choices are made not only on the basis of content, but also of the
location of server parks, existing company units, lobbying efforts, public
policy concerns, and so on. And the institutional identity of Google Books
is profoundly late-sovereign in this regard: on one hand it thrives on and
operates with horizontal network formations; on the other, it still takes
into account and has to operate with, and around, sovereign epistemologies and political apparatuses. These vertical and horizontal lines ultimately
rewire the politics of cultural memory, shifting the stakes from sovereign
territorial possessions to more functional, complex, and effective means
of control.

3 Sovereign Soul Searching: The Politics of Europeana
Chapter
Sovereign

Soul

3
Searching
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Introduction
In 2008, the European Commission launched the European mass digitization project, Europeana, to great fanfare. Although the EC’s official communications framed the project as a logical outcome of years of work on
converging European digital library infrastructures, the project was received
in the press as a European counterresponse to Google Books.1 The popular
media framings of Europeana were focused in particular on two narratives:
that Europeana was a public response to Google’s privatization of cultural
memory, and that Europeana was a territorial response to American colonization of European information and culture. This chapter suggests that
while both of these sentiments were present in Europeana’s early years,
the politics of what Europeana was—and is—paints a more complicated
picture. A closer glance at Europeana’s social, economic, and legal infrastructures thus shows that the European mass digitization project is neither
an attempt to replicate Google’s glocal model, nor is it a continuation of
traditional European cultural policies. Rather, Europeana produces a new
form of cultural memory politics that converge national and supranational
imaginaries with global information infrastructures.
If global information infrastructures and national politics today seemingly go hand in hand in Europeana, it wasn’t always so. In fact, in the
1990s, networked technologies and national imaginaries appeared to be
mutually exclusive modes of existence. The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989
nourished a new antisovereign sentiment, which gave way to recurring
claims in the 1990s that the age of sovereignty had passed into an age
of post-sovereignty. These claims were fueled by a globalized set of economic, political, and technological forces, not least of which the seemingly
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ungovernable nature of the Internet—which appeared to unbuckle the
nation-state’s control and voice in the process of globalization and gave
rise to a sense of plausible anarchy, which in turn made John Perry Barlow’s
(in)famous ‘‘Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace’’ appear not as
pure utopian fabulation, but rather as a prescient diagnosis.2 Yet, while it
seemed in the early 2000s that the Internet and the cultural and economic
forces of globalization had made the notion and practice of the nationstate redundant on both practical and cultural levels, the specter of the
nation nevertheless seemed to linger. Indeed, the nation-state continued
to remain a fixed point in political and cultural discourses. In fact, it not
only lingered as a specter, but borders were also beginning to reappear as
regulatory forces. The borderless world was, as Tim Wu and Jack Goldsmith
noted in 2006, an illusion;3 geography had revenged itself, not least in the
digital environment.4
Today, no one doubts the cultural-political import of the national imaginary. The national imaginary has fueled antirefugee movements, the surge
of nationalist parties, the EU’s intensified crisis, and the election of Donald
Trump, to name just a few critical political events in the 2010s. Yet, while the
nationalist imaginary is becoming ever stronger, paradoxically its communicative infrastructures are simultaneously becoming ever more globalized.
Thus, globally networked digital infrastructures are quickly supplementing,
and in many cases even substituting, those national communicative infrastructures that were instrumental in establishing a national imagined community in the first place—infrastructures such as novels and newspapers.5
The convergence of territorially bounded imaginaries and global networks
creates new cultural-political constellations of cultural memory where the
centripetal forces of nationalism operate alongside, sometimes with and
sometimes against, the centrifugal forces of digital infrastructures. Europeana is a preeminent example of these complex infrastructural and imaginary dynamics.
A European Response
When Google announced their digitization program at the Frankfurt Book
Fair in 2004, it instantly created ripples in the European cultural-political
landscape, in France in particular. Upon hearing the news about Google’s
plans, Jacques Chirac, president of France at the time, promptly urged the
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then-culture minister, Renaud Donnedieu de Vabres, and Jean-Noël Jeanneney, head of France’s Bibliothèque nationale, to commence a similar digitization project and to persuade other European countries to join them.6
The seeds for Europeana were sown by France, “the deepest, most sedimented reservoir of anti-American arguments,”7 as an explicitly political
reaction to Google Books.
Europeana was thus from its inception laced with the ambiguous political
relationship between two historically competing universalist-exceptionalist
nations: the United States and France.8 A relationship that France sometimes pictures as a question of Americanization, and at other times extends
to an image of a more diffuse Anglo-Saxon constellation. Highlighting the
effects Google Books would have on French culture, Jeanneney argued that
Google’s mass digitization efforts would pose several possible dangers to
French cultural memory such as bias in the collecting and organizing practices of Google Books and an Anglicization of the cultural memory regulatory system. Explaining why Google Books should be seen not only as an
American, but also as an Anglo-Saxon project, Jeanneney noted that while
Google Books “was obviously an American project,” it was nevertheless also
one “that reached out to the British.” The alliance between the Bodleian
Library at Oxford and Google Books was thus not only a professional partnership in Jeanneney’s eyes, but also a symbolic bond where “the familiar
Anglo-Saxon solidarity” manifested once again vis-à-vis France, only this
time in the digital sphere. Jeanneney even paraphrased Churchill’s comment to Charles de Gaulle, noting that Oxford’s alliance with Google Books
yet again evidenced how British institutions, “without consulting anyone
on the other side of the English Channel,” favored US-UK alliances over
UK-Continental alliances “in search of European patriotism for the adventure under way.”9
How can we understand Jeanneney’s framing of Google Books as an
Anglo-Saxon project and the function of this framing in his plea for a
nation-based digitization program? As historian Emile Chabal suggests, the
concept of the Anglo-Saxon mentality is a preeminently French construct
that has a clear and rich rhetorical function to strengthen the French selfunderstanding vis-à-vis a stereotypical “other.”10 While fuzzy in its conceptual infrastructure, the French rhetoric of the Anglo-Saxon is nevertheless
“instinctively understood by the vast majority of the French population”
to denote “not simply a socioeconomic vision loosely inspired by market
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liberalism and multiculturalism” but also (and sometimes primarily) “an
image of individualism, enterprise, and atomization.”11 All these dimensions
were at play in Jeanneney’s anti-Google Books rhetoric. Indeed, Jeanneney
suggested, Google’s mass digitization project was not only Anglo-Saxon in
its collecting practices and organizational principles, but also in its regulatory framework: “We know how Anglo-Saxon law competes with Latin law
in international jurisdictions and in those of new nations. I don’t want to
see Anglo-Saxon law unduly favored by Google as a result of the hierarchy
that will be spontaneously established on its lists.”12
What did Jeanneney suggest as infrastructural protection against the
network power of the Anglo-Saxon mass digitization project? According to
Jeanneney, the answer lay in territorial digitization programs: rather than
simply accepting the colonizing forces of the Anglo-Saxon matrix, Jeanneney argued, a national digitization effort was needed. Such a national
digitization project would be a “contre-attaque” against Google Books that
should protect three dimensions of French cultural sovereignty: its language, the role of the state in cultural policy, and the cultural/intellectual
order of knowledge in the cultural collections.13 Thus Jeanneney suggested
that any Anglo-Saxon mass digitization project should be competed against
and complemented by mass digitization projects from other nations and
cultures to ensure that cultural works are embedded in meaningful cultural contexts and languages. While the nation was the central base of
mass digitization programs, Jeanenney noted, such digitization programs
necessarily needed to be embedded in a European, or Continental, infrastructure. Thus, while Jeanneney’s rallying cry to protect the French cultural memory was voiced from France, he gave it a European signature,
frequently addressing and including the rest of Europe as a natural ally
in his contre-attaque against Google Books.14 Jeanenney’s extension of
French concerns to a European level was characteristic for France, which
had historically displayed a leadership role in formulating and shaping the
EU.15 The EU, Jeanneney argued, could provide a resilient supranational
infrastructure that would enable French diversity to exist within the EU
while also providing a protective shield against unhampered Anglo-Saxon
globalization.
Other French officials took on a less combative tone, insisting that the
French digitization project should be seen not merely as a reaction to Google
but rather in the context of existing French and European efforts to make
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information available online. “I really stress that it’s not anti-American,”
stated one official at the Ministry of Culture and Communication. Rather
than framing the French national initiatives as a reaction to Google Books,
the official instead noted that the prime objective was to “make more
material relevant to European patrimony available,” noting also that the
national digitization efforts were neither unique nor exclusionary—not
even to Google.16 The disjunction between Jeanneney’s discursive claims
to mass digitization sovereignty and the anonymous bureaucrat’s pragmatic and networked approach to mass digitization indicates the latesovereign landscape of mass digitization as it unfolded between identity
politics and pragmatic politics, between discursive claims to sovereignty
and economic global cooperation. And as the next section shows, the intertwinement of these discursive, ideological, and economic infrastructures
produced a memory politics in Europeana that was neither sovereign nor
post-sovereign, but rather late-sovereign.
The Infrastructural Reality of Late-Sovereignty
Politically speaking, Europeana was always more than just an empty countergesture or emulating response to Google. Rather, as soon as the EU
adopted Europeana as a prestige project, Europeana became embedded in
the political project of Europeanization and began to produce a political
logic of its own. Latching on to (rather than countering) a sovereign logic,
Europeana strategically deployed the European imaginary as a symbolic
demarcation of its territory. But the means by which Europeana was constructed and distributed its territorial imaginaries nevertheless took place
by means of globalized networked infrastructures. The circumscribed cultural imaginary of Europeana was thus made interoperable with the networked logic of globalization. This combination of a European imaginary
and neoliberal infrastructure in Europeana produced an uneasy balance
between national and supranational infrastructural imaginaries on the one
hand and globalized infrastructures on the other.
If France saw Europeana primarily through the prism of sovereign competition, the European Commission emphasized a different dispositive:
economic competition. In his 2005 response to Jaques Chirac, José Manuel
Barroso acknowledged that the digitization of European cultural heritage
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was an important task not only for nation-states but also for the EU as a
whole. Instead of the defiant tone of Jeanneney and De Vabres, Barraso and
the EU institutions opted for a more neutral, pragmatic, and diplomatic
mass digitization discourse. Instead of focusing on Europeana as a lever to
prop up the cultural sovereignty of France, and by extension Europe, in the
face of Americanization, Barosso framed Europeana as an important economic element in the construction of a knowledge economy.17
Europeana was thus still a competitive project, but it was now reframed
as one that would be much more easily aligned with, and integrated into,
a global market economy.18 One might see the difference in the French
and the EU responses as a question of infrastructural form and affordance.
If French mass digitization discourses were concerned with circumscribing the French cultural heritage within the territory of the nation, the
EC was in practice more attuned to the networked aspects of the global
economy and an accompanying discourse of competition and potentiality. The infrastructural shift from delineated sphere to globalized network
changed the infrapolitics of cultural memory from traditional nation-based
issues such as identity politics (including the formation of canons) to more
globally aligned trade-related themes such as copyright and public-private
governance.
The shift from canon to copyright did not mean, however, that national
concerns dissipated. On the contrary, ministers from the European Union’s
member countries called for an investigation into the way Google Books
handled copyright in 2008.19 In reality, Google Books had very little to do
with Europe at that time, in the sense that Google Books was governed by
US copyright law. Yet the global reach of Google Books made it a European
concern nevertheless. Both German and French representatives emphasized the rift between copyright legislation in the US and in EU member
states. The German government proposed that the EC examine whether
Google Books conformed to Europe’s copyright laws. In France, President
Nicolas Sarkozy stated in more flamboyant terms that he would not permit France to be “stripped of our heritage to the benefit of a big company,
no matter how friendly, big, or American it is.”20 Both countries moreover
submitted amicus curia briefs21 to judge Denny Chin (who was in charge
of the ongoing Google Books settlement lawsuit in the US22), in which
they argued against the inclusion of foreign authors in the lawsuit.23 They
further brought separate suits against Google Books for their scanning
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activities and sought to exercise diplomatic pressure against the advancement of Google Books.24
On an EU level, however, the territorial concerns were sidestepped in
favor of another matrix of concern: the question of public-private governance. Thus, despite pressure from some member states, the EC decided
not to write a similar “amicus brief” on behalf of the EU.25 Instead, EC
Commissioners McCreevy and Reding emphasized the need for more infrastructures connecting the public and private sectors in the field of mass
digitization.26 Such PPPs could range from relatively conservative forms of
cooperation (e.g., private sponsoring, or payments from the private sector
for links provided by Europeana) to more far-reaching involvement, such
as turning the management of Europeana over to the private sector.27 In
a similar vein, a report authored by a high-level reflection group (Comité
des Sages) set down by the European Commission opened the door for
public-private partnerships and also set a time frame for commercial exploitation.28 It was even suggested that Google could play a role in the construction of Europeana. These considerations thus contrasted the French
resistance against Google with previous statements made by the EC, which
were concerned with preserving the public sector in the administration of
Europeana.
Did the European Commission’s networked politics signal a postsovereign future for Europeana? This chapter suggests no: despite the EC’s
strategies, it would be wrong to label the infrapolitics of Europeana as
post-sovereign. Rather, Europeana draws up a late-sovereign29 mass digitization landscape, where claims to national sovereignty exist alongside networked infrastructures.30 Why not post-sovereign? Because, as legal scholar
Neil Walker noted in 2003,31 the logic of sovereignty never waned even
in the face of globalized capitalism and legal pluralism. Instead, it fused
with these more globalized infrastructures to produce a form of politics
that displayed considerable continuity with the old sovereign order, yet
also had distinctive features such as globalized trade networks and constitutional pluralisms. In this new system, seemingly traditional claims to
sovereignty are carried out irrespective of political practices, showing that
globally networked infrastructures and sovereign imaginaries are not necessarily mutually exclusive; rather, territory and nation continue to remain
powerful emotive forces. Since Neil Walker’s theoretical corrective to theories on post-sovereignty, the notion of late sovereignty seems to have only
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gained in relevance as nationalist imaginaries increase in strength and
power through increasingly globalized networks.
As the following section shows, Europeana is a product of political processes that are concerned with both the construction of bounded spheres
and canons and networked infrastructures of connectivity, competition,
and potentiality operating beyond, below, and between national societal
structures. Europeana’s late-sovereign framework produces an infrapolitics in which the discursive political juxtaposition between Europeana
and Google Books exists alongside increased cooperation between Google
Books and Europeana, making it necessary to qualify the comparative
distinctions in mass digitization projects on a much more detailed level
than merely territorial delineations, without, however, disposing of the
notion of sovereignty. The simultaneous contestations and connections
between Europeana and Google Books thus make visible the complex
economic, intellectual, and technological infrastructures at play in mass
digitization.
What form did these infrastructures take? In a sense, the complex
infrastructural set-up of Europeana as it played out in the EU’s framework
ended up extending along two different axes: a vertical axis of national and
supranational sovereignty, where the tectonic territorial plates of nationstates and continents move relative to each other by converging, diverging, and transforming; and a horizontal axis of deterritorializing flows that
stream within, between, and throughout sovereign territories consisting
both of capital interests (in the form of transnational lobby organizations
working to protect, promote, and advance the interests of multinational
companies or nongovernmental organizations) and the affective relations
of users.
Harmonizing Europe: From Canon to Copyright
Even if the EU is less concerned with upholding the regulatory boundaries
of the nation-state in mass digitization, bordering effects are still found in
mass digitized collections—this time in the form of copyright regulation.
As in the case of Google Books, mass digitization also raised questions in
Europe about the future role of copyright in the digital sphere. On the one
hand, cultural industries were concerned about the implications of mass
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digitization for their production and copyrights32; on the other hand, educational institutions and digital industries were interested in “unlocking”
the cognitive and cultural potentials that resided within the copyrighted
collections in cultural heritage institutions. Indeed, copyright was such a
crucial concern that the EC repeatedly stated the necessity to reform and
harmonize European copyright regulation across borders.
Why is copyright a concern for Europeana? Alongside economic challenges, the current copyright legislation is the greatest obstacle against mass
digitization. Copyright effectively prohibits mass digitization of any kind of
material that is still within copyright, creating large gaps in digitized collections that are often referred to as “the twentieth-century black hole.” These
black holes appear as a result of the way European “copyright interacts with
the digitization of cultural heritage collections” and manifest themselves as
“marked lack of online availability of twentieth-century collections.”33 The
lack of a common copyright mechanism not only hinders online availability, but also challenges European cross-border digitization projects as well
as the possibilities for data-mining collections à la Google because of the
difficulties connected to ascertaining the relevant public domain and hence
definitively flagging the public domain status of an object.34
While Europeana’s twentieth-century black hole poses a problem,
Europe would not, as one worker in the EC’s Directorate-General (DG)
Copyright unit noted, follow Google’s opt-out mass digitization strategy
because “the European solution is not the Google solution. We do a diligent search for the rights holder before digitizing the material. We follow the law.”35 By positioning herself as on the right side of the law, the
DG employee implicitly also placed Google on the wrong side of the law.
Yet, as another DG employee explained with frustration, the right side of
the law was looking increasingly untenable in an age of mass digitization.
Indeed, as she noted, the demands for diligent search was making her work
near impossible, not least due to the different legal regimes in the US and
the EU:
Today if one wants to digitize a work, one has to go and ask the rights holder individually. The problem is often that you can’t find the rights holder. And sometimes
it takes so much time. So there is a rights holder, you know that he would agree,
but it takes so much time to go and find out. And not all countries have collective
management … you have to go company by company. In Europe we have producing companies that disappear after the film has been made, because they are created
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only to make that film. So who are you going to ask? While in the States the situation is different. You have the majors, they have the rights, you know who to ask
because they are very stable. But in Europe we have this situation, which makes it
very difficult, the cultural access to cultural heritage. Of course we dream of changing this.36

The dream is far from realized, however. Since the EU has no direct
legislative competence in the area of copyright, Europeana is the center
of a natural tension between three diverging, but sometimes overlapping
instances: the exclusivity of national intellectual property laws, the economic interests toward a common market, and the cultural interests in the
free movement of information and knowledge production—a tension that
is further amplified by the coexistence of different legal traditions across
member states.37 Seeking to resolve this tension, the European Parliament
and certain units in the European Commission have strategically used
Europeana as a rhetorical lever to increase harmonization of copyright legislation and thus make it easier for institutions to make their collections
available online.38 “Harmonization” has thus become a key concept in
the rights regime of mass digitization, essentially signaling interoperability
rather than standardization of national copyright regimes. Yet stakeholders
differ in their opinions concerning who should hold what rights over what
content, over what period of time, at what price, and how things should be
made available. So within the process of harmonization is a process that is
less than harmonious, namely bringing stakeholders to the table and committing. As the EC interviewee confirms, harmonization requires not only
technical but also political cooperation.
The question of harmonization illustrates the infrapolitical dimensions
of Europeana’s copyright systems, showing that they are not just technical standards or “direct mirrors of reality” but also “co-produced responses
to technoscientific and political uncertainty.”39 The European attempts to
harmonize copyright standards across national borders therefore pit not
only one technical standard against the other, but also “alternative political cultures and their systems of public reasoning against one another”40
(Jasanoff, 133). Harmonization thus compresses, rather than eliminates,
national varieties within Europe.41 Hence, Barroso’s vision of Europeana as
a collective European cultural memory is faced with the fragmented patterns
of national copyright regimes, producing if not overtly political borders in
the collections, then certainly infrapolitical manifestations of the cultural
barriers that still exist between European countries.
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The Infrapolitics of Interoperability
Copyright is not the only infrastructural regime that upholds borders in
Europeana’s collections; technical standards also pose great challenges for
the dream of an European connective cultural memory.42 The notion of
interoperability43 has therefore become a key concern for mass digitization,
as interoperability is what allows digitized cultural memory institutions to
exchange and share documents, queries, and services.44
The rise of interoperability as a key concept in mass digitization is a
side-effect of the increasing complexity of economic, political, and technological networks. In the twentieth century, most European cultural memory institutions existed primarily as small “sovereign” institutions, closed
spheres governed by internal logics and with little impetus to open up their
internal machinery to other institutions and cooperate. The early 2000s signaled a shift in the institutional infrastructural layout of cultural memory
institutions, however. One early significant articulation of this shift was a
324-page European Commission report entitled Technological Landscapes for
Tomorrow’s Cultural Economy: Unlocking the Value of Cultural Heritage (or the
DigiCULT study), a “roadmap” that outlined the political, organizational,
and technological challenges faced by European museums, libraries, and
archives in the period 2002–2006. A central passage noted that the “conditions for success of the cultural and memory institutions in the Information Society is (sic) the ‘network logic,’ a logic that is of course directly
related to the necessity of being interoperable.”45 The network logic and
resulting demand for interoperability was not merely a question of digital
connections, the report suggested, but a more pervasive logic of contemporary society. The report thus conceived interoperability as a question that
ran deeper that technological logic.46 The more complex cultural memory
infrastructures become, the more interoperability is needed if one wants the
infrastructures to connect and communicate with each other.47 As information scholar Christine Borgman notes, interoperability has therefore long
been “the holy grail of digital libraries”—a statement echoed by Commissioner Reding on Europeana in 2005 when she stated that “I am not suggesting that the Commission creates a single library. I envisage a network
of many digital libraries—in different institutions, across Europe.”48 Reding’s statement shows that even at the height of the French exceptionalist discourse on European mass digitization, other political forces worked
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instead to reformat the sovereign sphere into a network. The unravelling
of the bounded spheres of cultural memory institutions into networked
infrastructures is therefore both an effect of, and the further mobilization
of, increased interoperability.
Interoperability is not only a concern for mass digitization projects,
however; rather, the calls for interoperability takes place on a much more
fundamental level. A European Council Conclusion on Europeana identifies interoperability as a key challenge for the future construction of
Europeana, but also embeds this concern within the overarching European interoperability strategy, European Interoperability Framework for panEuropean eGovernment services.49 Today, then, interoperability appears to be
turning into a social theory. The extension of the concept of interoperability into the social sphere naturally follows the socialization of another
technical term: infrastructure. In the past decades, Susan Leigh Star, Geoffrey Bowker, and others have successfully managed to frame infrastructure
“not only in terms of human versus technological components but in terms
of a set of interrelated social, organizational, and technical components or
systems (whether the data will be shared, systems interoperable, standards
proprietary, or maintenance and redesign factored in).”50 It follows, then,
as Christine Borgman notes, that even if interoperability in technical terms
is a “feature of products and services that allows the connection of people,
data, and diverse systems,”51 policy practice, standards and business models, and vested interest are often greater determinants of interoperability
than is technology.52 In similar terms, information science scholar Jerome
Mcdonough notes that “we need to cease viewing [interoperability] purely
as a technical problem, and acknowledge that it is the result of the interplay
of technical and social factors.”53 Pushing the concept of interoperability
even further, legal scholars Urs Gasser and John Palfrey have even argued
for viewing the world through a theory of interoperability, naming their
project “interop theory,”54 while Internet governance scholar Laura Denardis proposes a political theory of interoperability.55
More than denoting a technical fact, then, interoperability emerges
today as an infrastructural logic, one that promotes openness, modularity, and connectivity. Within the field of mass digitization, the notion of
interoperability is in particular promoted by the infrastructural workers of
cultural memory (e.g., archivists, librarians, software developers, digital
humanists, etc.) who dream of opening up the silos they work on to enrich
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them with new meanings.56 As noted in chapter 1, European cultural memory institutions had begun to address unconnected institutions as closed
“silos.” Mass digitization offered a way of thinking of these institutions
anew—not as frigid closed containers, but rather as vital connective infrastructures. Interoperability thus gives rise to a new infrastructural form of
cultural memory: the traditional delineated sovereign spheres of expertise
of analog cultural memory institutions are pried open and reformatted as
networked ecosystems that consist not only of the traditional national public providers, but also of additional components that have hitherto been
alien in the cultural memory industry, such as private individual users and
commercial industries.57
The logic of interoperability is also born of a specific kind of infrapolitics: the politics of modular openness. Interoperability is motivated by the
“open” data movements that seek to break down proprietary and disciplinary boundaries and create new cultural memory infrastructures and ways of
working with their collections. Such visions are often fueled by Lawrence
Lessig’s conviction that “the most important thing that the Internet has
given us is a platform upon which experience is interoperable.”58 And they
have given rise to the plethora of cultural concepts we find on the Internet
in the age of digital capitalism, such as “prosumers”, “produsers”, and so
on. These concepts are becoming more and more pervasive in the digital
environment where “any format of sound can be mixed with any format
of video, and then supplemented with any format of text or images.”59
According to Lessig, the challenge to this “open” vision are those “who
don’t play in this interoperability game,” and the contestation between the
“open” and the “closed” takes place in the “the network,” which produces
“a world where anyone can clip and combine just about anything to make
something new.”60
Despite its centrality in the mass digitization rhetoric, the concept of
interoperability and the politics it produces is rarely discussed in critical terms. Yet, as Gasser and Palfrey readily conceded in 2007, interoperability is not necessarily in itself an “unalloyed good.” Indeed, in “certain
instances,” Palfrey and Gasser noted, interoperability brings with it possible drawbacks such as increased homogeneity, lack of security, lack of reliability.61 Today, ten years on, Urs Gasser’s and John Palfrey’s admissions of
the drawbacks of interoperability appear too modest, and it becomes clear
that while their theoretical apparatus was able to identify the centrality of
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interoperability in a digital world, their social theory missed its larger political implications.
When scanning the literature and recommendations on interoperability, certain words emerge again and again: innovation, choice, diversity,
efficiency, seamlessness, flexibility, and access. As Tara McPherson notes
in her related analysis of the politics of modularity, it is not much of a
stretch to “layer these traits over the core tenets of post-Fordism” and
note their effect on society: “time-space compression, transformability,
customization, a public/private blur, etc.”62 The result, she suggests, is a
remaking of the Fordist standardization processes into a “neoliberal rule
of modularity.” Extending McPherson’s critique into the temporal terrain, Franco Bifo Berardi emphasizes the semantic politics of speed that
is also inherent in connectivity and interoperability: “Connection implies
smooth surfaces with no margins of ambiguity … connections are optimized in terms of speed and have the potential to accelerate with technological developments.63 The connectivity enabled by interoperability thus
implies modularity with components necessarily “open to interfacing and
interoperability.” Interoperability, then, is not only a question of openness, but also a way of harnessing network effects by means of speed and
resilience.
While interoperability may be an inherent infrastructural tenet of neoliberal systems, increased interoperability does not automatically make
mass digitization projects neoliberal. Yet, interoperability does allow for
increased connectivity between individual cultural memory objects and a
neoliberal economy. And while the neoliberal economy may emulate critical discourses on freedom and creativity, its main concern is profit. The
same systems that allow users to create and navigate collections more freely
are made interoperable with neoliberal systems of control.64
The “Work” in Networking
What are the effects of interoperability for the user? The culture of connectivity and interoperability has not only allowed Europeana’s collections to
become more visible to a wider public, it has also enabled these publics
to become intentionally or unintentionally involved in the act of describing and ordering these same collections, for instance by inviting users to
influence existing collections as well as to generate their own collections.
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The increased interaction with works also transform them from stable to
mobile objects.65 Mass digitization has thus transformed curatorial practice, expanding it beyond the closed spheres of cultural memory institutions into much broader ecosystems and extending the focus of curatorial
attention from fixed objects to dynamic network systems. As a result,
“curatorial work has become more widely distributed between multiple
agents including technological networks and software.”66 From having
played a central role in the curatorial practice, the curator is now only
part of this entire system and increasingly not central to it. Sharing the
curator’s place are users, algorithms, software engineers, and a multitude
of other factors.
At the same time, the information deluge generated by digitization has
enhanced the necessity of curation, both within and outside institutions.
Once considered as professional caretaking for collections, the curatorial
concept has now been modulated to encompass a whole host of activities and agents, just as curatorial practices are now ever more engaged in
epistemic meaning making, selecting and organizing materials in an interpretive framework through the aggregation of global connection.67 And as
the already monumental and ever accelerating digital collections exceed
human curatorial capacity, the computing power of machines and cognitive capabilities of ordinary citizens is increasingly needed to penetrate and
make meaning of the data accumulations.
What role is Europeana’s user given in this new environment? With the
increased modulation of public-private boundaries, which allow different
modules to take on different tasks and on different levels, the strict separation between institution and environment is blurring in Europeana. So is
the separation between user, curator, consumer, and producer. New characters have thus arisen in the wake of these transformations, hereunder the
two concepts of the “amateur” and the “citizen scientist.”
In contrast to much of the microlabor that takes place in the digital
sphere, Europeana’s participatory structures often consist in cognitive tasks
that are directly related to the field of cultural memory. This aligns with
the aspirations of the Citizen Science Alliance, which requires that all their
crowdsourcing projects answer “a real scientific research question” and
“must never waste the ‘clicks,’ or time, of volunteers.”68 Citizen science
is an emergent form of research practice in which citizens participate in
research projects on different levels and in different constellations with
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established research communities. The participatory structures of citizen
science range from highly complex processes to more simple tasks, such as
identifying colors, themes, patterns that challenge machinic analyses, and
so on. There are different ways of classifying these participatory structures,
but the most prevalent participatory structures in Europeana include:
1.

Contribution, where visitors are solicited to provide limited and specified objects, actions, or ideas to an institutionally controlled process,
for example, Europeana’s 1914–1918 exhibition, which allowed (and
still allows) users to contribute photos, letters, and other memorabilia
from that period.

2.

Correction and transcription, where users correct faulty OCR scans of
books, newspapers, etc.

3.

Contextualization, that is, the practice of placing or studying objects in
a meaningful context.

4.

Augmenting collections, that is, enriching collections with additional
dimensions. One example is the recently launched Europeana Sound
Connections, which encourages and enables visitors to “actively enrich
geo-pinned sounds from two data providers with supplementary media
from various sources. This includes using freely reusable content from
Europeana, Flickr, Wikimedia Commons, or even individuals’ own
collections.”69

5.

And finally, Europeana also offers participation through classification, that is, a social tagging system in which users contribute with
classifications.
All these participatory structures fall within the general rubric of

crowdsourcing, and they are often framed in social terms and held up as
an altruistic alternative to the capitalist exploitation of other crowdsourcing projects, because, as new media theorist Mia Ridge argues, “unlike
commercial crowdsourcing, participation in cultural memory crowdsourcing is driven by pleasure, not profit. Rather than monetary recompense,
GLAM (Galleries, Museums, Archives, and Libraries) projects provide an
opportunity for altruistic acts, activated by intrinsic motivations, applied
to inherently engaging tasks, encouraged by a personal interest in the subject or task.”70 In addition—and based on this notion of altruism—these
forms of crowdsourcing are also subversive successors of, or correctives to,
consumerism.
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The idea of pitting the activities of citizen science against more simple
consumer logics has been at the heart of Europeana since its inception,
particularly influenced by the French philosopher Bernard Stiegler, who
has been instrumental not only in thinking about, but also building, Europeana’s software infrastructures around the character of the “amateur.”
Stiegler’s thesis was that the amateur could subvert the industrial ethos of
production because he/she is not driven by a desire to consume as much
as a desire to love, and thus is able to imbue the archive with a logic different from pure production71 without withdrawing from participation (the
word “amateur” comes from the French word aimer).72 Yet it appears to me
that the convergence of cultural memory ecosystems leaves little room for
the philosophical idea of mobilizing amateurism as a form of resistance
against capitalist logics.73 The blurring of production boundaries in the new
cultural memory ecosystems raises urgent questions to cultural memory
institutions of how they can protect the ethos of the amateur in citizen
archives,74 while also aligning them with institutional strategies of harvesting the “cognitive surplus” of users75 in environments where play is increasingly taking on aspects of labor and vice versa. As cultural theorist Angela
Mitropoulos has noted, “networking is also net-working.”76 Thus, while
many of the participatory structures we find in Europeana are participatory projects proper and not just what we might call participation-lite—or
minimal participation77—models, the new interoperable infrastructures of
cultural memory ecosystems make it increasingly difficult to uphold clearcut distinctions between civic practice and exploitation in crowdsourcing
projects.
Collecting Europe
If Europeana is a late-sovereign mass digitization project that maintains
discursive ties to the national imaginary at the same time that it undercuts
this imaginary by means of networked infrastructures through increased
interoperability, the final question is: what does this late-sovereign assemblage produce in cultural terms? As outlined above, it was an aspiration
of Europeana to produce and distribute European cultural memory by
means of mass digitization. Today, its collection gathers more than 50 million cultural works in differing formats—from sound bites to photographs,
textiles, films, files, and books. As the previous sections show, however, the
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processes of gathering the cultural artifacts have generated a lot of friction,
producing a political reality that in some respects reproduces and accentuates the existing politics of cultural memory institutions in terms of representation and ownership, and in other respects gives rise to new forms
of cultural memory politics that part ways with the political regimes of
traditional curatorial apparatuses.
The story of how Europeana’s initial collection was published and later
revised offers a good opportunity to examine its late-sovereign political
dynamics. Europeana launched in 2008, giving access to some 4.5 million
digital objects from more than 1,000 institutions. Shortly after its launch,
however, the site crashed for several hours. The reason given by EU officials
was that Europeana was a victim of its own success: “On the first day of its
launch, Europe’s digital library Europeana was overwhelmed by the interest
shown by millions of users in this new project … thousands of users searching in the very same second for famous cultural works like the Mona Lisa or
books from Kafka, Cervantes, or James Joyce. … The site was down because
of massive interest, which shows the enormous potential of Europeana for
bringing cultural treasures from Europe’s cultural institutions to the wide
public.”78 The truth, however, lay elsewhere. As a Europeana employee
explained, the site didn’t buckle under the enormous interest shown in
it, but rather because “people were hitting the same things everywhere.”
The problem wasn’t so much the way they were hitting on material, but
what they were hitting; the Europeana employee explained that people’s
search terms took the Commission by surprise, “even hitting things the
Commission didn’t want to show. Because people always search for wrong
things. People tend to look at pornographic and forbidden material such
as Mein Kampf, etc.”79 Europeana’s reaction was to shut down and redesign Europeana’s search interface. Europeana’s crash was not caused by user
popularity, but rather was caused by a decision made by the Commission
and Europeana staff to rework the technical features of Europeana so that
the most popular searches would not be public and to remove potentially
politically contentious material such as Mein Kampf and nude works by
Peter Paul Rubens and Abraham Bloemaert, among others. Another Europeana employee explained that the launch of Europeana had been forced
through before its time because of a meeting among the cultural ministers
in Europe, making it possible to display only a prototype. This beta version
was coded to reveal the most popular searches, producing a “carousel” of
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the same content because, as the previous quote explains, people would
search for the same things, in particular “porn” and “Mein Kampf,” allegedly leading the US press to call Europeana a collection of fascist and porn
material.
On a small scale, Europeana’s early glitch highlighted the challenge of
how to police the incoming digital flows from national cultural heritage
institutions for in-copyright works. With hundreds of different institutions
feeding hundreds of thousands of texts, images, and sounds into the portal, scanning the content for illegal material was an impossible task for
Europeana employees. Many in-copyright works began flooding the portal.
One in-copyright work that appeared in the portal stood out in particular:
Hitler’s Mein Kampf. A common conception has been that Mein Kampf was
banned after WWII. The truth was more complicated and involved a complex copyright case. When Hitler died, his belongings were given to the
state of Bavaria, including his intellectual property rights to Mein Kampf.
Since Hitler’s copyright was transferred as part of the Allies’ de-Nazification
program, the Bavarian state allowed no one to republish the book.80 Therefore, reissues of Mein Kampf only reemerged in 2015, when the copyright
was released. The premature digital distribution of Mein Kampf in Euro
peana was thus, according to copyright legislation, illegal. While the Mein
Kampf case was extraordinary, it flagged a more fundamental problem of
how to police and analyze all the incoming data from individual cultural
heritage institutions.
On a more fundamental level, however, Mein Kampf indicated not only a
legal, but also a political, issue for Europeana: how to deal with the expressions that Europeana’s feedback mechanisms facilitated. Mass digitization
promoted a new kind of cultural memory logic, namely of feedback. Feedback mechanisms are central to data-driven companies like Google because
they offer us traces of the inner worlds of people that would otherwise
never appear in empirical terms, but that can be catered to in commercial
terms.81 Yet, while the traces might interest the corporation (or sociologist)
on the hunt for people’s hidden thoughts, a prestige project such as Europeana found it untenable. What Europeana wanted was to present Europe’s
cultural memory; what they ended up showing was Europeans’ intense fascination with fascism and porn. And this was problematic because Europeana was a political project of representation, not a commercial project of
capture.82
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Since its glitchy launch, Europeana has refined its interface techniques,
is becoming more attuned to network analytics, and has grown exponentially both in terms of institutional and in material scope. There are, at the
time of this writing, more than 50 million items in Europeana, and while
its numbers are smaller than Google Books, its scope is much larger, including images, texts, sounds, videos, and 3-D objects. The platform features
carefully curated exhibitions highlighting European themes, from generalized exhibitions about World War I and European artworks to much more
specialized exhibitions on, for instance, European cake culture.
But how is Europe represented in statistical terms? Since Europeana’s
inception, there have been huge variances in how much each nation-state
contributes to Europeana.83 So while Europeana is in principle representing Europe’s collective cultural memory, in reality it represents a highly
fragmented image of Europe with a lot of European countries not even
appearing in the databases. Moreover, even these numbers are potentially
misleading, as one information scholar formerly working with Europeana
notes: to pump up their statistical representation, many institutions strategically invented counting systems that would make their representation
seem bigger than it really is, for example, by declaring each scanned page in
a medieval manuscript as an object instead of as the entire work.84 The strategic acts of volume increase are interesting mass digitization phenomena
for many reasons: first, they reveal the ultimately volume-based approach
of mass digitization. According to the scholar, this volume-based approach
finds a political support in the EC system, for whom “the object will always
be quantitative” since volume is “the only thing the commission can measure in terms of funding and result.”85 In a way then, the statistics tell more
than one story: in political terms, they recount not only the classic tale of
a fragmented Europe but also how Europe is increasingly perceived, represented, and managed by calculative technologies. In technical terms, they
reveal the gray areas of how to delineate and calculate data: what makes a
data object? And in cultural policy terms, they reflect the highly divergent
prioritization of mass digitization in European countries.
The final question is, then: how is this fragmented European collection
distributed? This is the point where Europeana’s territorial matrix reveals
its ultimately networked infrastructure. Europeana may be entered through
Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest, and vice versa. Therefore a click
on the aforementioned cake exhibition, for example, takes one straight to
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Google Arts and Culture. The transportation from the Europeana platform
to Google happens smoothly, without any friction or notice, and if one
didn’t look at the change in URL, one would hardly notice the change at
all since the interface appears almost similar. Yet, what are the implications
of this networked nature? An obvious consequence is that Europeana is
structurally dependent on the social media and search engine companies.
According to one Europeana report, Google is the biggest source of traffic
to the Europeana portal, accounting for more than 50 percent of visits. Any
changes in Google’s algorithm and ranking index therefore significantly
impact traffic patterns on the Europeana portal, which in turn affects
the number of Europeana pages indexed by Google, which then directly
impacts on the number of overall visits to the Europeana portal.86 The same
holds true for Facebook, Pinterest, Google+, etc.
Held together, the feedback mechanisms, the statistical variance, and
the networked infrastructures of Europeana show just how difficult it is to
collect Europe in the digital sphere. This is not to say that territorial sentiments don’t have power, however—far from it. Within the digital sphere
we are already seeing territorial statements circulated in Europe on both
national and supranational scales, with potentially far-reaching implications on both. Yet, there is little to suggest that the territorial sentiments
will reproduce sovereign spheres in practice. To the extent that reterritorializing sentiments are circulated in globalizing networks, this chapter has
sought to counter both ideas about post sovereignty and pure nationalization, viewing mass digitization instead through the lens of late-sovereignty.
As this chapter shows, the notion of late-sovereignty allows us to conceptualize mass digitization programs, such as Europeana, as globalized phenomena couched within the language of (supra)national sovereignty. In the age
where rampant nationalist movements sweep through globalized communication networks, this approach feels all the more urgent and applicable
not only to mass digitization programs, but also to reterritorializing communication phenomena more broadly. Only if we take the ways in which
the nationalist imaginary works in the infrastructural reality of late capitalism, can we begin to account for the infrapolitics of the highly mediated
new territorial imaginaries.

4 The Licit and Illicit Nature of Mass Digitization
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Introduction: Lurking in the Shadows
A friend has just recommended an academic book to you, and now you
are dying to read it. But you know that it is both expensive and hard to
get your hands on. You head down to your library to request the book, but
you soon realize that the wait list is enormous and that you will not be
able to get your hands on the book for a couple of weeks. Desperate, you
turn to your friend for help. She asks, “Why don’t you just go to a pirate
library?” and provides you with a link. A new world opens up. Twenty minutes later you have downloaded 30 books that you felt were indispensable
to your bookshelf. You didn’t pay a thing. You know what you did was
illegal. Yet you also felt strangely justified in your actions, not least spurred
on by the enthusiastic words on the shadow library’s front page, which sets
forth a comforting moral compass. You begin thinking to yourself: “Why
are pirate libraries deemed more illegal than Google’s controversial scanning project?” and “What are the moral implications of my actions vis-àvis the colonial framework that currently dictates Europeana’s copyright
policies?”
The existence of what this book terms shadow libraries raises difficult
questions, not only to your own moral compass but also to the field of
mass digitization. Political and popular discourses often reduce the complexity of these questions to “right” and “wrong” and Hollywood narratives of pirates and avengers. Yet, this chapter wishes to explore the deeper
infrapolitical implications of shadow libraries, setting out the argument
that shadow libraries offer us a productive framework for examining the
highly complex legal landscape of mass digitization. Rather than writing a
chapter that either supports or counters shadow libraries, the chapter seeks
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to chart the complexity of the phenomenon and tease out its relevance for
mass digitization by framing it within what we might call an infrapolitics
of parasitism.
In The Parasite, a strange and fabulating book that brings together information theory and cybernetics, physics, philosophy, economy, biology,
politics, and folk tales, French philosopher Michel Serres constructs an
argument about the conceptual figure of the parasite to explore the parasitic nature of social relations. In a dizzying array of images and thoughtconstructs, Serres argues against the idea of a balanced exchange of energy,
suggesting instead that our world is characterized by one parasite stealing
energy by feeding on another organism. For this purpose he reminds us of
the three meanings of parasite in the French language. In French, the term
parasite has three distinct, but related meanings. The first relates to one
organism feeding off another and giving nothing in return. Second, it refers
to the social concept of the freeloader, who lives off society without giving
anything in return. Both of these meanings are fairly familiar to most, and
lay the groundwork for our annoyance with both bugs and spongers. The
third meaning, however, is less known in most languages except French:
here the parasite is static noise or interference in a channel, interrupting
the seemingly balanced flow of things, mediating and thus transforming
relations. Indeed, for Serres, the parasite is itself a disruptive relation (rather
than entity). The parasite can also change positions of sender, receiver, and
noise, making it exceedingly difficult to discern parasite from nonparasite;
indeed, to such an extent that Serres himself exclaims “I no longer really
know how to say it: the parasite parasites the parasites.”1 Serres thus uses his
parasitic model to make a claim about the nature of cybernetic technologies and the flow of information, arguing that “cybernetics gets more and
more complicated, makes a chain, then a network. Yet it is founded on the
theft of information, quite a simple thing.”2 The logic of the parasite, Serres
argues, is the logic of the interrupter, the “excluded third” or “uninvited
guest” who intercepts and confuses relations in a process of theft that has a
value both of destruction and a value of construction. The parasite is thus
a generative force, inventing, affecting, and transforming relations. Hence,
parasitism refers not only to an act of interference but also to an interruption that “invents something new.”3
Michel Serres’s then-radical philosophy of the parasite is today echoed
by a broader recognition of the parasite as not only a dangerous entity, but
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also a necessary mediator. Indeed, as Jeanette Samyn notes, we are today
witnessing a “pro-parasitic” movement in science in which “scientists have
begun to consider parasites and other pathogens not simply as problems
but as integral components of ecosystems.”4 In this new view, “… the parasite takes from its host without ever taking its place; it creates new room,
feeding off excess, sometimes killing, but often strengthening its milieu.”
In the following sections, the lens of the parasite will help us explore the
murky waters of shadow libraries, not (only) as entities, but also as relational phenomena. The point is to show how shadow libraries belong to the
same infrapolitical ecosystem as Google Books and Europeana, sometimes
threatening them, but often also strengthening them. Moreover, it seeks to
show how visitors’ interactions with shadow libraries are also marked by
parasitical relations with Google, which often mediates literature searches,
thus entangling Google and shadow libraries in a parasitical relationship
where one feeds off the other and vice versa.
Despite these entangled relations, the mass digitization strategies of
shadow libraries, Europeana, and Google Books differ significantly. Basically,
we might say that Google Books and Europeana each represent different
strategies for making material available on an industrial scale while maintaining claims to legality. The sprawling and rapidly growing group of mass
digitization projects interchangeably termed shadow libraries represents a
third set of strategies. Shadow libraries5 share affinities with Europeana and
Google Books in the sense that they offer many of the same services: instant
access to a wealth of cultural works spanning journal articles, monographs,
and textbooks among others. Yet, while Google Books and Europeana promote visibility to increase traffic, embed themselves in formal systems of
communication, and operate within the legal frameworks of public funding and private contracting, shadow libraries in contrast operate in the
shadows of formal visibility and regulatory systems. Hence, while formal
mass digitization projects such as Google Books and Europeana publicly
proclaim their desire to digitize the world’s cultural memory, another layer
of people, scattered across the globe and belonging to very diverse environments, harbor the same aspirations, but in much more subtle terms. Most
of these people express an interest in the written word, a moral conviction of free access, and a political view on existing copyright regulations as
unjust and/or untimely. Some also express their fascination with the new
wonders of technology and their new infrastructural possibilities. Others
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merely wish to practice forms of access that their finances, political regime,
or geography otherwise prohibit them from doing. And all of them are
important nodes in a new shadowy infrastructural system that provides
free access worldwide to books and articles on a scale that collectively far
surpasses both Google and Europeana.
Because of their illicit nature, most analyses of shadowy libraries have
centered on their legal transgressions. Yet, their cultural trajectories contain nuances that far exceed legal binaries. Approaching shadow libraries
through the lens of infrapolitics is helpful for bringing forth these much
more complex cultural mass digitization systems. This chapter explores
three examples of shadow libraries, focusing in particular on their stories
of origin, their cultural economies, and their sociotechnical infrastructures.
Not all shadow libraries fit perfectly into the category of mass digitization. Some of them are smaller in size, more selective, and less industrial.
Nevertheless, I include them because their open access strategies allow
for unlimited downloads. Thus, shadow libraries, while perhaps selective
in size themselves, offer the opportunity to reproduce works at a massive and distributed scale. As such, they are the perfect example of a mass
digitization assemblage.
The first case centers on lib.ru, an early Russia-based file-sharing platform for exchanging books that today has grown into a massive and distributed file-sharing project. It is primarily run by individuals, but it has
also received public funding, which shows that what at first glance appears
as a simple case of piracy simultaneously serves as a much more complex
infrapolitical structure. The second case, Monoskop, distinguishes itself by
its boutique approach to digitization. Monoskop too is characterized by
its territorial trajectory, rooted in Bratislava’s digital scene as an attempt
to establish an intellectual platform for the study of avant-garde (digital)
cultures that could connect its Bratislava-based creators to a global scene.
Finally, the chapter looks at UbuWeb, a shadow library dedicated to avantgarde cultural works ranging from text and audio to images and film.
Founded in 1996 as a US-based noncommercial file-sharing site by poet
Kenneth Goldsmith in response to the marginal distribution of crucial
avant-garde material, UbuWeb today offers a wealth of avant-garde sound
art, video, and textual works.
As the case studies show, shadow libraries have become significant mass
digitization infrastructures that offer the user free access to academic articles
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and books, often by means of illegal file-sharing. They are informal and
unstable networks that rely on active user participation across a wide spectrum, from deeply embedded people who have established file-sharing sites
to the everyday user occasionally sending the odd book or article to a friend
or colleague. As Lars Eckstein notes, most shadow libraries are characterized
not only by their informal character, but also by the speed with which they
operate, providing “a velocity of media content” which challenges legal
attacks and other forms of countermeasures.6 Moreover, shadow libraries
also often operate in a much more widely distributed fashion than both
Europeana and Google, distributing and mirroring content across multiple
servers, and distributing labor and responsibility in a system that is on the
one hand more robust, more redundant, and more resistant to any single
point of failure or control, and on the other hand more ephemeral, without
a central point of back-up. Indeed, some forms of shadow libraries exist
entirely without a center, instead operating infrastructurally along communication channels in social media; for example, the use of the Twitter
hashtag #ICanHazPDF to help pirate scientific papers.
Today, shadow libraries exist as timely reminders of the infrapolitical
nature of mass digitization. They appear as hypertrophied versions of the
access provided by Google Books and Europeana. More fundamentally,
they also exist as political symptoms of the ideologies of the digital, characterized by ideals of velocity and connectivity. As such, we might say that
although shadow libraries often position themselves as subversives, in
many ways they also belong to the same storyline as other mass digitization
projects such as Google Books and Europeana. Significantly, then, shadow
libraries are infrapolitical in two senses: first, they have become central
infrastructural elements in what James C. Scott calls the “infrapolitics of
subordinate groups,” providing everyday resistance by creating entrance
points to hitherto-excluded knowledge zones.7 Second, they represent and
produce the infrapolitics of the digital tout court with their ideals of realtime, globalized, and unhindered access.
Lib.ru
Lib.ru is one of the earliest known digital shadow libraries. It was established by the Russian computer science professor Maxim Moshkov, who
complemented his academic practice of programming with a personal
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hobby of file-sharing on the so-called RuNet, the Russian-language segment
of the Internet.8 Moshkov’s collection had begun as an e-book swapping
practice in 1990, but in 1994 he uploaded the material to his institute’s
web server where he then divided the site into several section such as “my
hobbies,” “my work,” and “my library.”9 If lib.ru began as a private project,
however, the role of Moshkov’s library soon changed as it quickly became
Russia’s preferred shadow library, with users playing an active role in its
expansion by constantly adding new digitized books. Users would continually scan and submit new texts, while Moshkov, in his own words, worked
as a “receptionist” receiving and handling the material.10
Shadow libraries such as Moshkov’s were most likely born not only out
of a love of books, but also out of frustration with Russia’s lack of access
to up-to-date and affordable Western works.11 As they continued to grow
and gain in popularity, shadow libraries thus became not only points of
access, but also signs of infrastructural failure in the formal library system.12
After lib.ru outgrew its initial server storage at Moshkov’s institute, Moshkov divided it into smaller segments that were then distributed, leaving
only the Russian literary classics on the original site.13 Neighboring sites
hosted other genres, ranging from user-generated texts and fan fiction on
a shadow site called samizdat.lib.ru to academic books in a shadow library
titled Kolkhoz, named after the commons-based agricultural cooperative
of the early Soviet era and curated and managed by “amateur librarians.”14
The steadily accumulating numbers of added works, digital distributors,
and online access points expanded not only the range of the shadow collections, but also their networked affordances. Lib.ru and its offshoots thus
grew into an influential node in the global mass digitization landscape,
attracting both political and legal attention.
Lib.ru and the Law
Until 2004, lib.ru deployed a practice of handling copyright complaints by
simply removing works at the first request from the authors.15 But in 2004
the library received its first significant copyright claim from the big Russian
publisher Kirill i Mefody (KM). KM requested that Moshkov remove access
to a long list of books, claiming exclusive Internet rights on the books,
along with works that were considered public domain. Moshkov refused
to honor the request, and a lawsuit ensued. The Ostankino Court of Moscow initially denied the lawsuit because the contracts for exclusive Internet
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rights were considered invalid. This did not deter KM, however, which then
approached the case from a different perspective, filing applications on
behalf of well-known Russian authors, including the crime author Alexandra Marinina and the science fiction writer Eduard Gevorkyan. In the end,
only Eduard Gevorkyan maintained his claim, which was of the considerable size of one million rubles.16
During the trial, Moshkov’s library received widespread support from
both technologists and users of lib.ru, expressed, for example, in a manifesto signed by the International Union of Internet Professionals, which
among other things touched upon the importance of online access not
only to cultural works but also to the Russian language and culture:
Online libraries are an exceptionally large intellectual fund. They lessen the effect
of so-called “brain drain,” permitting people to stay in the orbit of Russian language
and culture. Without online libraries, the useful effect of the Internet and computers in Russian education system is sharply lowered. A huge, openly available mass
of Russian literary texts is a foundation permitting further development of Russianlanguage culture, worldwide.17

Emphasizing that Moshkov often had an agreement with the authors
he put online, the manifesto also called for a more stable model of online
public libraries, noting that “A wide list of authors who explicitly permitted placing their works in the lib.ru library speaks volumes about the
practicality of the scheme used by Maxim Moshkov. However, the litigation underway shows its incompleteness and weak spots.”18 Significantly,
Moshkov’s shadow library also received both moral and financial support
from the state, more specifically in the form of funding of one million
rubles granted by the Federal Agency for the Press and Mass Media. The
funding came with the following statement from the Agency’s chairman,
Mikhail Seslavinsky: “Following the lively discussion on how copyright
could be protected in electronic libraries, we have decided not to wait
for a final decision and to support the central library of RuNet—Maxim
Moshkov’s site.”19 Seslavinsky’s support not only reflected the public’s support of the digital library, but also his own deep-seated interests as a selfconfessed bibliophile, council chair of the Russian organization National
Union of Bibliophiles since 2011, and author of numerous books on bibliology and bibliophilia. Additionally, the support also reflected the issues
at stake for the Russian legislative framework on copyright. The framework had just passed a second reading of a revised law “On Copyright and
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Related Rights” in the Russian parliament on April 21, 2004, extending
copyright from 50 years after an author’s death to 70 years, in accordance
with international law and as a condition of Russia’s entry into the World
Trade Organization.20
The public funding, Moshkov stated, was spent on modernizing the
technical equipment for the shadow library, including upgrading servers
and performing OCR scanning on select texts.21 Yet, despite the widespread
support, Moshkov lost the copyright case to KM on May 31, 2005. The
defeat was limited, however. Indeed, one might even read the verdict as
a symbolic victory for Moshkov, as the court fined Moshkov only 30,000
rubles, a fragment of what KM had originally sued for. The verdict did have
significant consequences for how Moshkov manages lib.ru, however. After
the trial, Moshkov began extending his classical literature section and
stopped uploading books sent by readers into his collection, unless they
were from authors who submitted them because they wished to publish in
digital form.
What can we glean from the story of lib.ru about the infrapolitics of
mass digitization? First, the story of lib.ru illustrates the complex and contingent historical trajectory of shadow libraries. Second, as the next section shows, it offers us the possibility of approaching shadow libraries
from an infrastructural perspective, and exploring the infrapolitical dimensions of shadow libraries in the area of tension between resistance and
standardization.
The Infrapolitics of Lib.ru: Infrastructures of Culture and Dissent
While global in reach, lib.ru is first and foremost a profoundly territorialized project. It was born out of a set of political, economic, and aesthetic
conditions specific to Russia and carries the characteristics of its cultural
trajectory. First, the private governance of lib.ru, initially embodied by
Moshkov, echoes the general development of the Internet in Russia from
1991 to 1998, which was constructed mainly by private economic and cultural initiatives at a time when the state was in a period of heavy transition.
Lib.ru’s minimalist programming style also made it a cultural symbol of
the early RuNet, acting as a marker of cultural identity for Russian Internet
users at home and abroad.22
The infrapolitics of lib.ru also carry the traits of the media politics of
Russia, which has historically been split into two: a political and visible
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level of access to cultural works (through propaganda), and an infrapolitical invisible level of contestation and resistance, enabling Russian media
consumers to act independently from official institutionalized media
channels. Indeed, some scholars tie the practice of shadow libraries to the
Soviet Union’s analog shadow activities, which are often termed samizdat,
that is, illegal cultural distribution, including illegally listening to Western
radio, illegally trafficking Western music, and illegally watching Western
films.23 Despite often circulating Western pop culture, the late-Soviet era
samizdat practices were often framed as noncapitalist practices of dissent
without profit motives.24 The dissent, however, was not necessarily explicitly expressed. Lacking the defining fervor of a clear political ideology, and
offering no initiatives to overthrow the Soviet regime, samizdat was rather
a mode of dissent that evaded centralized ideological control. Indeed, as
Aleksei Yurchak notes, samizdat practices could even be read as a mode
of “suspending the political,” thus “avoiding the political concerns that
had a binary logic determined by the sovereign state” to demonstrate “to
themselves and to others that there were subjects, collectivities, forms of
life, and physical and symbolic spaces in the Soviet context that, without
being overtly oppositional or even political, exceeded that state’s abilities
to define, control, and understand them.”25 Yurchak thus reminds us that
even though samizdat was practiced as a form of nonpolitical practice, it
nevertheless inherently had significant political implications.
The infrapolitics of samizdat not only referred to a specific social practice but were also, as Ann Komaromi reminds us, a particular discourse network rooted in the technology of the typewriter: “Because so many people
had their own typewriters, the production of samizdat was more individual
and typically less linked to ideology and organized political structures. …
The circulation of Samizdat was more rhizomatic and spontaneous than
the underground press—samizdat was like mushroom ‘spores.’”26 The technopolitical infrastructure of samizdat changed, however, with the fall of
the Berlin Wall in 1989, the further decentralization of the Russian media
landscape, and the emergence of digitization. Now, new nodes emerged in
the Russian information landscape, and there was no centralized authority
to regulate them. Moreover, the transmission of the Western capitalist system gave rise to new types of shadow activity that produced items instead
of just sharing items, adding a new consumerist dimension to shadow
libraries. Indeed, as Kuznetsov notes, the late-Soviet samizdat created a
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dynamic textual space that aligned with more general tendencies in mass
digitization where users were “both readers and librarians, in contrast to a
traditional library with its order, selection, and strict catalogisation.”27
If many of the new shadow libraries that emerged in the 1990s and
2000s were inspired by the infrapolitics of samizdat, then, they also became
embedded in an infrastructural apparatus that was deeply nested within a
market economy. Indeed, new digital libraries emerged under such names
as Aldebaran, Fictionbook, Litportal, Bookz.ru, and Fanzin, which developed new platforms for the distribution of electronic books under the label
“Liters,” offering texts to be read free of charge on a computer screen or
downloaded at a cost.28 In both cases, the authors receive a fee, either from
the price of the book or from the site’s advertising income. Accompanying these new commercial initiatives, a concomitant movement rallied
together in the form of Librusek, a platform hosted on a server in Ecuador
that offered its users the possibility of uploading works on a distributed
basis.29 In contrast to Moshkov’s centralized control, then, the library’s
operator Ilya Larin adhered to the international piracy movement, calling
his site a pirate library and gracing Librusek’s website with a small animated
pirate, complete with sabre and parrot.
The integration and proliferation of samizdat practices into a complex
capitalist framework produced new global readings of the infrapolitics of
shadow libraries. Rather than reading shadow libraries as examples of latesocialist infrapolitics, scholars also framed them as capitalist symptoms
of “market failure,” that is, the failure of the market to meet consumer
demands.30 One prominent example of such a reading was the influential
Social Science Research Council report edited by Joe Karaganis in 2006,
titled “Media Piracy in Emerging Economies,” which noted that cultural
piracy appears most notably as “a failure to provide affordable access to
media in legal markets” and concluded that within the context of developing countries “the pirate market cannot be said to compete with legal
sales or generate losses for industry. At the low end of the socioeconomic
ladder where such distribution gaps are common, piracy often simply is the
market.”31
In the Western world, Karaganis’s reading was a progressive response
to the otherwise traditional approach to media piracy as a legal failure,
which argued that tougher laws and increased enforcement are needed to
stem infringing activity. Yet, this book argues that Karaganis’s report, and
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the approach it represents, also frames the infrapolitics of shadow libraries
within a consumerist framework that excises the noncommercial infrapolitics of samizdat from the picture. The increasing integration of Russian
media infrapolitics into Western apparatuses, and the reframing of shadow
libraries from samizdat practices of political dissent to market failure, situates the infrapolitics of shadow libraries within a consumerist dispositive and the individual participants as consumers. As some critical voices
suggest, this has an impact on the political potential of shadow libraries
because they—in contrast to samizdat—actually correspond “perfectly to
the industrial production proper to the legal cultural market production.”32
Yet, as the final section in this chapter shows, one also risks missing the
rich nuances of infrapolitics by conflating consumerist infrastructures with
consumerist practice.33
The political stakes of shadow libraries such as lib.ru illustrate the difficulties in labeling shadow libraries in political terms, since they are driven
neither by pure globalized dissent nor by pure globalized and commodified infrastructures. Rather, they straddle these binaries as infrapolitical
entities, the political dynamics of which align both with standardization
and dissent. Revisiting once more the theoretical debate, the case of lib.ru
shows that shadow libraries may certainly be global phenomena, yet one
should be careful with disregarding the specific cultural-political trajectories that shape each individual shadow library. Lib.ru demonstrates how
the infrapolitics of shadow libraries emerge as infrastructural expressions
of the convergence between historical sovereign trajectories, global information infrastructures, and public-private governance structures. Shadow
libraries are not just globalized projects that exist in parallel to sovereign
state structures and global economic flows. Instead, they are entangled in
territorial public-private governance practices that produce their own latesovereign infrapolitics, which, paradoxically, are embedded in larger mass
digitization problematics, both on their own territory and on the global
scene.
Monoskop
In contrast to the broad and distributed infrastructure of lib.ru, other
shadow libraries have emerged as specialized platforms that cater to a specific community and encourage a specific practice. Monoskop is one such
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shadow library. Like lib.ru, Monoskop started as a one-man project and in
many respects still reflects its creator, Dušan Barok, who is an artist, writer,
and cultural activist involved in critical practices in the fields of software,
art, and theory. Prior to Monoskop, his activities were mainly focused on
the Bratislava cultural media scene, and Monoskop was among other things
set up as an infrastructural project, one that would not only offer content
but also function as a form of connectivity that could expand the networked powers of the practices of which Barok was a part.34 In particular,
Barok was interested in researching the history of media art so that he could
frame the avant-garde media practices in which he engaged in Bratislava
within a wider historical context and thus lend them legitimacy.
The Shadow Library as a Legal Stratagem
Monoskop was partly motivated by Barok’s own experiences of being
barred from works he deemed of significance to the field in which he was
interested. As he notes, the main impetus to start a blog “came from a
friend who had access to PDFs of books I wanted to read but could not
afford go buy as they were not available in public libraries.”35 Barok thus
began to work on Monoskop with a group of friends in Bratislava, initially
hiding it from search engine bots to create a form of invisibility that obfuscated its existence without, however, preventing people from finding the
Log and uploading new works. Information about the Log was distributed through mailing lists on Internet culture, among many other posts
on e-book torrent trackers, DC++ networks, extensive repositories such as
LibGen and Aaaaarg, cloud directories, document-sharing platforms such
as Issuu and Scribd, and digital libraries such as the Internet Archive and
Project Gutenberg.36 The shadow library of Monoskop thus slowly began
to emerge, partly through Barok’s own efforts at navigating email lists and
downloading material, and partly through people approaching Monoskop
directly, sending it links to online or scanned material and even offering
it entire e-book libraries. Rather than posting these “donated” libraries in
their entirety, however, Barok and his colleagues edited the received collection and materials so that they would fit Monoskop’s scope, and they also
kept scanning material themselves.
Today Monoskop hosts thematically curated collections of downloadable books on art, culture, media studies, and other topics, partly in order
to stimulate “collaborative studies of the arts, media, and humanities.”37
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Indeed, Monoskop operates with a boutique approach, offering relatively
small collections of personally selected publications to a steady following
of loyal patrons who regularly return to the site to explore new works.
Its focal points are summarized by its contents list, which is divided into
three main categories: “Avant-garde, modernism and after,” “Media culture,” and “Media, theory and the humanities.” Within these three broad
focal points, hundreds of links direct the user to avant-garde magazines,
art exhibitions and events, art and design schools, artistic and cultural
themes, and cultural theorists. Importantly, shadow libraries such as Monoskop do not just host works unbeknownst to the authors—authors also
leak their own works. Thus, some authors publishing with brand name,
for-profit, all-rights-reserving, print-on-paper-only publishing houses will
also circulate a copy of their work on a free text-sharing network such as
Monoskop.38
How might we understand Monoskop’s legal situation and maneuverings in infrapolitical terms? Shadow libraries such as Monoskop draw their
infrapolitical strength not only from the content they offer but also from
their mode of engagement with the gray zones of new information infrastructures. Indeed, the infrapolitics of shadow libraries such as Monoskop
can perhaps best be characterized as a stratagematic form of infrapolitics.
Monoskop neither inhabits the passive perspective of the digital spectator
nor deploys a form of tactics that aims to be failure free. Rather, it exists
as a body of informal practices and knowledges, as cunning and dexterous
networks that actively embed themselves in today’s sociotechnical infrastructures. It operates with high sociotechnical sensibilities, living off of the
social relations that bring it into being and stabilize it. Most significantly,
Monoskop skillfully exploits the cracks in the infrastructures it inhabits,
interchangeably operating, evading, and accompanying them. As Matthew
Fuller and Andrew Goffey point out in their meditation on stratagems in
digital media, they do “not cohere into a system” but rather operate as
“extensive, open-ended listing[s]” that “display a certain undecidability
because inevitably a stratagem does not describe or prescribe an action
that is certain in its outcome.”39 Significantly, then, failures and errors not
only represent negative occurrences in stratagematic approaches but also
appeal to willful dissidents as potentially beneficial tools. Dušan Barok’s
response to a question about the legal challenges against Monoskop evidences this stratagematic approach, as he replies that shadow libraries such
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as Monoskop operate in the “gray zone,” which to him is also the zone
of fair use.40 Barok thus highlights the ways in which Monoskop engages
with established media infrastructures, not only on the level of discursive
conventions but also through their formal logics, technical protocols, and
social proprieties.
Thus, whereas Google lights up gray zones through spectacle and legal
power plays, and Europeana shuns gray zones in favor of the law, Monoskop literally embraces its shadowy existence in the gray zones of the law. By
working in the shadows, Monoskop and likeminded operations highlight
the ways in which the objects they circulate (including the digital artifacts,
their knowledge management, and their software) can be manipulated and
experimented upon to produce new forms of power dynamics.41 Their ethics lie more in the ways in which they operate as shadowy infrastructures
than in intellectual reflections upon the infrastructures they counter, without, however, creating an opposition between thinking and doing. Indeed,
as its history shows, Monoskop grew out of a desire to create a space for
critical reflection. The infrapolitics of Monoskop is thus an infrapolitics of
grayness that marks the breakdown of clearly defined contrasts between
legal and illegal, licit and illicit, desire and control, instead providing a
space for activities that are ethically ambiguous and in which “everyone is
sullied.”42
Monoskop as a Territorializing Assemblage
While Monoskop’s stratagems play on the infrapolitics of the gray zones
of globalized digital networks, the shadow library also emerges as a latesovereign infrastructure. As already noted, Monoskop was from the outset focused on surfacing and connecting art and media objects and theory
from Central and Eastern Europe. Often, this territorial dimension recedes
into the background, with discussions centering more on the site’s specialized catalog and legal maneuvers. Yet Monoskop was initially launched
partly as a response to criticisms on new media scenes in the Slovak and
Czech Republics as “incomprehensible avant-garde.”43 It began as a simple
invite-only instance of wiki in August 2004, urging participants to collaboratively research the history of media art. It was from the beginning
conceived more as a collaborative social practice and less as a material
collection, and it targeted noninstitutionalized researchers such as Barok
himself.
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As the nodes in Monoskop grew, its initial aim to research media art history also expanded into looking at wider cultural practices. By 2010, it had
grown into a 100-gigabyte collection which was organized as a snowball
research collection, focusing in particular on “the white spots in history of
art and culture in East-Central Europe,” spanning “dozens of CDs, DVDs,
publications, as well as recordings of long interviews [Barok] did”44 with
various people he considered forerunners in the field of media arts. Indeed,
Barok at first had no plans to publish the collection of materials he had
gathered over time. But during his research stay in Rotterdam at the influential Piet Zwart Institute, he met the digital scholars Aymeric Mansoux
and Marcell Mars, who were both active in avant-garde media practices,
and they convinced him to upload the collection.45 Due to the fragmentary
character of his collection, Barok found that Monoskop corresponded well
with the pre-existing wiki, to which he began connecting and embedding
videos, audio clips, image files, and works. An important motivating factor
was the publication of material that was otherwise unavailable online. In
2009, Barok launched Monoskop Log, together with his colleague Tomáš
Kovács. This site was envisioned as an affiliated online repository of publications for Monoskop, or, as Barok terms it, “a free access living archive of
writings on art, culture, and media technologies.”46
Seeking to create situated spaces of reflection and to shed light on the
practices of media artists in Eastern and Central Europe, Monoskop thus
launched several projects devoted to excavating media art from a situated
perspective that takes its local history into account. Today, Monoskop
remains a rich source of information about artistic practices in Central and
Eastern Europe, Poland, Hungary, Slovakia, and the Czech Republic, relating it not only to the art histories of the region, but also to its history of
cybernetics and computing.
Another early motivation for Monoskop was to provide a situated nodal
point in the globalized information infrastructures that emphasized the
geographical trajectories that had given rise to it. As Dušan Barok notes in
an interview, “For a Central European it is mind-boggling to realize that
when meeting a person from a neighboring country, what tends to connect
us is not only talking in English, but also referring to things in the far West.
Not that the West should feel foreign, but it is against intuition that an EastEast geographical proximity does not translate into a cultural one.”47 From
this perspective, Monoskop appears not only as an infrapolitical project of
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global knowledge, but also one of situated sovereignty. Yet, even this territorial focus holds a strategic dimension. As Barok notes, Monoskop’s ambition was not only to gain new knowledge about media art in the region,
but also to cash in on the cultural capital into which this knowledge could
potentially be converted. Thus, its territorial matrix first and foremost
translates into Foucault’s famous dictum that “knowledge is power.” But
it is nevertheless also testament to the importance of including more complex spatial dynamics in one’s analytical matrix of shadow libraries, if one
wishes to understand them as more than globalized breakers of code and
arbiters of what Manuel Castells once called the “space of flows.”48
UbuWeb
If Monoskop is one of the most comprehensive shadow libraries to emerge
from critical-artistic practice, UbuWeb is one of the earliest ones and has
served as an inspirational example for Monoskop. UbuWeb is a website that
offers an encyclopedic scope of downloadable audio, video, and plain-text
versions of avant-garde art recordings, films, and books. Most of the books
fall in the category of small-edition artists’ books and are presented on the
site with permission from the artists in question, who are not so concerned
with potential loss of revenue since most of the works are officially out of
print and never made any money even when they were commercially available. At first glance, UbuWeb’s aesthetics appear almost demonstratively
spare. Still formatted in HTML, it upholds a certain 1990s net aesthetics
that has resisted the revamps offered by the new century’s more dynamic
infrastructures. Yet, a closer look reveals that UbuWeb offers a wealth of
content, ranging from high art collections to much more rudimentary
objects. Moreover, and more fundamentally, its critical archival practice
raises broader infrapolitical questions of cultural hierarchies, infrastructures, and domination.
Shadow Libraries between Gift Economies and Marginalized Forms of
Distribution
UbuWeb was founded by poet Kenneth Goldsmith in response to the marginal distribution of crucial avant-garde material. It provides open access
both to out-of-print works that find a second life through digital art reprint
and to the work of contemporary artists. Upon its opening in 2001, Kenneth
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Goldsmith termed UbuWeb’s economic infrastructure a “gift economy”
and framed it as a political statement that highlighted certain problems in
the distribution of and access to intellectual materials:
Essentially a gift economy, poetry is the perfect space to practice utopian politics.
Freed from profit-making constraints or cumbersome fabrication considerations,
information can literally “be free”: on UbuWeb, we give it away. … Totally independent from institutional support, UbuWeb is free from academic bureaucracy and its
attendant infighting, which often results in compromised solutions; we have no one
to please but ourselves. … UbuWeb posts much of its content without permission;
we rip full-length CDs into sound files; we scan as many books as we can get our
hands on; we post essays as fast as we can OCR them. And not once have we been
issued a cease and desist order. Instead, we receive glowing emails from artists, publishers, and record labels finding their work on UbuWeb, thanking us for taking an
interest in what they do; in fact, most times they offer UbuWeb additional materials.
We happily acquiesce and tell them that UbuWeb is an unlimited resource with unlimited space for them to fill. It is in this way that the site has grown to encompass
hundreds of artists, thousands of files, and several gigabytes of poetry.49

At the time of its launch, UbuWeb garnered extraordinary attention and
divided communities along lines of access and rights to historical and contemporary artists’ media. It was in this range of responses to UbuWeb that
one could discern the formations of new infrastructural positions on digital
archives, how they should be made available, and to whom. Yet again, these
legal positions were accompanied by a territorial dynamic, including the
impact of regional differences in cultural policy on UbuWeb. Thus, as artist Jason Simon notes, there were significant differences between the ways
in which European and North American distributors related to UbuWeb.
These differences, Simon points out, were rooted in “medium-specific questions about infrastructure,” which differ “from the more interpretive discussion that accompanied video's wholesale migration into fine art exhibition
venues.”50 European pre-recession public money thus permitted nonprofit
distributors to embrace infrastructures such as UbuWeb, while American
distributors were much more hesitant toward UbuWeb’s free-access model.
When recession hit Europe in the late 2000s, however, the European links
to UbuWeb’s infrastructures crumbled while “the legacy American distributors … have been steadily adapting.”51 The territorial modulations in UbuWeb’s infrastructural set-up testify not only to how shadow libraries such
as UbuWeb are inherently always linked up to larger political events in
complex ways, but also to latent ephemerality of the entire project.
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Goldsmith has more than once asserted that UbuWeb’s insistence on
“independent” infrastructures also means a volatile existence: “… by the
time you read this, UbuWeb may be gone. Cobbled together, operating on
no money and an all-volunteer staff, UbuWeb has become the unlikely
definitive source for all things avant-garde on the internet. Never meant to
be a permanent archive, Ubu could vanish for any number of reasons: our
ISP pulls the plug, our university support dries up, or we simply grow tired
of it.” Goldsmith’s emphasis on the ephemerality of UbuWeb is a shared
condition of most shadow libraries, most of which exist only as ghostly
reminders with nonfunctional download links or simply as 404 pages, once
they pull the plug. Rather than lamenting this volatile existence, however, Goldsmith embraces it as an infrapolitical stance. As Cornelia Solfrank points out, UbuWeb was—and still is—as much an “archival critical
practice that highlights the legal and social ramifications of its self-created
distribution and archiving system as it is about the content hosted on the
site.”52 UbuWeb is thus not so much about authenticity as it is about archival defiance, appropriation, and self-reflection. Such broader and deeper
understandings of archival theory and practice allow us to conceive of it
as the kind of infrapolitics that, according to James C. Scott, “provides
much of the cultural and structural underpinning of the more visible political attention on which our attention has generally been focused.”53 The
infrapolitics of UbuWeb is devoted to hatching new forms of organization,
creating new enclaves of freedom in the midst of orthodox ways of life, and
inventing new structures of production and dissemination that reveal not
only the content of their material but also their marginalized infrastructural conditions and the constellation of social forces that lead to their
online circulation.54
The infrapolitics of UbuWeb is testament not only to avant-garde cultures, but also to what Hito Steyerl in her Defense of Poor Images refers to as
the “neoliberal radicalization of the culture as commodity” and the “restructuring of global media industries.”55 These materials “circulate partly in
the void left by state organizations” that find it too difficult to maintain
digital distribution infrastructures and the art world’s commercial ecosystems, which offer the cultural materials hosted on UbuWeb only a liminal existence. Thus, while UbuWeb on the one hand “reveals the decline
and marginalization of certain cultural materials” whose production were
often “considered a task of the state,”56 on the other hand it shows how
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intellectual content is increasingly privatized, not only in corporate terms
but also through individuals, which in UbuWeb’s case is expressed in Kenneth Goldsmith, who acts as the sole archival gatekeeper.57
The Infrapolitics of Shadow Libraries
If the complexity of shadow libraries cannot be reduced to the contrastive codes of “right” and “wrong” and global-local binaries, the question
remains how to theorize the cultural politics of shadow libraries. This final
section outlines three central infrapolitical aspects of shadow libraries:
access, speed, and gift.
Mass digitization poses two important questions to knowledge infrastructures: a logistical question of access and a strategic question of to
whom to allocate that access. Copyright poses a significant logistical barrier
between users and works as a point of control in the ideal free flow of information. In mass digitization, increased access to information stimulates
projects, whereas in publishing industries with monopoly possibilities, the
drive is toward restriction and control. The uneasy fit between copyright
regulations and mass digitization projects has, as already shown, given rise
to several conflicts, either as legal battles or as copyright reform initiatives
arguing that current copyright frameworks cast doubt upon the political
ideal of total access. As with Europeana and Google Books, the question of
access often stands at the core of the infrapolitics of shadow libraries. Yet,
the strategic responses to the problem of copyright vary significantly: if
Europeana moves within the established realm of legality to reform copyright regulations and Google Books produces claims to new cultural-legal
categories such as “nonconsumptive reading,” shadow libraries offer a third
infrastructural maneuver—bypassing copyright infrastructures altogether
through practices of illicit file distribution.
Shadow libraries elicit a range of responses and discourses that place
themselves on a spectrum between condemnation and celebration. The
most straightforward response comes, unsurprisingly, from the publishing
industry, highlighting the fundamentally violent breaches of the legal order
that underpins the media industry. Such responses include legal action,
policy initiatives, and public campaigns against piracy, often staging—in
more or less explicit terms—the “pirate” as a common enemy of mankind,
beyond legal protection and to be fought by whatever means necessary.
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The second response comes from the open source movement, represented among others by the pro-reform copyright movement Creative
Commons (CC), whose flexible copyright framework has been adopted by
both Europeana and Google Books.58 While the open source movement has
become a voice on behalf of the telos of the Internet and its possibilities
of offering free and unhindered access, its response to shadow libraries has
revealed the complex infrapolitics of access as a postcolonial problematic.
As Kavita Philip argues, CC’s founder Lawrence Lessig maintains the image
of the “good” Western creative vis-à-vis the “bad” Asian pirate, citing for
instance his statement in his influential book Free Culture that “All across
the world, but especially in Asia and Eastern Europe, there are businesses
that do nothing but take other people’s copyrighted content, copy it, and
sell it. … This is piracy plain and simple, … This piracy is wrong.”59 Such
statements, Kavita Philip argues, frames the Asian pirate as external to
order, whether it be the order of Western law or neoliberalism.60
The postcolonial critique of CC’s Western normative discourse has
instead sought to conceptualize piracy, not as deviatory behavior in information economies, but rather as an integral infrastructure endemic to
globalized information economies.61 This theoretical development offers
valuable insights for understanding the infrapolitics of shadow libraries.
First of all, it allows us to go beyond moral discussions of shadow libraries,
and to pay attention instead to the ways in which their infrastructures are
built, how they operate, and how they connect to other infrastructures.
As Lawrence Liang points out, if infrastructures traditionally belong to
the domain of the state, often in cooperation with private business, pirate
infrastructures operate in the gray zones of this set-up, in much the same
way as slums exist as shadow cities and copies are regarded as shadows
of the original.62 Moreover, and relatedly, it reminds us of the inherently
unstable form of shadow libraries as a cultural construct, and the ways in
which what gets termed piracy differs across cultures. As Brian Larkin notes,
piracy is best seen as emerging from specific domains: dynamic localities
with particular legal, aesthetic, and social assemblages.63 In a final twist,
research on users of shadow libraries shows that usage of shadow libraries
is distributed globally. Multiple sources attest to the fact that most Sci-Hub
usage occurs outside the Anglosphere. According to Alexa Internet analytics, the top five country sources of traffic to Sci-Hub were China, Iran,
India, Brazil, and Japan, which account for 56.4 percent of recent traffic.
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As of early 2016, data released by Sci-Hub’s founder Alexandra Elbakyan
also shows high usage in developed countries, with a large proportion of
the downloads coming from the US and countries within the European
Union.64 The same tendency is evident in the #ICanHazPDF Twitter phenomenon, which while framed as “civil disobedience” to aid users in the
Global South65 nevertheless has higher numbers of posts from the US and
Great Britain.66
This brings us to the second cultural-political production, namely the
question of distribution. In their article “Book Piracy as Peer Preservation,”
Denis Tenen and Maxwell Henry Foxman note that rather than condemning book piracy tout court, established libraries could in fact learn from the
infrastructural set-ups of shadow libraries in relation to participatory governance, technological innovation, and economic sustainability.67 Shadow
libraries are often premised upon an infrastructure that includes user participation without, however, operating in an enclosed sphere. Often, shadow
libraries coordinate their actions by use of social media platforms and
online forums, including Twitter, Reddit, and Facebook, and the primary
websites used to host the shared files are AvaxHome, LibGen, and Sci-Hub.
Commercial online cloud storage accounts (such as Dropbox and Google
Drive) and email are also used to share content in informal ways. Users
interested in obtaining an article or book chapter will disseminate their
request over one or more of the platforms mentioned above. Other users of
those platforms try to get the requested content via their library accounts
or employer-provided access, and the actual files being exchanged are often
hosted on other websites or emailed to the requesting users. Through these
networks, shadow libraries offer convenient and speedy access to books
and articles. Little empirical evidence is available, but one study does indicate that a large number of shadow library downloads are made because
obtaining a PDF from a shadow library is easier than using the legal access
methods offered by a university’s traditional channels of access, including
formalized research libraries.68 Other studies indicate, however, that many
downloads occur because the users have (perceived) lack of full-text access
to the desired texts.69
Finally, as indicated in the introduction to this chapter, shadow libraries
produce what we might call a cultural politics of parasitism. In the normative model of shadow libraries, discourse often centers upon piracy as a theft
economy. Other discourses, drawing upon anthropological sources, have
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pointed out that peer-to-peer file-sharing sites in reality organize around
a gift economy, that is, “a system of social solidarity based on a structured
set of gift exchange and social relationships among consumers.”70 This
chapter, however, ends with a third proposal: that shadow libraries produce a parasitical form of infrapolitics. In The Parasite, philosopher Michel
Serres speculates a way of thinking about relations of transfer—in social,
biological, and informational contexts—as fundamentally parasitic, that
is, a subtractive form of “taking without giving.” Serres contrasts the parasitic model with established models of society based on notions such as
exchange and gift giving.71 Shadow libraries produce an infrapolitics that
denies the distinction between producers and subtractors of value, allowing us instead to focus on the social roles infrastructural agents perform.
Restoring a sense of the wider context of parasitism to shadow libraries
does not provide a clear-cut solution as to when and where shadow libraries
should be condemned and when and where they should be tolerated. But
it does help us ask questions in a different way. And it certainly prevents
the regarding of shadow libraries as the “other” in the landscape of mass
digitization. Shadow libraries instigate new creative relations, the dynamics of which are infrastructurally premised upon the medium they use. Just
as typewriters were an important component of samizdat practices in the
Soviet Union, digital infrastructures are central components of shadow
libraries, and in many respects shadow libraries bring to the fore the same
cultural-political questions as other forms of mass digitization: questions of
territorial imaginaries, infrastructures, regulation, speed, and ethics.

III
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The Desire and Despair of Large-Scale Collections
In 1995, founding editor of Wired magazine Kevin Kelly mused upon how
a digital library would look:
Two decades ago nonlibrarians discovered Borges’s Library in silicon circuits of
human manufacture. The poetic can imagine the countless rows of hexagons and
hallways stacked up in the Library corresponding to the incomprehensible micro
labyrinth of crystalline wires and gates stamped into a silicon computer chip. A computer chip, blessed by the proper incantation of software, creates Borges’s Library on
command. … Pages from the books appear on the screen one after another without
delay. To search Borges’s Library of all possible books, past, present, and future, one
needs only to sit down (the modern solution) and click the mouse.1

At the time of Kelly’s writing, book digitization on a massive scale had
not yet taken place. Building his chimerical dream around Jorge Luis Borges’s own famous magic piece of speculation regarding the Library of Babel,
Kelly not only dreamed up a fantasy of what a digital library might be in
an imaginary dialogue with Borges; he also argued that Jorge Luis Borges’s vision had already taken place, by grace of nonlibrarians, or—more
specifically—programmers. Specifically, Kelly mentions Karl Sims, a computer scientist working on a supercomputer called Connection Machine
5 (you may remember it from the set of Jurassic Park), who had created a
simulated version of Borges’s library.2
Twenty years after Kelly’s vision, a whole host of mass digitization projects have sought more or less explicitly to fulfill Kelly’s vision. Incidentally,
Brewster Kahle, one of the lead engineers of the aforementioned Connection Machine, has become a key figure in the field. Kahle has long dreamed
of creating a universal digital library, and has worked to fulfill it in practical
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terms through the nonprofit Internet Archive project, which he founded
in 1996 with the stated mission of creating “universal access to all knowledge.” In an op-ed in 2017, Kahle lamented the recent lack of progress in
mass digitization and argued for the need to create a new vision for mass
digitization, stating, “The Internet Archive, working with library partners,
proposes bringing millions of books online, through purchase or digitization, starting with the books most widely held and used in libraries and
classrooms.”3 Reminding us that three major entities have “already digitized
modern materials at scale: Google, Amazon, and the Internet Archive, probably in that order of magnitude,”4 Kahle nevertheless notes that “bringing
universal access to books” has not yet been achieved because of a fractured
field that diverges on questions of money, technology, and legal clarity. Yet,
outlining his new vision for how a sustainable mass digitization project
could be achieved, Kahle remains convinced that mass digitization is both
a necessity and a possibility.
While Brewster Kahle, Kevin Kelly, Google, Amazon, Europeana’s member institutions, and others disagree on how to achieve mass digitization,
for whom, and in what form, they are all united in their quest for digitization on a massive scale. Many shadow libraries operate with the same
quantitative statements, proudly asserting the quantities of their massive
holdings on the front page.
Given the fractured field of mass digitization, and the lack of economic
models for how to actually make mass digitization sustainable, why does
the common dream of mass digitization persist? As this chapter shows,
the desire for quantity, which drives mass digitization, is—much like the
Borges stories to which Kelly also refers—laced with ambivalence. On the
one hand, the quantitative aspirations are driven forth by the basic assumption that “more is more”: more data and more cultural memory equal better
industrial and intellectual progress. One the other hand, the sheer scale of
ambition also causes frustration, anxiety, and failed plans.
The sense that sheer size and big numbers hold the promise of progress and greatness is nothing new, of course. And mass digitization brings
together three fields that have each historically grown out of scalar ambitions: collecting practices, statistics, and industrialization processes. Historically, as cultural theorist Couze Venn reminds us, most large collections
bear the imprint of processes of (cultural) colonization, human desires,
and dynamics of domination and superiority. We therefore find in large
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collections the “impulses and yearnings that have conditioned the assembling of most of the collections that today establish a monument to past
efforts to gather together knowledge of the world and its treasury of objects
and deeds.”5 The field of statistics, moreover, so vital to the evolution of
modern governance models, is also premised upon the accumulation of
ever-more information.6 And finally, we all recognize the signs of modern
industrialization processes as they appear in the form of globalization, standardization, and acceleration. Indeed, as French sociologist Henri Lefebvre
once argued (with a nod to Marx), the history of modern society could
plainly and simply be seen as the history of accumulation: of space, of
capital, of property.7
In mass digitization, we hear the political echoes of these histories. From
Jeanneney’s war cry to defend European patrimonies in the face of Google’s
cultural colonization to Google’s megalomaniac numbers game and Europeana’s territorial maneuverings, scale is used as a point of reference not
only to describe the space of cultural objects in themselves but also to outline a realm of cultural command.
A central feature in the history of accumulation and scale is the development of digital technology and the accompanying new modes of information organization. But even before then, the invention of new technologies
offered not only new modes of producing and gathering information and
new possibilities of organizing information assemblages, but also new
questions about the implications of these leaps in information production.
As historians Ann Blair and Peter Stallybrass show, “infolust,” that is, the
cultural attitude that values expansive collections for long-term storage,
emerged in the early Renaissance period.8 In that period, new print technology gave rise to a new culture of accumulating and stockpiling notes
and papers, even without having a specific compositional purpose in mind.
Within this scholarly paradigm, new teleologies were formed that emphasized the latent value of any piece of information, expressed for instance
by Joachim Jungius’s exclamation that “no field was too remote, no author
too obscure that it would not yield some knowledge or other” and Gabriel
Naudé’s observation that there is “no book, however bad or decried, which
will not be sought after by someone over time.”9 The idea that any piece
of information was latently valuable was later remarked upon by Melvin
Dewey, who noted at the beginning of the twentieth century that a “normal librarian’s instinct is to keep every book and pamphlet. He knows that
possibly some day, somebody wants it.”10
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Today, mass digitization repeats similar concerns. It reworks the old
dream of an all-encompassing and universal library and has foregrounded
once again questions about what to save and what to let go. What, one
might ask, would belong in such a library? One important field of interest
is the question of whether, and how, to preserve metadata—today’s marginalia. Is it sufficient to digitize cultural works, or should all accompanying
information about the provenance of the work also be included? And how
can we agree upon what marginalia actually is across different disciplines?
Mass digitization projects in natural history rarely digitize marginalia such
as logs and written accounts, focusing only on what to that discipline is
the main object at hand, for example, a piece of rock, a fly specimen, a
pressed plant. Yet, in the history of science, logs are an invaluable source of
information about how the collected object ended up in the collection, the
meaning it had to the collector, and the place it takes in the collection.11
In this way, new questions with old trajectories arise: What is important
for understanding a collection and its life? What should be included and
excluded? And how will we know what will turn out to be important in the
future?
In the era of big data, the imperative is often to digitize and “save all.”
Prestige mass digitization projects such as Google Books and Europeana
have thus often contextualized their importance in terms of scale. Indeed,
as we saw in the previous chapters, the question of scale has been a central
point of political contestation used to signal infrastructural power. Thus
the hype around Google Books, as well as the political ire it drew, centered
on the scale of the project just as quantitative goals are used in Europeana
to signal progress and significance. Inherent in these quantitative claims
are not only ideas about political power, but also the widespread belief in
digital circles—and the political regimes that take inspiration from them—
that the more information the user is able to access, the more empowered the user is to navigate and make meaning on their own. In recent
years, the imaginaries of freedom of navigation have also been adjoined
by fantasies of freedom of infrastructural construction through the image
of the platform. Mass digitization projects should therefore not only offer
the user the potential to navigate collections freely, but also to build new
products and services on top of them.12 Yet, as this chapter argues, the ethos
of potentially unlimited expansion also prompts a new set of infrapolitical
questions about agency and control. While these questions are inherently
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related to the larger questions of territory and power explored in the previous chapters, they occur on a different register, closer to the individual user
and within the spatialized imaginaries of digital information.
As many critics have noted, the logic of expansion and scale, and the
accompanying fantasies of the empowered user, often builds on neoliberal
subjectification processes. While highly seductive, they often fail to take
into account the reality of social complexity. Therefore, as Lisa Nakamura
notes, the discourse of complete freedom of navigation through technological liberation—expressed aptly in Microsoft’s famous slogan “Where do
you want to go today?”—assumes, wrongly, that everyone is at liberty to
move about unhindered.13 And the fantasy of empowerment through platforming is often also shot through with neoliberal ideals that not only fail
to take into account the complex infrapolitical realities of social interaction, but also rely on an entrepreneurial epistemology that evokes “a flat,
two-dimensional stage on which resources are laid out for users to do stuff
with” and which we are not “inclined to look underneath or behind it, or
to question its structure.”14
This chapter unfolds these central infrapolitical problematics of the
spatial imaginaries of knowledge in relation to a set of prevalent cultural
spatial tropes that have gained new life in digital theory and that have
informed the construction and development of mass digitization projects:
the flâneur, the labyrinth, and the platform. Cultural reports, policy papers,
and digital design strategies often use these three tropes to elicit images
of pleasure and playfulness in mass digitization projects; yet, as the following sections show, they also raise significant questions of control and
agency, not least against the backdrop of ever-increasing scales of information production.
Too Much—Never Enough
The question of scale in mass digitization is often posed as a rational quest
for knowledge accumulation and interoperability. Yet this section argues
that digitized collections are more than just rational projects; they strike
deep affective cords of desire, domination, and anxiety. As Couze Venn
reminds us, collections harbor an intimate connection between cognition and affective economy. In this connection, the rationalized drive to
collect is often accompanied by a slippage, from a rationalized urge to a
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pathological drive ultimately associated with desire, power, domination,
anxiety, nostalgia, excess, and—sometimes even—compulsion and repetition.15 The practice of collecting objects thus not only signals a rational
need but often also springs from desire, and as psychoanalysis has taught
us, a sense of lack is the reflection of desire. As Slavoj Zizek puts it, “desire’s
raison d’être is not to realize its goal, to find full satisfaction, but to reproduce itself as desire.”16 Therefore, no matter how much we collect, the collector will rarely experience their collection as complete and will often be
haunted by the desire to collect more.
In addition to the frightening (yet titillating) aspect of never having
our desires satisfied, large collections also give rise to a set of information
pathologies that, while different in kind, share an understanding of information as intimidation. The experience is generally induced by two inherently linked factors. First, the size of the cultural collection has historically
also often implied a powerful collector with the means to gather expensive
materials from all over the world, and a large collection has thus had the
basic function of impressing and, if need be, intimidating people. Second,
large collections give rise to the sheer subjective experience of being overwhelmed by information and a mental incapacity to take it all in. Both factors point to questions of potency and importance. And both work to instill
a fear in the visitor. As Voltaire once noted, “a great library has the quality
of frightening those who look upon it.”17
The intimidating nature of large collections has been a favored trope in
cultural representations. The most famous example of a gargantuan, even
insanity-inducing, library is of course Jorge Luis Borges’s tale of the Library
of Babel, the universal totality of which becomes both a monstrosity in
the characters’ lives and a source of hope, depending on their willingness
to make peace and submit themselves to the library’s infinite scale and
Kafkaesque organization.18 But Borges’s nonfiction piece from 1939, The
Total Library, also serves as an elegant tale of an informational nightmare.
The Total Library begins by noting that the dream of the utopia of the total
library “has certain characteristics that are easily confused with virtues”
and ends with a more somber caution: “One of the habits of the mind is
the invention of horrible imaginings. … I have tried to rescue from oblivion
a subaltern horror: the vast, contradictory Library, whose vertical wildernesses of books run the incessant risk of changing into others that affirm,
deny, and confuse everything like a delirious god.”19
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Few escape the intimidating nature of large collections. But while attention has often been given to the citizen subjected to the disciplining force
of the sovereign state in the form of its institutions, less attention has been
given to those that have had to structure and make sense of these intimidating collections. Until recently, cultural collections were usually oriented
toward the figure of the patron or, in more abstract geographical terms,
(God-given) patrimony. Renaissance cabinets of curiosities were meant
to astonish and dazzle; the ostentatious wealth of the Baroque museums
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries displayed demonstrations of
Godly power; and bourgeois museums of the nineteenth century positioned
themselves as national institutions of Bildung. But while cultural memory
institutions have worked first and foremost to mirror to an external audience the power and the psyche of their owners in individual, religious, and/
or geographical terms, they have also consistently had to grapple internally
with the problem of how to best organize and display these collections.
One of the key generators of anxiety in vast libraries has been the question of infrastructure. Each new information paradigm and each new
technology has induced new anxieties about how best to organize information. The fear of disorder haunted both institutions and individuals. In
his illustrious account of Ephraim Chamber’s Cyclopaedia (the forerunner
of Denis Diderot’s and Jean le Rond d’Alembert’s famous Enlightenment
project, the Encyclopédie), Richard Yeo thus recounts how Gottfried Leibniz
complained in 1680 about “that horrible mass of books which keeps on
growing” so that eventually “the disorder will become nearly insurmountable.”20 Five years on, the French scholar and critic Adrien Baillet warned
his readers, “We have reason to fear that the multitude of books which
grows every day in a prodigious fashion will make the following centuries
fall into a state as barbarous as that of the centuries that followed the fall
of the Roman Empire.”21 And centuries later, in the wake of the typewriter,
the annual report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC, drew attention to the infrastructural problem of organizing the
information that was now made available through the typewriter, noting
that “about twenty thousand volumes … purporting to be additions to the
sum of human knowledge, are published annually; and unless this mass
be properly arranged, and the means furnished by which its contents may
be ascertained, literature and science will be overwhelmed by their own
unwieldy bulk.”22 The experience of feeling overwhelmed by information
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and lacking the right tools to handle it is no joke. Indeed, a number of
German librarians actually went documentably insane between 1803 and
1825 in the wake of the information glut that followed the secularization
of ecclesiastical libraries.23 The desire for grand collections has thus always
also been followed by an accompanying anxiety relating to questions of
infrastructure.
As the history of collecting pathologies shows, reducing mass digitization projects to rational and technical information projects would deprive
them of their rich psychological dimensions. Instead of discounting these
pathologies, we should acknowledge them, and examine not only their
nature, but also their implications for the organization of mass digitization
projects. As the following section shows, the pathologies not only exist
as psychological forces, but also as infrastructural imaginaries that directly
impact theories on how best to organize information in mass digitization.
If the scale of mass digitization projects is potentially limitless, how should
they be organized? And how will we feel when moving about in their gargantuan archives?
The Ambivalent Flâneur
In an article on cultures of archiving, sociologist Mike Featherstone asked
whether “the expansion of culture available at our fingertips” could be
“subjected to a meaningful ordering,” or whether the very “desire to remedy fragmentation” should be “seen as clinging to a form of humanism
with its emphasis upon cultivation of the persona and unity which are
now regarded as merely nostalgic.”24 Featherstone raised the question in
response to the popularization of the Internet at the turn of the millennium. Yet, as the previous section has shown, his question is probably as
old as the collecting practices themselves. Such questions have become no
less significant with mass digitization. How are organizational practices
conceived of as meaningful today? As we shall see, this question not only
relates to technical characteristics but is also informed by a strong spatial
imaginary that often takes the shape of labyrinthine infrastructures and
often orients itself toward the figure of the user. Indeed, the role of the
organizer of knowledge, and therefore the accompanying responsibility of
making sense of collections, has been conferred from knowledge professionals to individuals.
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Today, as seen in all the examples of mass digitization we have explored
in the previous chapters, cultural memory institutions face a different paradigm than that of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century disciplining
cultural memory institution. In an age that encourages individualism, democratic ideals, and cultural participation, the orientations of the cultural
memory institutions have shifted in discourse, practice, or both, toward an
emphasis on the importance of the subjective experience and active participation of the individual visitor. As part of this shift, and as a result of the
increasing integration of the digital imaginary and production apparatus
into the field of cultural memory, the visitor has thus metamorphosed from
a disciplinary subject to a prosumer, produser, participant, and/or user.
The organizational shift in the cultural memory ecosystem means that
visionaries and builders of mass digitization infrastructures now pay attention not only to how collections may reflect upon the institution that holds
the collection, but also on how the user experiences the informational navigation of collections. This is not to say that making an impression, or even
disciplining the user, is not a concern for many mass digitization projects.
Mass digitizations’ constant public claims to literal greatness through numbers evidence this. Yet, today’s projects also have to contend with the opinion of the public and must make their projects palatable and consumable
rather than elitist and intimidating. The concern of the builders of mass
digitization infrastructure is therefore not only to create an internal logic to
their collections, but also to maximize the user’s experience of being offered
a wealth of information, while mitigating the danger of giving the visitor
a sense of losing oneself, or even drowning, in information. An important
question for builders of mass digitization projects has therefore been how
to build visual and semantic infrastructures that offer the user a sense of
meaningful direction as well as a desire to keep browsing.
While digital collections are in principle no longer tethered to their
physical origins in spatial terms, we still encounter ideas about them in
spatialized terms, often using notions such as trails, paths, and alleyways
to visualize the spaces of digital collections.25 This form of spatialized logic
did not emerge with the mass digitization of cultural heritage collections,
however, but also resides at the heart of some of the most influential early
digital theories on the digital realm.26 These theorized and conceptualized
the web as a new form of architectural infrastructure, not only in material
terms (such as cables and servers) but also as a new experiential space.27 And
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in this spatialized logic, the figure of the flâneur became a central character.
Thus, we saw in the 1990s the rise of a digital interpretation of the flâneur,
originally an emblematic figure of modern urban culture at the turn of the
twentieth century, in the form of the virtual flâneur or the cyberflâneur. In
1994, German net artists Heiko Idensen and Matthias Krohn paid homage
to the urban figure, noting in a text that “the screen winks at the flâneur”
and locating the central tenets of computer culture with the “intoxication
of the flânerie. Screens as streets and homes … of the crowd?”28 Later, artist Steven Goldate provided a simple equation between online and offline
spaces, noting among other things that “What the city and the street was
to the flâneur, the Internet and the Superhighway have become to the
Cyberflâneur.”29
Scholars, too, explored the potentials and limits of thinking about the
user of the Internet in flâneurian terms. Thus, Mike Featherstone drew
parallels between the nineteenth-century flâneur and the virtual flâneur,
exploring the similarities and differences between navigational strategies,
affects, and agencies in the early urban metropolis and the emergent digital
realm of the 1990s.30
Although the discourse on the digital flâneur was most prevalent in the
1990s, it still lingers on in contemporary writings about digitized cultural
heritage collections and their design. A much-cited article by computer
scientists Marian Dörk, Sheelagh Carpendale, and Carey Williamson, for
instance, notes the striking similarity between the “growing cities of the
19th century and today’s information spaces” and the relationship between
“the individual and the whole.”31 Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson use
the figure of the flâneur to emphasize the importance of supporting not
only utilitarian information needs through grand systems but also leisurely
information surfing behaviors on an individual level. Dörk, Carpendale,
and Willliamson’s reflections relate to the experience of moving about
in a mass of information and ways of making sense of this information.
What does it mean to make sense of mass digitization? How can we say or
know that the past two hours we spent rummaging about in the archives
of Google Books, digging deeper in Europeana, or following hyperlinks in
Monoskop made sense, and by whose standards? And what are the cultural
implications of using the flâneur as a cultural reference point for these ideals? We find few answers to these questions in Dörk, Carpendale, and Williamson’s article, or in related articles that invoke the flâneur as a figure
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of inspiration for new search strategies. Thus, the figure of the flâneur is
predominantly used to express the pleasurable and productive aspect of
archival navigation. But in its emphasis on pleasure and leisure, the figure
neglects the much more ambivalent atmosphere that enshrouds the flâneur
as he navigates the modern metropolis. Nor does it problematize the privileged viewpoint of the flâneur.
The character of the flâneur, both in its original instantiations in French
literature and in Walter Benjamin’s early twentieth-century writings, was
certainly driven by pleasure; yet, on a more fundamental level, his existence
was also, as Elizabeth Wilson points out in her feminist reading of the flâneur, “a sorrowful engagement with the melancholy of cities,” which arose
“partly from the enormous, unfulfilled promise of the urban spectacle, the
consumption, the lure of pleasure and joy which somehow seem destined
to be disappointed.”32 Far from an optimistic and unproblematic engagement with information, then, the figure of the flâneur also evokes deeper
anxieties arising from commodification processes and the accompanying
melancholic realization that no matter how much one strolls and scrolls,
nothing one encounters can ever fully satisfy one’s desires. Benjamin even
strikingly spatializes (and sexualizes) this mental state in an infrastructural
imaginary: the labyrinth. The labyrinth is thus, Benjamin suggests, “the
home of the hesitant. The path of someone shy of arrival at a goal easily
takes the form of a labyrinth. This is the way of the (sexual) drive in those
episodes which precede its satisfaction.”33
Benjamin’s hesitant flâneur caught in an unending maze of desire
stands in contrast to the uncomplicated flâneur invoked in celebratory
theories on the digital flâneur. Yet, recent literature on the design of digital
realms suggests that the hesitant man caught in a drive for more information is a much more accurate image of the digital flâneur than the manin-the-know.34 Perhaps, then, the allegorical figure of the flâneur in digital
design should be used less to address pleasurable wandering and more to
invoke “the most characteristic response of all to the wholly new forms of
life that seemed to be developing: ambivalence.”35 Caught up in the commodified labyrinth of the modern digitized archive, the digital flâneur of
mass digitization might just as easily get stuck in a repetitive, monotonous
routine of scrolling and downloading new things, forever suspended in a
state of unfulfilled desire, than move about in meaningful and pleasurable
ways.36
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Moreover, and just as importantly, the figure of the flâneur is also entangled in a cultural matrix of assumptions about gender, capabilities, and
colonial implications. In short: the flâneur is a white, able-bodied male.
As feminist theory attests to, the concept of the flâneur is male by definition. Some feminists such as Griselda Pollock and Janet Wolff have denied
the possibility of a female variant altogether, because of women’s status
as (often absent) objects rather than subjects in the nineteenth-century
urban environment.37 Others, such as Elizabeth Wilson, Deborah Epstein
Nord, and Mica Nava have complicated the issue by alluding the opportunities and limitations of thinking about a female variant of the flâneur, for
instance a flâneuse.38 These discussions have also reverberated in the digital
sphere in new variations.39 Whatever position one assumes, it is clear that
the concept of the flâneur, even in its female variant, is a complicated figure
that has problematic allusions to a universal privileged figure.
In similar terms, the flâneur also has problematic colonial and racial
connotations. As James Smalls points out in his essay “'Race As Spectacle
in Late-Nineteenth-Century French Art and Popular Culture,” the racial
dimension of the flâneur is “conspicuously absent” from most critical
engagements with the concept.40 Yet, as Smalls notes, the question of race
is crucial, since “the black man … is not privileged to lose himself in the
Parisian crowd, for he is constantly reminded of his epidermalized existence, reflected back at him not only by what he sees, but by what we
see as the assumed ‘normal’ white, universal spectator.”41 This othering is,
moreover, not limited to the historical scene of nineteenth-century Paris,
but still remains relevant today. Thus, as Garnette Cadogan notes in his
essay “Walking While Black,” non-white people are offered none of the
freedoms of blending into the crowd that Baudelaire’s and Benjamin’s flâneurs enjoyed. “Walking while black restricts the experience of walking,
renders inaccessible the classic Romantic experience of walking alone. It
forces me to be in constant relationship with others, unable to join the New
York flâneurs I had read about and hoped to join.”42
Lastly, the classic figure of the flâneur also assumes a body with no disabilities. As Marian Ryan notes in an essay in the New York Times, “The art of
flânerie entails blending into the crowd. The disabled flâneur can’t achieve
that kind of invisibility.”43 What might we take from these critical interventions into the uncomplicated discourse of the flâneur? Importantly, they
counterbalance the dominant seductive image of the empowered user, and
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remind us of the colonial male gaze inherent in any invocation of the metaphor of the flâneur, which for the majority of users is a subject position that
is simply not available (nor perhaps desirable).
The limitations of the figure of the flâneur raise questions not only
about the metaphor itself, but also about the topography of knowledge production it invokes. As already noted, Walter Benjamin placed the flâneur
within a larger labyrinthine topology of knowledge production, where the
flâneur could read the spectacle in front of him without being read himself.
Walter Benjamin himself put the flâneur to rest with an analysis of an Edgar
Allen Poe story, where he analyzed the demise of the flâneur in an increasingly capitalist topography, noting in melancholy terms that, “The bazaar
is the last hangout of the flâneur. If in the beginning the street had become
an interieur for him, now this interieur turned into a street, and he roamed
through the labyrinth of merchandise as he had once roamed through the
labyrinth of the city. It is a magnificent touch in Poe’s story that it includes
along with the earliest description of the flâneur the figuration of his
end.”44 In 2012, Evgeny Morozov in similar terms declared the death of the
cyberflâneur. Linking the commodification of urban spaces in nineteenthcentury Paris to the commodification of the Internet, Morozov noted that
“it’s no longer a place for strolling—it’s a place for getting things done”
and that “Everything that makes cyberflânerie possible—solitude and individuality, anonymity and opacity, mystery and ambivalence, curiosity and
risk-taking—is under assault.”45 These two death sentences, separated by a
century, link the environment of the flâneur to significant questions about
the commodification of space and its infrapolitical implications.
Exploring the implications of this topography, the following section suggests, will help us understand the infrapolitics of the spatial imaginaries of
mass digitization, not only in relation to questions of globalization and late
sovereignty, but also to cultural imaginaries of knowledge infrastructures.
Indeed, these two dimensions are far from mutually exclusive, but rather
belong to the same overarching tale of the politics of mass digitization.
Thus, while the material spatial infrastructures of mass digitization projects may help us appreciate certain important political dynamics of Europeana, Google Books, and shadow libraries (such as their territorializing
features or copyright contestations in relation to knowledge production),
only an inclusion of the infrastructural imaginaries of knowledge production will help us understand the complex politics of mass digitization as it
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metamorphoses from analog buildings, shelves, and cabinets to the circulatory networks of digital platforms.
Labyrinthine Imaginaries: Infrastructural Perspectives of Power and
Knowledge Production
If the flâneur is a central early figure in the cultural imaginary of the observer
of cultural texts, the labyrinth has long served as a cultural imaginary of
the library, and, in larger terms, the spatialized infrastructural conditions
of knowledge and power. Thus, literature is rife with works that draw on
libraries and labyrinths to convey stories about knowledge production and
the power struggles hereof. Think only of the elderly monk-librarian in
Umberto Eco’s classic, The Name of the Rose, who notes that: “the library is
a great labyrinth, sign of the labyrinth of the world. You enter and you do
not know whether you will come out”46; or consider the haunting images
of being lost in Jose Luis Borges’s tales about labyrinthine libraries.47 This
section therefore turns to the infrastructural space of the labyrinth, to show
that this spatial imaginary, much like the flâneur, is loaded with cultural
ambivalence, and to explore the ways in which the labyrinthine infrastructural imaginary emphasizes and crystallizes the infrapolitical tension
in mass digitization projects between power and perspective, agency and
environment, playful innovation and digital labor.
The labyrinth is a prevalent literary trope, found in authors from Ovid,
Virgil, and Dante to Dickens and Nietzsche, and it has been used particularly in relation to issues of knowledge and agency, and in haunting and
nightmarish terms in modern literature.48 As the previous section indicates,
the labyrinth also provides a significant image for understanding our relationship to mass digitization projects as sites of both knowledge production
and experience. Indeed, one shadow library is even named Aleph, which
refers to the ancient Hebrew letter and likely also nods at Jose Luis Borges’s
labyrinthine short story, Aleph, on infinite labyrinthine architectures. Yet,
what kind of infrastructure is a labyrinth, and how does it relate to the
potentials and perils of mass digitization?
In her rich historical study of labyrinths, Penelope Doob argues that the
labyrinth possesses a dual potentiality: on the one hand, if experienced
from within, the labyrinth is a sign of confusion; on the other, when viewed
from above, it is a sign of complex order.49 As Harold Bloom notes, “all of us
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have had the experience of admiring a structure when outside it, but becoming unhappy within it.”50 Envisioning the labyrinth from within links to a
claustrophobic sense of ignorance, while also implying the possibility of
progress if you just turn the next corner. What better way to describe one’s
experience in the labyrinthine infrastructures of mass digitization projects
such as Google Books with its infrastructural conditions and contexts of
experience and agency? On the one hand, Google Books appears to provide
the view from above, lending itself as a logistical aid in its information-rich
environment. On the other hand, Google Books also produces an alienating effect of impenetrability on two levels. First, although Google presents
itself as a compass, its seemingly infinite and constantly rearranging universe nevertheless creates a sense of vertigo, only reinforced by the almost
existential question “Do you feel lucky?” Second, Google Books also feels
impenetrable on a deeper level, with its black-boxed governing and ordering principles, hidden behind complex layers of code, corporate cultures,
and nondisclosure agreements.51 But even less-commercial mass digitization projects such as, for instance, Europeana and Monoskop can produce
a sense of claustrophobia and alienation in the user. Think only of the frustration encountered when reaching dead ends in the form of broken links
or in lack of access set down by European copyright regulations. Or even
the alienation and dissatisfaction that can well up when there are seemingly no other limits to knowledge, such as in Monoskop, than one’s own
cognitive shortcomings.
The figure of the labyrinth also serves as a reminder that informational
strolling is not only a leisurely experience, but also a laborious process.
Penelope Doob thus points out the common medieval spelling of labyrinth as laborintus, which foregrounds the concept of labor and “difficult
process,” whether frustrating, useful, or both.52 In an age in which “labor
itself is now play, just as play becomes more and more laborious,”53 Doob’s
etymological excursion serves to highlight the fact that in many mass
digitization projects it is indeed the user’s leisurely information scrolling
that in the end generates profit, cultural value, and budgetary justification
for mass digitization platforms. Jose van Dijck’s analysis of the valuation
of traffic in a digital environment is a timely reminder of how traffic is
valued in a cultural memory environment that increasingly orients itself
toward social media, “Even though communicative traffic on social media
platforms seems determined by social values such as popularity, attention,
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and connectivity, they are impalpably translated into monetary values and
redressed in business models made possible by digital technology.”54 This is
visible, for instance, in Europeana’s usage statistic reports, which links the
notions of traffic and performance together in an ontological equation (in
this equation poor performance inevitably means a mark of death).55 In a
blogpost marking the launch of the Europeana Statistics Dashboard, we are
told that information about mass digitization traffic is “vital information
for a modern cultural institution for both reporting and planning purposes
and for public accountability.”56 Thus, although visitors may feel solitary in
their digital wanderings, their digital footsteps are in fact obsessively traced
and tracked by mass digitization platforms and often also by numerous
third parties.
Today, then, the user is indeed at work as she makes her way in the
labyrinthine infrastructures of mass digitization by scrolling, clicking,
downloading, connecting, and clearing and creating new paths. And while
“search” has become a keyword in digital knowledge environments, digital infrastructures in mass digitization projects in fact distract as much as
they orient. This new economy of cultural memory begs the question: if
mass digitization projects, as labyrinthine infrastructures, invariably disorient the wanderer as much as they aid her, how might we understand
their infrapolitics? After all, as the previous chapters have shown, mass
digitization projects often present a wide array of motivations for why
digitization should happen on a massive scale, with knowledge production
and cultural enlightenment usually featuring as the strongest arguments.
But as the spatialized heuristics of the flâneur and the labyrinth show,
knowledge production and navigation is anything but a simple concept.
Rather, the political dimensions of mass digitization discussed in previous
chapters—such as standardization, late sovereignty, and network power—
are tied up with the spatial imaginaries of what knowledge production
and cultural memory are and how they should and could be organized and
navigated.
The question of the spatial imaginaries of knowledge production and
imagination has a long philosophic history. As historian David Bates notes,
knowledge in the Enlightenment era was often imagined as a labyrinthine
journey. A classic illustration of how this journey was imagined is provided
by Enlightenment philosopher Jean-Louis Castilhon, whose frustration is
palpable in this exclamation: “How cruel and painful is the situation of
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a Traveller who has imprudently wandered into a forest where he knows
neither the winding paths, nor the detours, nor the exits!”57 These Enlightenment journeys were premised upon an infrastructural framework that
linked error and knowledge, but also upon an experience of knowledge
quests riddled by loss of oversight and lack of a compass. As the previous
sections show, the labyrinth as a form of knowledge production in relation to truth and error persists as an infrastructural trope in the digital.
Yet, it has also metamorphosed significantly since Castilhon. The labyrinthine infrastructural imaginaries we find in digital environments thus differ
significantly from more classical images, not least under the influence of
the rhizomatic metaphors of labyrinths developed by Deleuze and Guattari
and Eco. If the labyrinth of the Renaissance had an endpoint and a truth,
these new labyrinthine infrastructures, as Kristin Veel points out, had a
much more complex relationship to the spatial organization of the truth.
Eco and Deleuze and Guattari thus conceived of their labyrinths as networks “in which all points can be connected with one another” with “no
center” but “an almost unlimited multiplicity of alternative paths,” which
makes it “impossible to rise above the structure and observe it from the
outside, because it transcends the graphic two-dimensionality of the two
earlier forms of labyrinths.”58 Deleuze expressed the senselessness of these
contemporary labyrinths as a “theater where nothing is fixed, a labyrinth
without a thread (Ariadne has hung herself).”59
In mass digitization, this new infrastructural imaginary feeds a looming
concern over how best to curate and infrastructurate cultural collections.
It is this concern that we see at play in the aforementioned institutional
concerns over how to best create meaningful paths in the cultural collections. The main question that resounds is: where should the paths lead if
there is no longer one truth, that is, if the labyrinth has no center? Some
mass digitization projects seem to revel in this new reality. As we have seen,
shadow libraries such as Monoskop and UbuWeb use the affordances of the
digital to create new cultural connections outside of the formal hierarchies
of cultural memory institutions. Yet, while embraced by some, predictably
the new distribution of authority generates anxiety in the cultural memory
circles that had hitherto been able to hold claim to knowledge organization
expertise. This is the dizzying perspective that haunts the cultural memory
professionals faced with Europeana’s data governance model. Thus, as one
Europeana professional explained to me in 2010, “Europeana aims at an
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open-linked-data model with a number of implications. One implication
is that there will be no control of data usage, which makes it possible, for
instance, to link classics with porn. Libraries do not agree to this loss of
control which was at the base of their self-understanding.”60 The Europeana
professional then proceeded to recount the profound anxiety experienced
and expressed by knowledge professionals as they increasingly came faceto-face with a curatorial reality that is radically changing what counts as
knowledge and context, where a search for Courbet could, in theory, not
only lead the user to other French masters of painting but also to a copy of
a porn magazine (provided it is out of copyright). The anxiety experienced
by knowledge professionals in the new cultural memory ecosystem can of
course be explained by a rationalized fear of job insecurity and territorial
concerns. Yet, the fear of knowledge infrastructures without a center may
also run deeper. As Penelope Doob reminds us, the center of the labyrinth
historically played a central moral and epistemological role in the labyrinthine topos, as the site that held the epiphanous key to unravel whatever
evils or secrets the labyrinth contained. With no center, there is no key, no
epiphany.61 From this perspective, then, it is not only a job that is lost. It is
also the meaning of knowledge itself.62
What, then, can we take from these labyrinthine wanderings as we pursue a greater understanding of the infrapolitics of mass digitization? Certainly, as this section shows, the politics of mass digitization is entangled in
spatialized imaginaries that have a long and complex cultural and affective
trajectory interlinked with ontological and epistemological questions about
the very nature of knowledge. Cladding the walls of these trajectories are,
of course, the ever-present political questions of authority and territory, but
also deeper cultural and affective questions about the nature and meaning
of knowledge as it bandies about in our cultural imaginaries, between discoveries and dead-ends, between freedom and control.
As the next section will show, one concept has in particular come to
encapsulate these concerns: the notion of serendipity. While the notion
of serendipity has a long history, it has gained new relevance with mass
digitization, where it is used to express the realm of possibilities opened up
by the new digital infrastructures of knowledge production. As such, it has
come to play a role, not only as a playful cultural imaginary, but also as an
architectural ideal in software developments for mass digitization. In the
following section, we will look at a few examples of these architectures, as
well as the knowledge politics they are entangled in.
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The Architecture of Serendipitous Platforms
Serendipity has for long been a cherished word in archival studies, used
to describe a magical moment of “Eureka!” A fickle and fabulating concept, it belongs to the world of discovery, capturing the moment when a
meandering soul, a flâneur, accidentally stumbles upon a valuable find. As
such, the moment of serendipity is almost always a happy circumstance of
chance, and never an unfortunate moment of risk. Serendipity also embodies the word in its own origins. This section outlines the origins of this word
and situate its reemergence in theories on libraries and on digital realms of
knowledge production.
The English aristocrat Horace Walpole coined the word serendipity in a
letter to Horace Mann in 1754, in which he explained his fascination with
a Persian fairy tale about three princes from the Isle of Serendip63 who possess
superpowers of observation. In his letter, Walpole linked the contents of
the fantastical story to his view of how new discoveries are made: “As their
highnesses travelled, they were always making discoveries, by “accidental
sagacity,” of things which they were not in quest of.”64 And he proposed
a new word—“serendipity”—to describe this sublime talent for discovery.
Walpole’s conceptual invention did not immediately catch fire in common parlance.65 But a few centuries after its invention, it suddenly took
hold. Who awakened the notion from its dormant state, and why? Sociologists Robert K. Merton and Elinor Barber provided one influential answer
in their own enjoyable exploration of the word. As they note, serendipity had a particular playful tone to it, expressing a sense that knowledge
comes about not only through sheer willpower and discipline, but also
via pleasurable chance. This almost hedonistic dimension made it incompatible with the serious ethos of the nineteenth century. As Merton and
Barber note, “The serious early Victorians were not likely to pick up serendipity, except perhaps to point to it as a piece of frivolous whimsy. …
Although the Victorians, and especially Victorian scientists, were familiar
with the part played by accident in the process of discovery, they were
likely neither to highlight that factor nor to clothe the phenomenon of
accidental discovery in so lighthearted a word as serendipity.”66 But in the
1940s and 1950s something happened—the word began to catch on. Merton and Barber link this turn of linguistic events not only to pure chance,
but also a change in scientific networks and paradigms. Traveling from
the world of letters, as they recount, the word began making its way into
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scientific circles, where attention was increasingly turned to “splashy discoveries in lab and field.”67 But as Lorraine Daston notes, “discoveries,
especially those made by serendipity, depend partly on luck, and scientists
schooled in probability theory are loathe to ascribe personal merit to the
merely lucky,” and scientists therefore increasingly began to “domesticate
serendipity.”68 Daston remarks that while scientists schooled in probability
were reluctant to ascribe their discoveries to pure chance, the “historians
and literary scholars who struck serendipitous gold in the archives did not
seem so eager to make a science out of their good fortune.”69 One tale of
how literary and historical scholars struck serendipitous gold in the archive
is provided by Mike Featherstone:
Once in the archive, finding the right material which can be made to speak may itself be subject to a high degree of contingency—the process not of deliberate rational
searching, but serendipity. In this context it is interesting to note the methods of
innovatory historians such as Norbert Elias and Michel Foucault, who used the British and French national libraries in highly unorthodox ways by reading seemingly
haphazardly “on the diagonal,” across the whole range of arts and sciences, centuries
and civilizations, so that the unusual juxtapositions they arrived at summoned up
new lines of thought and possibilities to radically re-think and reclassify received
wisdom. Here we think of the flâneur who wanders the archival textual city in a halfdreamlike state in order to be open to the half-formed possibilities of the material
and sensitive to unusual juxtapositions and novel perceptions.70

English scholar Nancy Schultz in similar terms notes that the archive
“in the humanities” represents a “prime site for serendipitous discovery.”71
In most of these cases, serendipity is taken to mean some form of archival
insight, and often even a critical intellectual process. Deb Verhoeven, Associate Dean of Engagement and Innovation at the University of Technology Sydney, reminds us in relation to feminist archival work that “stories
of accidental discovery” can even take on dimensions of feminist solace,
consoling “the researcher, and us, with the idea that no system, whatever
its claims to discipline, comprehensiveness, and structure, is exempt from
randomness, flux, overflow, and therefore potential collapse.”72
But with mass digitization processes, their fusion of probability theories and archives, and their ideals of combined fun and fact-finding, the
questions raised in the hard sciences about serendipity, its connotations of
freedom and chance, engineering and control, now also haunt the archives
of historians and literary scholars. Serendipity has now often come to be
used as a motivating factor for digitization in the first place, based on
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arguments that mass digitized archives allow not only for dedicated and
target-oriented research, but also for new modes of search, of reading haphazardly “on the diagonal” across genres and disciplines, as well as across
institutional and national borders that hitherto kept works and insights
apart. As one spokesperson from a prominent mass digitization company
states, “digital collections have been designed both to assist researchers in
accessing original primary source materials and to enable them to make
serendipitous discoveries and unexpected connections between sources.”73
And indeed, this sentiment reverberates in all mass digitization projects
from Europeana and Google Books to smaller shadow libraries such as UbuWeb and Monoskop. Some scholars even argue that serendipity takes on
new forms due to digitization.74
It seems only natural, then, that mass digitization projects, and their
actors, have actively adopted the discourse of serendipity, both as a selling
point and a strategic claim. Talking about Google’s digitization program, Dr.
Sarah Thomas, Bodley’s Librarian and Director of Oxford University Library
Services, notes: “Library users have always loved browsing books for the
serendipitous discoveries they provide. Digital books offer a similar thrill,
but on multiple levels—deep entry into the texts or the ability to browse
the virtual shelf of books assembled from the world's great libraries.”75 But
it has also raised questions for those people who are in charge, not only
of holding serendipity forth as an ideal, but also building the architecture
to facilitate it. Dan Cohen, speaking on behalf of the DPLA, thus noted
the centrality of the concept, but also the challenges that mass digitization
raised in practical terms: “At DPLA, we’ve been thinking a lot about what’s
involved with serendipitous discovery. Since we started from scratch and
didn’t need to create a standard online library catalog experience, we were
free to experiment and provide novel ways into our collection of over five
million items. How to arrange a collection of that scale so that different
users can bump into items of unexpected interest to them?” While adopting the language of serendipity is easy, its infrastructural construction is
much harder to envision. This challenge clearly troubles the strategic team
developing Europeana’s infrastructure, as it notes in a programmatic tone
that stands hilariously at odds with the curiosity it must cater to:
Reviewing the personas developed for the D6.2 Requirements for Europeana.
eu8 deliverable—and in particular those of the “culture vultures”—one finds two
somewhat-opposed requirements. On the one hand, they need to be able to find
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what they are looking for, and navigate through clear and well-structured data. On
the other hand, they also come to Europeana looking for “inspiration”—that is to
say, for something new and unexpected that points them towards possibilities they
had previously been unaware of; what, in the formal literature of user experience
and search design, is sometimes referred to as “serendipity search.” Europeana’s users need the platform to be structured and predictable—but not entirely so.76

To achieve serendipity, mass digitization projects have often sought to
take advantage of the labyrinthine infrastructures of digitization, relying
not only on their own virtual bookshelves, but also on the algorithmic
highways and back alleys of social media. Twitter, in particular, before it
adopted personalization methods, became a preferred infrastructure for
mass digitization projects, who took advantage of Twitter’s lack of personalized search to create whimsical bots that injected randomness into the
user’s feed. One example was the Digital Public Library of America’s DPLA
Bot, which grabs a random noun and uses its API to share the first result
it finds. The DPLA Bot aims to “infuse what we all love about libraries—
serendipitous discovery—into the DPLA” and thus seeks to provide a “kind
of ‘Surprise me!’ search function for DPLA.”77 It did not take the programmer Peter Meyr much time to develop a similar bot for Europeana. In an
interview with EuropeanaPro, Peter Meyr directly related the EuropeanaBot
to the serendipitous affordances of Twitter and its rewards for mass digitization projects, noting that:
The presentation of digital resources is difficult for libraries. It is no longer possible
to just explore, browse the stacks and make serendipitous findings. With Europeana,
you don't even have a physical library to go to. So I was interested in bringing a little
bit of serendipity back by using a Twitter bot. … If I just wanted to present (semi)
random Europeana findings, I wouldn’t have needed Twitter—an RSS-Feed or a web
page would be enough. However, I wanted to infuse EuropeanaBot with a little bit of
“Twitter culture” and give it a personality.78

The British Library also developed a Twitter bot titled the Mechanical
Curator, which posts random resources with no customization except a
special focus on images in the library’s seventeenth- to nineteenth-century
collections.79 But there were also many projects that existed outside social
media platforms and operated across mass digitization projects. One example was the “serendipity engine,” Serendip-o-matic, which first examined
the user’s research interests and then, based on this data, identified “related
content in locations such as the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA),
Europeana, and Flickr Commons.”80 While this initiative was not endorsed
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by any of these mass digitization projects, they nevertheless featured it on
their blogs, integrating it into the mass digitization ecosystem.
Yet, while mass digitization for some represents the opportunity to
amplify the chance of chance, other scholars increasingly wonder whether
the engineering processes of mass digitization would take serendipity out
of the archive. Indeed, to them, the digital is antithetical to chance. One
such viewpoint is uttered by historian Tristram Hunt in an op-ed charging against Google’s British digitization program under the title, “Online
is fine, but history is best hands on.” In it, Hunt argues that the digital,
rather than providing a new means of chance finding, would impede historical discovery and that only the analog archival environment could foster real historical discoveries, since it is “… only with MS in hand that
the real meaning of the text becomes apparent: its rhythms and cadences,
the relationship of image to word, the passion of the argument or cold
logic of the case. Then there is the serendipity, the scholar’s eternal hope
that something will catch his eye,”81 In similar terms, Graeme Davison
describes the lacking of serendipitous errings in digital archives, as he likens digital search engines with driving “a high-powered car down a freeway, compared with walking or cycling. It gets us there more quickly but
we skirt the towns and miss a lot of interesting scenery on the way.”82
William McKeen also links the loss of serendipity to the acceleration of
method in the digital:
Think about the library. Do people browse anymore? We have become such a directed people. We can target what we want, thanks to the Internet. Put a couple of
key words into a search engine and you find—with an irritating hit or miss here and
there—exactly what you’re looking for. It’s efficient, but dull. You miss the timeconsuming but enriching act of looking through shelves, of pulling down a book
because the title interests you, or the binding. Inside, the book might be a loser, a
waste of the effort and calories it took to remove it from its place and then return.
Or it might be a dark chest of wonders, a life-changing first step into another world,
something to lead your life down a path you didn't know was there.83

Common to all these statements is the sentiment that the engineering of
serendipity removes the very chance of serendipity. As Nicholas Carr notes,
“Once you create an engine—a machine—to produce serendipity, you
destroy the essence of serendipity. It becomes something expected rather
than unexpected.”84 It appears, then, that computational methods have
introduced historians and literary scholars to the same “beaverish efforts”85
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to domesticate serendipity as the hard sciences had to face at the beginning
of the twentieth century.
To my knowledge, few systematic studies exist about whether mass digitization projects such as Europeana and Google Books hamper or foster
creative and original research in empirical terms. How one would go about
such a study is also an open question. The dichotomy between digital
and analog does seem a bit contrived, however. As Dan Cohen notes in a
blogpost for DPLA, “bookstores and libraries have their own forms of ‘serendipity engineering,’ from storefront staff picks to behind-the-scenes cataloguing and shelving methods that make for happy accidents.”86 Yet there
is no doubt that the discourse of serendipity has been infused with new life
that sometimes veers toward a “spectacle of serendipity.”87
Over the past decade, the digital infrastructures that organize our cultural memory have become increasingly integrated in a digital economy
that valuates “experience” as a cultural currency that can be exchanged
to profit, and our affective meanderings as a form of industrial production. This digital economy affects the architecture and infrastructure of
digital archives. The archival discourse on digital serendipity is thus now
embroiled in a more deep-seated infrapolitics of workspace architecture,
influenced by Silicon Valley’s obsession with networks, process, and connectivity.88 Think only of the increasing importance of Google and Facebook to mass digitization projects: most of these projects have a Facebook
page on which they showcase their material, just as they take pains to make
themselves “algorithmically recognizable”89 to Google and other search
engines in the hope of reaching an audience beyond the echo chamber of
archives and to distribute their archival material on leisurely tidbit platforms such as Pinterest and Twitter.90 If serendipity is increasingly thought
of as a platform problem, the final question we might pose is what kind
of infrapolitics this platform economy generates and how it affects mass
digitization projects.
The Infrapolitics of Platform Power
As the previous sections show, mass digitization projects rely upon spatial
metaphors to convey ideas about, and ideals of, cultural memory infrastructures, their knowledge production, and their serendipitous potential. Thus,
for mass digitization projects, the ideal scenario is that the labyrinthine
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errings of the user result in serendipitous finds that in turn bring about new
forms of cultural value. From the point of the user, however, being caught
up in the labyrinth might just as easily give rise to an experience of being
confronted with a sense of lack of oversight and alienation in the alleyways
of commodified infrastructures. These two scenarios co-exist because of
what Penelope Doob (as noted in the section on labyrinthine imaginaries)
refers to as the dual potentiality of the labyrinth, which when experienced
from within can be become a sign of confusion, and when viewed from
above becomes a sign of complex order.91
In this final section, I will turn to a new spatial metaphor, which appears
to have resolved this dual potentiality of the spatial perspective of mass digitization projects: the platform. The platform has recently emerged as a new
buzzword in the digital economy, connoting simultaneously a perspective,
a business strategy, and a political ideology. Ideally the platform provides a
different perspective than the labyrinth, offering the user the possibility of
simultaneously constructing the labyrinth and viewing it from above. This
final section therefore explores how we might understand the infrapolitics
of the platform, and its role in the digital economy.
In its recent business strategy, Europeana claimed that it was moving
from operating as a “portal” to operating as a “platform.”92 The announcement was part of a broader infrastructural transition in the field of cultural
memory, undergirded by a process of opening up and connecting the cultural memory sector to wider knowledge ecosystems.93 Indeed, Europeana’s
move is part of a much larger discursive and material reality of a more
fundamental process of “platformization” of the web.94 The notion of the
platform has thus recently become an important heuristic for understanding the cultural development of the web and its economy, fusing the computational understanding of the platform as an environment in which a
code is executed95 and the political and social understanding of a platform
as a site of politics.96
While the infrapolitics of the platformization of the web has become
a central discussion in software and communication studies, little interest has been paid to the implications of platforms for the politics of cultural memory. Yet, Europeana’s business strategy illustrates the significant
infrapolitical role that platforms are given in mass digitization literature.
Citing digital historian Tim Sherratt’s claim that “portals are for visiting,
platforms for building on,”97 Europeana’s strategy argues that if cultural
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memory sites free themselves and their content from the “prison of portals”
in favor of more openness and flexibility, this will in turn empower users to
created their own “pathways” through the digital cultural memory, instead
of being forced to follow predetermined “narrative journeys.”98 The business
plan’s reliance on Sherratt’s theory of platforms shows that although the
platform has a technical meaning in computation, Europeana’s discourse
goes beyond mere computational logic. It instead signifies an infrapolitics
that carries with it an assumption about the political dynamics of software,
standing in for the freedom to act in the labyrinthine infrastructures of
digital collections.
Yet, what is a platform, and how might we understand its infrapolitics?
As Tarleton Gillespie points out, the oldest definition of platform is architectural, as a level or near-level surface, often elevated.99 As such, there is
something inherently simple about platforms. As architect Sverre Fehn
notes, “the simplest form of architecture is to cultivate the surface of the
earth, to make a platform.”100 Fehn’s statement conceals a more fundamental insight about platforms, however: in the establishment of a low horizontal platform, one also establishes a social infrastructure. Platforms are thus
not only material constructions, they also harbor infrapolitical affordances.
The etymology of the notion of “platform” evidences this infrapolitical
dimension. Originally a spatial concept, the notion of platform appeared in
architectural, figurative, and military formations in the sixteenth century,
soon developing into specialized discourses of party programs and military
and building construction,101 religious congregation,102 and architectural
vantage points.103 Both the architectural and social understandings of the
term connote a process in which sites of common ground are created in
contradistinction to other sites. In geology, for instance, platforms emerge
from abrasive processes that elevate and distinguish one area in relation to
others. In religious and political discourse, platforms emerge as organizational sites of belonging, often in contradistinction to other forms of organization. Platforms, then, connote both common ground and demarcated
borders that emerge out of abrasive processes. In the nineteenth century,
a third meaning adjoined the notion of platforms, namely trade-related
cooperation. This introduced a dynamic to the word that is less informed
by abrasive processes and more by the capture processes of what we might
call “connective capitalism.” Yet, despite connectivity taking center stage,
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even these platforms were described as territorializing constructs that favor
some organizations and corporations over others.104
In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, as Gilles Deleuze and Felix
Guattari successfully urged scholars and architects to replace roots with
rhizomes, the notion of platform began taking on yet another meaning. Deleuze and Guattari began fervently arguing for the nonexistence
of rooted platforms.105 Their vision soon gave rise to a nonfoundational
understanding of the world as a “limitless multiplicity of positions from
which it is possible only to erect provisional constructions.”106 Deleuze
and Guattari’s ontology became widely influential in theorizing the web in
toto; as Rem Koolhaas once noted, the “language of architecture—platform,
blueprint, structure—became almost the preferred language for indicating
a lot of phenomenon that we’re facing from Silicon Valley.”107 From the
singular platforms of military and party politics, emerged, then, the thousand platforms of the digital, where “nearly every surge of research and
investment pursued by the digital industry—e-commerce, web services,
online advertising, mobile devices and digital media sales—has seen the
term migrate to it.”108
What infrapolitical logic can we glean from Silicon Valley’s adoption of
the vernacular notion of the platform? Firstly, it is an infrapolitics of temporality. As Tarleton Gillespie points out, the semantic aspects of platforms
“point to a common set of connotations: a ‘raised level surface’ designed to
facilitate some activity that will subsequently take place. It is anticipatory,
but not causal.”109 The inscription of platforms into the material infrastructures of the Internet thus assume a value-producing futurity. If serendipity
is what is craved, then platforms are the site in which this is thought to
take place.
Despite its inclusion in the entrepreneurial discourse of Silicon Valley,
the notion of the platform is also used to signal an infrapolitics of collaboration, even subversion. Olga Gurionova, for instance, explores the
subversive dynamics of critical artistic platforms,110 and Trebor Sholtz promotes the term “platform cooperativism” to advance worker-based cooperatives that would “design their own apps-based platforms, fostering truly
peer-to-peer ways of providing services and things, and speak truth to the
new platform capitalists.”111 Shadow libraries such as Monoskop appear as
perfect examples of such subversive platforms and evidence of Srnicek’s
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reminder that not all social interactions are co-opted into systems of profit
generation.112 Yet, as the territorial, legal, and social infrastructures of mass
digitization become increasingly labyrinthine, it takes a lot of critical consciousness to properly interpret and understand its infrapolitics. Engage
with the shadow library Library Genesis on Facebook, for instance, and you
submit to platform capitalism.
A significant trait of platform-based corporations such as Google and
Facebook is that they more often than not present themselves as apolitical, neutral, and empowering tools of connectivity, passive until picked up
by the user. Yet, as Lisa Nakamura notes, “reading’s economies, cultures of
sharing, and circuits of travel have never been passive.”113 One of digital
platforms’ most important infrapolitical traits is their dependence on network effects and a winner-takes-all logic, where the platform owner is not
only conferred enormous power vis-à-vis other less successful platforms but
also vis-à-vis the platform user.114 Within this game, the platform owner
determines the rules of the product and the service on offer. Entering into
the discourse of platforms implies, then, not only constructing a software
platform, but also entering into a parasitical game of relational network
effects, where different platforms challenge and use each other to gain
more views and activity. This gives successful platforms a great advantage
in the digital economy. They not only gain access to data, but they also
control the rules of how the data is to be managed and governed. Therefore,
when a user is surfing Google Books, Google—and not the library—collects
the user’s search queries, including results that appeared in searches and
pages the user visited from the search. The browser, moreover, tracks the
user’s activity, including pages the user has visited and when, user data, and
possibly user login details with auto-fill features, user IP address, Internet
service provider, device hardware details, operating system and browser version, cookies, and cached data from websites. The labyrinthine infrastructure of the mass digitization ecosystem also means that if you access one
platform through another, your data will be collected in different ways.
Thus, if you visit Europeana through Facebook, it will be Facebook that
collects your data, including name and profile; biographical information
such as birthday, hometown, work history, and interests; username and
unique identifier; subscriptions, location, device, activity date, time and
time-zone, activities; and likes, check-ins, and events.115 As more platforms
emerge from which one can access mass digitized archives, such as social
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media sites like Facebook, Google+, Pinterest, and Twitter, as well as mobile
devices such as Android, gaining an overview of who collects one’s data and
how becomes more nebulous.
Europeana’s reminder illustrates the assemblatic infrastructural set-up of
mass digitization projects and how they operate with multiple entry points,
each of which may attach its own infrapolitical dynamics. It also illustrates
the labyrinthine infrastructures of privacy settings, over which a mapping
is increasingly difficult to attain because of constant changes and reconfigurations. It furthermore illustrates the changing legal order from the relatively stable sovereign order of human rights obligations to the modulating
landscape of privacy policies.
How then might we characterize the infrapolitics of the spatial imaginaries of mass digitization? As this chapter has sought to convey, writings
about mass digitization projects are shot through with spatialized metaphors, from the flâneur to the labyrinth and the platform, either in literal
terms or in the imaginaries they draw on. While this section has analyzed
these imaginaries in a somewhat chronological fashion, with the interactivity of the platform increasingly replacing the more passive gaze of
the spectator, they coexist in that larger complex of spatial digital thinking. While often used to elicit uncomplicated visions of empowerment,
desire, curiosity, and productivity, these infrapolitical imaginaries in fact
show the complexity of mass digitization projects in their reinscription of
users and cultural memory institutions in new constellations of power and
politics.

6 Concluding Remarks
Chapter
Concluding
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Remarks
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I opened this book claiming that the notion of mass digitization has
shifted from a professional concept to a cultural political phenomenon. If
the former denotes a technical way of duplicating analog material in digital form, mass digitization as a cultural practice is a much more complex
apparatus. On the one hand, it offers the simple promise of heightened
public and private access to—and better preservation of—the past; one the
other, it raises significant political questions about ethics, politics, power,
and care in the digital sphere. I locate the emergence of these questions
within the infrastructures of mass digitization and the ways in which they
not only offer new ways of reading, viewing, and structuring cultural material, but also new models of value and its extraction, and new infrastructures of control. The political dynamic of this restructuring, I suggest, may
meaningfully be referred to as a form of infrapolitics, insofar as the political work of mass digitization often happens at the level of infrastructure,
in the form of standardization, dissent, or both. While mass digitization
entwines the cultural politics of analog artifacts and institutions with the
infrapolitical logics of the new digital economies and technologies, there is
no clear-cut distinction between between the analog and digital realms in
this process. Rather, paraphrasing N. Katherine Hayles, I suggest that mass
digitization, like a Janus-figure, “looks to past and future, simultaneously
reinforcing and undermining both.”1
A persistent challenge in the study of mass digitization is the mutability
of the analytical object. The unstable nature of cultural memory archives
is not a new phenomenon. As Derrida points out, they have always been
haunted by an unintended instability, which he calls “archive fever.” Yet,
mass digitization appears to intensify this instability even further, both in
its material and cultural instantiations. Analog preservation practices that
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seek to stabilize objects are in the digital realm replaced with dynamic processes of content migration and software updates. Cultural memory objects
become embedded in what Wendy Chun has referred to as the enduring
ephemerality of the digital as well as the bleeding edge of obsolescence.2
Indeed, from the moment when the seed for this book was first planted
to the time of its publication, the landscape of mass digitization, and the
political battles waged on its maps, has changed considerably. Google
Books—which a decade ago attracted the attention, admiration, and animosity of all—recently metamorphosed from a giant flood to a quiet trickle.
After a spectacle of press releases on quantitative milestones, epic legal
battles, and public criticisms, Google apparently lost interest in Google
Books. Google’s gradual abandonment of the project resembled more an
act of prolonged public ghosting than a clear-cut break-up, leaving the
public to read in between the lines about where the company was headed:
scanning activities dwindled; the Google Books blog closed along with its
Twitter feed; press releases dried up; staff was laid off; and while scanning
activities are still ongoing, they are limited to works in the public domain,
changing the scale considerably.3 One commentator diagnosed the change
of strategy as the demise of “the greatest humanistic project of our time.”4
Others acknowledged in less dramatic terms that while Google’s scanning activities may have stopped, its legacy lives on and is still put to
active use.5
In the present context, the important point to make is that a quiet life
does not necessarily equal death. Indeed, this is the lesson we learn from
attending to the subtle workings of infrastructure: the politics of infrastructure is the politics of what goes on behind the curtains, not only what is
launched to the front page. Thus, as one engineer notes when confronted
with the fate of Google Books, “We’re not focused on shiny features and
things that are very visible to users. … It’s more like behind-the-scenes work
and perfecting the technology—acquiring content, processing it properly
so that we can view the entire book online, and adjusting the search algorithm.”6 This is a timely reminder that any analysis of the infrapolitics
of mass digitization has to tend not only to the visible and loud politics
of construction, but also the quiet and ongoing politics of infrastructure
maintenance. It makes no sense to write an obituary for Google Books if
the infrastructure is still at work. Moreover, the assemblatic nature of mass
digitization also demands that we do not stop at the immediate borders
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of a project when making analytical claims about their infrapolitics. Thus,
while Google Books may have stopped in its tracks, other trains of mass
digitization have pulled up instead, carrying the project of mass digitization forward toward new, divergent, and experimental sites. Google’s different engagements with cultural digitization shows that an analysis of the
politics of Google’s memory work needs to operate with an assemblatic
method, rather than a delineating approach.7 Europeana and DPLA also are
mutable analytical objects, both in economic and cultural form. Therefore,
Europeana leads a precarious life from one EU budget framework to the
next, and its cultural identity and software instantiations have transformed
from a digital library, to a portal, to a platform over the course of only a few
decades. Last, but not least, shadow libraries are mediating and multiplying cultural memory objects from servers and mirror links that sometimes
die just as quickly as they emerged. The question of institutionalization
matters greatly in this respect, outlining what we might call a spectrum of
contingency. If a mass digitization project lives in the margins of institutions, such as in the case of many shadow libraries, its infrastructure is often
fraught with uncertainties. Less precarious, but nonetheless tumultuous,
are the corporate institutions with their increasingly short market-driven
lifespans. And, at the other end of the spectrum, we find mass digitization
projects embedded in bureaucratic apparatuses whose lumbering budget
processes provide publically funded mass digitization projects with more
stable infrastructures.
The temporal dimension of mass digitization projects also raises important questions about the horizon of cultural memory in material terms.
Should mass digitization, one might ask, also mean whither analog cultural memory? This question seems relevant not least in cases where institutions consider digitization as a form of preservation that allows them to
discard analog artifacts once digitized. In digital form, we further have to
contend with a new temporal horizon of cultural memory itself, based not
on only on remembrance but on anticipation in the manner of “If you liked
this, you might also like. ….” Thus, while cultural memory objects link to
objects of the past, mass digitized cultural memory also gives rise to new
methods of prediction and preemption, for instance in the form of personalization. In this anticipatory regime, cultural memory becomes subject to
perpetual calculatory activities, processing affects, and activities in terms of
likelihoods and probabilistic outcomes.
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Thus, cultural memory has today become embedded in new glocalized infrastructures. On the one hand, these infrastructures present novel
opportunities. Cultural optimists have suggested that mass digitization has
the potential to give rise to new cosmopolitan public spheres tethered from
the straitjackets of national territorializing forces. On the other hand, critics argue that there is little evidence that cosmopolitan dynamics are in
fact at work. Instead, new colonial and neoliberal platforms arise from a
complex infrastructural apparatus of private and public institutions and
become shaped by political, financial, and social struggles over representation, control, and ownership of knowledge.
In summary, it is obvious that the scale of mass digitization, public
and private, licit and illicit, has transformed how we engage with texts,
cultural works, and cultural memory. People today have instant access to
a wealth of works that would previously have required large amounts of
money, as well as effort, to engage with. Most of us enjoy the new cultural
freedoms we have been given to roam the archives, collecting and exploring oddities along the way, and making new connections between works
that would previously have been held separate by taxonomy, geography,
and time in the labyrinthine material and social infrastructures of cultural
memory.
A special attraction of mass digitization no doubt lies in its unfathomable scale and linked nature, and the fantasy and “spectacle of collecting.”8
The new cultural environment allows the user to accelerate the pace of
information by accessing key works instantly as well as idly rambling in
the exotic back alleys of digitized culture. Mass digitized archives can be
explored to functional, hedonistic, and critical ends (sometimes all at the
same time), and can be used to exhume forgotten works, forgotten authors,
and forgotten topics. Within this paradigm, the user takes center stage—at
least discursively. Suddenly, a link made between a porn magazine and a
Courbet painting could well be a valued cultural connection instead of a
frowned-upon transgression in the halls of high culture. Users do not just
download books; they also upload new folksonomies, “ego-documents,”
and new cultural constellations, which are all welcomed in the name of
“citizen science.” Digitization also infuses texts with new life due to its new
connective properties that allow readers and writers to intimately and exhibitionistically interact around cultural works, and it provides new ways of
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engaging with texts as digital reading migrates toward service-based rather
than hardware-based models of consumption. Digitization allows users to
digitally collect works themselves and indulge in alluring archival riches in
new ways.
But mass digitization also gives rise to a range of new ethical, political,
aesthetic, and methodological questions concerning the spatio-temporality,
ownership, territoriality, re-use, and dissemination of cultural memory artifacts. Some of those dimensions have been discussed in detail in the present
work and include questions about digital labor, platformization, management of visibility, ownership, copyright, and other new forms of control
and de- and recentralization and privatization processes. Others have only
been alluded to but continue to gain in relevance as processes of mass digitization excavate and make public sensitive and contested archival material. Thus, as the cultural memories and artifacts of indigenous populations,
colonized territories and other marginalized groups are brought online,
as well as artifacts that attest to the violent regimes of colonialism and
patriarchy, an attendant need has emerged for an ethics of care that goes
beyond simplistic calls for right to access, to instead attend to the sensitivity of the digitized material and the ways in which we encounter these
materials.
Combined, these issues show that mass digitization is far from a straightforward technical affair. Rather, the productive dimensions of mass digitization emerge from the rubble of disruptive and turbulent political processes
that violently dislocate established frontiers and power dynamics and give
rise to new ones that are yet to be interpreted. Within these turbulent
processes, the familiar narratives of empowered users collecting and connecting works and ideas in new and transgressive ways all too often leave
out the simultaneous and integrated story of how the labyrinthine infrastructures of mass digitization also writes itself on the back of the users,
collecting them and their thoughts in the process, and subjecting them to
new economic logics and political regimes. As Lisa Nakamura reminds us,
“by availing ourselves of its networked virtual bookshelves to collect and
display our readerliness in a postprint age, we have become objects to be
collected.”9 Thus, as we gather vintage images on Pinterest, collect books
in Google Books, and retweet sounds files from Europeana, we do best not
only to question the cultural logic and ethics of these actions but also to
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remember that as we collect and connect, we are also ourselves collected
and connected.
If the power of mass digitization happens at the level of infrastructure,
political resistance will have to take the form of infrastructural intervention. We play a role in the formulation of the ethics of such interventions,
and as such we have to be willing to abandon the predominant tropes of
scale, access, and acceleration in favor of an infrapolitics of care—a politics
that offers opportunities for mindful, slow, and focused encounters.
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the moment. In the second sonnet, I had a still more gruesome idea—the idea that
there was no minotaur—that the man would go on endlessly wandering. That may
have been suggested by a phrase in one of Chesterton’s Father Brown books. Chesterton said, ‘What a man is really afraid of is a maze without a center.’ I suppose he
was thinking of a godless universe, but I was thinking of the labyrinth without a
minotaur. I mean, if anything is terrible, it is terrible because it is meaningless.”
Borges and Dembo 1970, 319.
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